Rasdale Stamp Company
Welcome to the First Session of the 441st Public Auction
Please Note: Pre-Auction Bidding closes at 5:00 (CDT). We encourage you to use our website to bid by using the pre-auction bidding
process. This feature will close on August 16, 2019 at 5:00 pm (CDT). Then on Saturday August 17th, and Sunday August 18th you are
welcome to participate in the “Rasdale Live Auction” feature. “Rasdale Live Auction” is a dynamic element which you will be able to
bid against the floor while the auction is taking place. You, other Internet bidders, and floor bidders will be able to compete on a single
platform to buy lots we are offering. You can bid in either or both aspects of the auction. All you need to do is register to bid prior to the
auction. It is strongly recommended you register as early as possible as last minute registration cannot be guaranteed. For more information and a 10 minute tutorial on how to use these features, please contact Kim at 630.794.9900. In addition we also offer a downloadable
version of the auction as well.
Pre-Auction Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, email and phone until 5:00pm (CDT) on Friday, August 16th.
Rasdale Live Auction Bidding: Live bidding takes place at 9:00am (CDT) on Saturday, August 17th for Session One and Sunday, August
18th for Session Two. Phone bidding is not available.
Opening Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website and updated until Friday, August 16th.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows:
Saturday, August 10th from 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.; Monday-Friday, August 12-16th from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
The office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm (CDT) every day for lunch.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information on any lot, please contact our office no sooner than
August 5th but no later than August 14th and we will be pleased to assist you. There are close to 8500 images on the website. Therefore
requests for additional scans of any lots are respectfully declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery, 37 Chestnut Ave., Westmont, IL 60559
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Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise,
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected
by the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots
together into a new lot.
All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest
bid. Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or
resale of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the
bidding and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith.
“Buy” bids are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer
who fails to accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00
are respectfully declined.
Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale
Stamp Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their
purchases. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a
lot is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently
in arrears. In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves
the right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments
will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County,
Illinois for any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in
the State of Illinois. The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted.
Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale
on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be
subject to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction
date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under
any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp
Company.
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The Royal Philatelic Collection, by Sir John Wilson, the Keeper of the Royal Philatelic Collection and edited by Clarence Winchester. This book presents the foundation and the development of the Royal Philatelic Collection in a manner worthy of its importance.
There are 12 large lithographed color plates in this book, all sunk on card stock and proof like in quality and with glassine overlays
over each. There are also a large number of illustrations in black and white. Large (10½” x 14½”) in size, has bright red covers, weighs
12 pounds. Published in 1952 with the “Gracious Permission of His Majesty King George the Sixth”. Pages are on light weight card
stock, with the printing and the color plates nothing short of exquisite. The book is in clean, excellent condition without any obvious
binding problems.The original cloth covered slip case is also included, but it is in poor condition with an unforgivable old auction label
attached. A rare, magnificent book for your library.
S.B. 400.00
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“Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States Postage Stamps” by R. H. White. Two binders containing volumes 1-4 complete.
Pages fresh and clean. Hardly ever used. No slipcases. Rare and out of print. Essential to the collector of early US stamps.
S.B. 300.00
Ten cartons (approximately shipping weight of 500 pounds) United States and worldwide philatelic literature. Nearly 250 hard,
soft cover books, pamphlets, and brochures offering a wide range of information. Published mainly from the mid-20th Century to the
end. Knowledge is golden and reading this material will make you feel like King Midas.
S.B. 250.00
German Philatelic Society (GPS) fifteen volume set of Reference Manual of Forgeries by Dr. Werner M. Bohne published in
1975.
S.B. 150.00
Around seventy hard and soft cover books and pamphlets from the Witt estate in five cartons. Includes Space, Airmail, Rocket
Mail etc. reference material. This lot could be right up your reading alley.
S.B. 150.00
A small philatelic library from an old time customer. All Forty-nine different items have been captured in an image. Shipping weight
is 78 lbs. Call or email for a rate quote. U.S. addresses only.
S.B. 150.00
American Air Mail Catalogue, Fifth Edition, complete in five volumes. Volume 2 has been used more often than the other four.
Essential for any airmail specialist.
S.B. 120.00
Old International Brownie Nineteenth Century Album in better than most in seemingly intact condition. The first in the 1919 printing
series. Around 100 or so stamps used to be inside, but long ago the were removed. Toning, a little foxing, a few hinge remnants, and
a long ago repaired binding are its only faults. Would make an interesting historic place to build a pre 1900 collection. S.B. 100.00
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American Stampless Cover Catalog, three volume 1997, Fifth Edition. Lightly used with few if any flaws. Ready for your library.
S.B. 100.00
Over fifty books ranging from rudimentary to definitive works. All in good shape.
S.B. 100.00
Three volume set of Louisiana Purchase Exposition from organization to June 1904 by C.F.G. Meyer. The spines are falling apart,
the covers show wear but the binding is intact.
S.B. 100.00
Three cartons of mainly Scandinavian literature from the 1930s to 2003. Comprises roughly 75 hand, soft cover books and pamphlets.
Also includes about a half carton of mostly blank page supplies. Shipping weight is roughly 150 pounds. Great reference material for
the specialist.
S.B. 75.00
Encyclopedia of the Colors of the United States Postage Stamps, Vols.I-IV, and The Papers and Gums of the United States Postage Stamps 1847-1909 by R.H. White. All three includes a slip case, VF.
S.B. 75.00
Huge number of used Scott Specialty (46) and International albums filling eleven cartons. Few if any stamps, sparse at best. Many
with no stamps at all remaining. More crystal mounts than stamps. The binders are generally clean, but the pages have Scott numbers
written in and under the spaces in red pen. Much of which will be hidden by the stamps or mounts when filled. Plenty of Country
albums that are now either out of print or difficult to obtain in the secondary market. The old style two post binders alone sell for big
money on the internet. Great way to start a collection. Heavy over 380 pounds shipping weight.
S.B. 650.00
Hula Jerry Minion find: 75 unopened packages of Dennison (red, white, and blue pack) hinges stuffed in their original box of 50
from the company. Box a little rough but intact. Hinges in some packages appear to be a little stiff. We opened an extra package and
hinges appears fine and workable. Clean and never opened. Will serve the world collector well, as no others are ever to be made. Minion
not included.
S.B. 220.00
Two cartons of supplies. The first is miscellaneous in nature and only half full while the second is budging containing mostly Scott
and Prinz mounts that appear to be unopened. A real treasure trove for rabid mounters.
S.B. 200.00
Over 400 mostly Whitman or Harris unused coin folders and other supplies from a recently closed coin store in five cartons.
Comprises both United States and Canada having one cent to one dollar. Some are obsolete. U.S. runs from Indian Cents to Sacagawea
/Presidential Dollars. One carton contains coin supply miscellany.
S.B. 170.00
Miscellaneous New and Gently Used Supplies. From a large consignment. Two cartons. Contains hundreds of new and like-new Vario
stockpages, with varying numbers of rows. Also has many packages of opened and unopened mounts and hinges. Plenty of other items
such as quadrilled pages and glassine leaves. Also has a Minkus Europa album (to around 1990). Nothing is moldy, rotten, smelly, or
diseased. Ready for collector use. Offered reasonably. Take a look.
S.B. 150.00
All the stamp supplies and business supplies from a dealer that reluctantly hung up his tongs. Includes glassines, albums, mounts,
mailing supplies, dust covers etc. All unused or lightly used ready for the next entrepreneur..
S.B. 100.00
Stamp mounts in a 14” x 14”x 8” carton. Contains Showgard and Scott having both open and unopened packages as well as clear
and black mounts. Ready for extending fun organizing all your loose stamps into your albums.
S.B. 50.00
A small mountain of mounts, most are Showgard and appear to be unopened.
S.B. 40.00
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Bag of $1,000.00 face 90% 1964 Kennedy half dollars hand counted by three knowledgeable coin collectors.
S.B. 10,000.00
United States 275 one ounce .999 silver rounds in tubes either Engelhard Prospectors or from Silvertowne. Rounds were put away in
the 1980s.
S.B. 4000.00
United States 200 silver dollars in coin tubes. Condition varies from very good to average circulated conditon. Consists of mainly
Peace and 1921 Morgan as well as some older Morgans. Some dollars appear to have been polished or dipped.
S.B. 3000.00
United States $260.00 face 90% silver halves in coin tubes.
S.B. 2600.00
United States $250.00 face 90% silver dimes in a coin bag.
S.B. 2500.00
United States 189 Morgan and Peace Silver Dollars in 2X2’s, envelopes, or coin tubes. Condition varies from good to average circulated conditon. Some dollars appear to have been cleaned or dipped.
S.B. 2400.00
United States coin 90% silver assortment. Consists of $190.00 face half dollars in tubes including a complete Franklin set in a Whitman album and a roll of circulated Columbian Halves. Also contains fifty cull silver dollars of which some are worn smooth and several
having holes.
S.B. 2400.00
United States 155 one ounce .999 silver rounds from various makers including mostly from South East Refining and California Crown
Mint. Rounds were put away in the 1980s and are as fresh as the day that were struck.
S.B. 2300.00
United States $230.00 face 90% silver quarters in coin tubes.
S.B. 2300.00
United States $210.00 face 90% silver quarters in coin tubes.
S.B. 2100.00
United States $200.00 face 90% silver dimes in coin tubes.
S.B. 2000.00
United States $400.00 face 40% silver clad Kennedy halves in coin tubes.
S.B. 1600.00
United States $145.00 face 90% silver dimes in coin tubes.
S.B. 1450.00
United States .999 silver rectangular and round accumulation consisting of 64 one ounce and six 5 oz (total of 94 ounces). Includes
various makers including art bars mostly from the 1970s.
S.B. 1400.00
United States three Carson City Morgan Dollars all appearing to be in uncirculated and in original condition. Consists of 1880, 1881,
and 1885. A rocking, awesome lot.
S.B. 1350.00
United States proof and mint set accumulation in four cartons. Approximately 300 sets consisting of proof sets from 1968 to 2001,
mint sets from 1965 to 2001, and fifty silver proof sets having forty in their original mint cello and ten in plastic holders running mainly
from 1958 to 1964. Beaucoup duplication.
S.B. 1100.00
United States $100.00 face 90% silver dimes loose in a cigar box.
S.B. 1000.00
United States forty Morgan silver dollars from 1878 to 1904. Coins appear to be uncirculated with some having toning. Also, some
coins are really nice almost uncirculated that appear to fall just a little short to be categorized uncirculated. A pleasant offering.
S.B. 1000.00
United States sterling silver medals assortment from the 1960s and 1970s, Contains thirty-six 500 grains Presidential Commemoratives
by American Express, fifty States of the Union Series by the Franklin Mint, seven other medals plus miscellany all in their original
holders.
S.B. 900.00
United States selection of fifty-five John Deere Tractor one-ounce silver rounds. Consists of twenty-five in plastic and thirty in sets
of five in their original boxes. Three sets are colorized.
S.B. 800.00
United States One ounce .999 Engelhard Platinum bar in original plastic.
S.B. 800.00
United States 54 mainly Morgan Silver Dollars in 2 x 2s and a coin tube (all 1921). Condition varies from very good to average
circulated condition having several coins appearing to have been cleaned or dipped.
S.B. 700.00
United States complete short set (20 coins) 1941-47 Walking Liberty Halves in an old- style Whitman album. Coins appear to be all
in uncirculated condition.
S.B. 700.00
United States selection consisting of $55.00 face 90% silver in dimes, quarters, and halves either in Whitman folders or loose. Also
contains $13.50 40% halves, thirty war nickels, 1 one ounce .999 round, miscellaneous coins including wheat cents, Buffalo Nickels,
etc. some bankable change, and an envelope of demonized foreign tourist change.
S.B. 650.00
United States and worldwide coin accumulation in two medium boxes. Most of the value is the worldwide material. Entails six
Panama Proof set from 1966-67, nine Bermuda 1964 Crowns, four Mexico Crowns, one each Bermuda 1959 Crown, 1972 Panama 20
Balboas, two 1 Oz US Silver Eagles, Maria Theresa, and 1973 Netherlands ten Gulden. Also includes a cigar box of circulated Canada
Queen Elizabeth five cents, and US Whitman not filled folders having common coins from Indian, Lincoln Cents and Jefferson Nickles.
Rounding out this selection are miscellaneous coins in 2X2’s, small plastic bags, envelopes and loose.
S.B. 500.00
United States eclectic coin accumulation in varied size cartons. Includes a Mint sewed bag of 1967 cents, 36 rolls of mainly circulated
wheat cents, two coffee tins of wheat cents, 55 rolls of mainly bank wrapped cents from 1959 to 1964 and miscellaneous coins from
cents to quarters in 2X2’s, small plastic bags, envelopes and loose. A plethora of coin pleasure. Go for it. Approximate shipping weight
of 150 pounds.
S.B. 450.00
United States type coin selection. Involves a complete set of war nickels in a plastic appearing to be in uncirculated condition, 1811
Bust Half, 1925 Stone Mountain Half, 1866 three cent nickel. two 1865 two cent pieces, and 1895-O and 1890-CC Morgan Dollars in
circulated condition. Inspection necessary to come up with the right grades and a comfortable number.
S.B. 350.00
United States selection consisting of seven large cents from 1837 to 1851 in circulated condition and five Morgan Dollars All
Mint Set in a Capital holder. Some if not all dollars appear to have been cleaned or dipped.
S.B. 150.00
United States 1826 Bust Half appearing to be in a nice very fine condition.
S.B. 150.00
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Canada coin assortment in a banker box. Comprises $405.00 face 80% silver ten cents to dollars, $102.00 face 50% silver ten cents,
twenty five cents both mainly in tubes, and exchangeable coins to the nickel dollar plus miscellany.
S.B. 4000.00
Canada 120 80% silver proof-like sets in their original RCM cello from 1962-1967. Most are not in their original envelopes.
S.B. 2000.00
Canada 1967 Centennial sets. Consists of two 7 coin Gold and Silver Specimen sets in their original RCM holders and shipping
boxes. One is still sealed. Also includes two 6 Silver coin and Sterling Medal Specimen sets both still sealed in their original shipping
boxes. An unusual find.
S.B. 1400.00
(EP96) 5¢ Jefferson encased in a J. Gault case. Mica is a little flawed. Fine
Cat. 375.00
United States three uncut sheets consisting of a 16 one-dollar 1988A, a 16 two-dollar 1976, an a 32 two-dollar 1976 all rolled up in
their original tubes. Would look great in a currency cave.
S.B. 140.00
Seven Dollar Bill Continental Currency in average circulated condition. Signed. Printed by Hall and Sellers 1778. Minor soiling and
repairs.
S.B. 100.00
Friedberg (1226) 3¢ Washington, fault free, Fine.
S.B. 60.00
Lot of eight fractional currency items. All with tape stains and boo boos.
S.B. 50.00
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An accumulation of 10¢ to 44¢ mint sheets.
Face 9730.00
(3409-3413) Fifteen sets of space.
Face 417.00
(3409-3414) Two uncut Space sheets.
Cat. 280.00
A fun loving array of mint sheets and self adhesive booklet panes and full booklets.
Face 6800.00
A nearly overwhelming mainly PNC love fest. Housed in twenty-eight binders holding thousand of pairs and strips of three and five.
Values range from 1¢ to 45¢, stronger group are the 25¢-33¢ flags. Also includes an inconsequential assembly of regular coils from
the 1970’s. No better values were spotted. The group is figured as a percentage of face for citizen usage while the permit types were
counted as $2.00 a full page of 8 rows (212 pages were counted). The suggested bid would be a fair amount to both the buyer and seller
in regards to a postage transaction. Higher bids would result in a more completive bid while still amounting to a number well under
face value. Shipping weight 140lbs., call or email for a rate quote.
S.B. 4000.00
High value postage accumulation. Includes $9.35 booklets, $3.00 Mars sheets, 1992 Columbus packets, 1998 Trans-Miss sheets,
$2.40, $2.90, and $9.95 values plus others.
Face 2340.00
A precarious pile of postage provided for the patient postage purveyor.
S.B. 1400.00
A surly slew of scrap postage. Better get out your calculator and a bigger boat.
S.B. 1050.00
High denomination face values, $1.00 to $23.75. However does include five World Columbian souvenir sheet sets, and one 1998
Trans-Mississippi souvenir sheet set.
Face 900.00
Potpourri pile of postage (mostly 29¢ and 32¢ values in sheets) anchored with three Flags of the Nations silver ingots for ballast.
Face 820.00
A messy pile of postage. Includes both sheets and scrap.
S.B. 550.00
A precarious pile of postage. Includes sheet, scraps, booklets panes and a bit of UN and foreign snuck in for a peek.
S.B. 300.00
A simple postage accumulation of scrap and mint sheets. Mainly Bi-centennial era and PNC’s. A few sheets were found to be a bit
stuck down in the margin. Not enough to be a factor. Take a quick peek and roll the dice.
S.B. 300.00
A very heavy postage lot made of a couple dozen year sets in mostly hard cover books, few 32¢ to Forever mint sheets and a few
modern FDC’s thrown in for a bonus.
S.B. 300.00
Carefully counted carton of US face ($3,500.00+). Consists of: around $2,000 face in sheets, mainly 29 cents and up, in duplication,
all put away in this old White Ace album for “investment purposes”. Does include at least one “Recalled Legends of the West” sheet
and many other, used to be premium, se-tenant sheets. No forevers. The rest of the face is in complete booklets, coils, plate block strips,
etc. Sort out the better for your collection and mail the rest. Clean and fresh.
Face 3500.00
Two small pizza size boxes packed with face in sheets, booklets, plate blocks, coil strips and scrap. Lots of 37 centers on up, but
most numerous are the 2 cent through 29 cent values. Owners face count of “at least $2,050.00” looks OK to us.
Face 2050.00
Scrap of 1¢ to $2 meticulously counted by the owner.
Face 1080.00
Small mainly postage lot comprised of mostly US space related sheets. Around $600 face. Best part are three Legends of the West
sheets in issued coffee table books with both types and a normal FDC included.
Face 600.00

MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTABLES
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Outstanding 20 mm Red Rock Cola button under thick (9mm) glass. Appears from around 1939 as Babe Ruth is underneath exclaiming “ the finest cola, etc. Seldom seen baseball advertising item.
S.B. 60.00
Three vintage items from an old homestead. Best is the 12 inch industrial desk fan from pre WWII times. Also includes a single
bed sized (66” x 83”) homemade “Holly Hobby” type, sewing machine made, cotton batten Quilt (1940s ?) plus a folk art style “potty
training chair” from the same era.
S.B. 80.00
Matched set of Apollo 11 autographed 8”x10” NASA photos from the E. Huston collection. Acquired by Woody Witt at auction.
Includes: “Best Wishes”, Michael Collins; “To Ed Huston With Best Wishes”, Buzz Aldrin; and “To Edward B. Huston - All Good
Wishes” Neil Armstrong. Also contains an original 1978 letter from Elaine Moore Neil’s secretary returning his FDCs unsigned and
offering the “enclosed autographed picture” as a substitute. Great Apollo 11 pieces. See the webphotos. Ex Huston, Ex Witt.
S.B. 1500.00
PAGE 5
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Neil Armstrong autograph in the top center of a complete sheet of fifty Apollo 8 Scott # 1371, commemorative stamps with a
September 6, 1969 cancel from Wapakoneta, Ohio (Armstrong’s home town). COA states “fine condition, with some mild toning to
border” by Scott Cornish and R&R #3131381.
S.B. 800.00
Autographed pieces from Walter Cunningham. First is an 11”x12” blue folio issued for the First Day ceremony for the Apollo 8,
Scott #1371 stamp embossed on the front with Walter Cunningham’s name. The interior has a pocket in which the full pane of the
stamp resides contains a bold Walter Cunningham autograph probably done in 2002 as the attest photo shows. In a separate pocket is
another pane of stamps that Walter got autographed by the Apollo 8 crew at the ceremony. All looks legit to us, so see the webphotos.
Ex Witt.
S.B. 800.00
Political figures of the 1940s through the 1970s featured by autograph in 13 binders. Themes include: Cabinet members, Supreme
Court Justices, Senators, Congressmen, Governors, and all sorts of movers and shakers. Hundreds and hundreds of seemingly hand signed
autographs on covers, pictures, documents, requests, and cards. Probably some autopens. Comes with plentiful biographic information
in plastic pages from the Witt estate holding. Ready for someone new to organize and enjoy again.
S.B. 600.00
10th Congress of the Association of Space Explorers (2005) set of five covers with the autographs of 60 attendees. The “Space
and Ecology” conference described in the “Space and Philately” journal article by Igor Rodin (copy included) goes on to identify the
signatures one by one. Only 200 sets were produced. Clean and fresh. Part of the Witt collection. Scarce.
S.B. 600.00
Space: On April 3, 1969 the crew of Apollo 8 was presented with National Geographic Society’s highest award the Hubbard
Medal. The ceremony was held at Constitution Hall in Washington D.C.. Vice President Spiro Agnew was master of Ceremony and
presented the medals to all three crew members: Frank Borman, James Lovell and William Anders. This trifold brochure served as official program for the event and is hand signed by each as seen in the webphotos. Rare. Ex Witt.
S.B. 500.00
United States autograph assortment from the Witt estate in one carton. Between 75 to 100 mainly covers and some 8 X10 photos
from the 1930s to the 1990s. Includes entertainers, TV personalities, baseball players, politicians etc. Entails Bob Hope, Will Rogers,
Doris Day, George Burns, Gracie Allen, Dale Jarrett, Bob Lemon, Bob Feller, Lou Boudreau etc. Some 19th Century material of forgotten persons likewise to be found. Checking out will be beneficial to gauge your bid.
S.B. 450.00
Autographed Cards from Seventh Planetary Congress. Historically important and attractive set of six autographed cards from 1991
Seventh Planetary Congress. More than fifty different autographs. International representation. Clean, fresh. Ex. Witt. Unusual to find
a complete set. Desirable to topical collectors, historians, and German-area philatelists.
S.B. 400.00
Neil Armstrong. Color 8x10 lightweight composite photo FDC of an artist’s impression of the Apollo 11 crew signed in black felt
tip, “Neil Armstrong”. Collector notation on reverse: “Autographed by Neil Armstrong, February 26, 1986, Acheson Auditorium, Dept.
of State Bldg., Washington, D.C. President’s Commission on 51 L Hearings.” Fine condition, with mounting marks on the reverse. Neat.
Unusual. COA Scott Cornish 2007 and COA R&R #3149371.
S.B. 400.00
Striking Apollo 8 NASA photo (AS8-16-2588) signed by all members of Space summit meeting circa 1969-1970. Includes: Dr.
Werner Von Braun, James Lovell, Frank Borman, Earl Warren, Gerald Ford, Bill Anders, and others. Along is a key to all the black
sharpie signatures. Ex Witt.
S.B. 350.00
Apollo 15, 8 x 10 glossy photo of the Hadley-Apennine landing site with the unfurled flag. Signed by all three astronauts. Personalized: “Michael, His Love from the Moon”. Ex Regency-Superior, Ex Witt
S.B. 250.00
Buzz Aldrin presentation folder from the Moon Landing FDC ceremony as found. Package includes: folder inscribed ( Col. Edwin
E. Aldrin, USAF), sheet of Moon Landing stamps, two unsigned ceremony programs, Aldrin signed FDC, Calle signed FDC, “On the
Moon” photo FDC, and a signed (Buzz Aldrin) NASA photo CS-51768. No COA.
S.B. 250.00
Five presentation folders for stamps issued in the late 1950s each with a full pane of stamps signed in the margin by Arthur E.
Summerfield, Postmaster General. All five seemingly presented to members of Congress (names redacted). Along for the ride are
two corresponding FDCs for a pair of issues. All have webphotos.
S.B. 100.00
Neil Armstrong on “1997 League” baseball. Red sharpie. No COA. Ex Witt.
S.B. 100.00
First Day ceremony folder (personalized Donald K. Slayton) for the May 5, 1969, six cent Apollo 8 commemorative stamp issue
with stamp sheet. Includes DK Slayton autographed NASA photo that was taped inside. Ex Witt.
S.B. 100.00
Michael Jordan autographed small size (7 inch diameter) souvenir MVP basketball. The ball is no longer orange, but a washed
out yellow. The signature is clean and crisp. Purchased at a Chicago area Charity auction years ago.
S.B. 50.00
Personalized Liberace autographed 8x10 BW glossy studio photo. Signed in black Sharpie in his flamboyant style complete with
his hallmark piano doodle “To Mickey Miller, from your friend, Liberace”. Appropriately housed in a heavy metal bejeweled ornate
frame. Wonderful.
S.B. 40.00
Frederic Remington Bronze Buffalo Horse Statue Sculpture - Medium Size. This statue is a most accurate version of the original
bronze by Frederic Remington, it is hand cast using the “Lost Wax Casting” method. Remington’s sculpture “The Buffalo Horse” is an
historical and dynamic rendering in bronze of the ritual of “buffalo running” by the American Plains Indians. A Native American hunter
is depicted attempting to overpower and take down a powerful buffalo. No easy prey, the buffalo comes up under the horse and throws
the hunter up into the air. The original casting of The Buffalo Horse is on display at the Gilcrease Museum in Tulsa, Oklahoma. This
one is around: 16”H X 12”L X 5.50” deep. Heavy, nearly 40 pounds, brass on stone which will incur a shipping surcharge. Office pick
up is an advantage. Bid Accordingly.
S.B. 250.00
Heavy brass sculpture rendition of Fraser’s famous “End of the Trail”. Stands on its stone base to a total of 10 inches. Is around
9 inches long and six inches across. Old. Well done. “Lost Wax” type casting makes its weight over twenty pounds. igned Fraser on
bronze base. Nice patina.
S.B. 150.00
A “Not clowning around” lot. Includes a 15 page cigarette (Duke) his life’s history, a dated (1864) signature, and a 1923/24
autographed circus card. Perfect for a circus collector.
S.B. 75.00
Doo Dads, buttons, pins, a such from the large civil war estate. At least six contain mini photos of GAR members 1892-1922. Buttons made into pins, lockets and parts of them, a battlefield bullet, GAR encampment badges, and more all included in this 37 item lot.
The good the bad, the excellent and the ugly all included. Mixed condition. All seem original.
S.B. 500.00
Nice original post Civil War Knights Of Pythias, Michigan 14, Kepi cap. Nice condition with wear from use and age. Marked “The
Pettibone Mfg. Co., Military and Band Goods”. Displays well, all its parts intact.
S.B. 500.00
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W & L E Hurley Troy NY surveyor engineer instrument level in its original wooden box. Probably from the decades after the Civil
War. Comes with its original identifying labels too. The bubbles and instrument works having no visible cracks and normal wear for its
age. Also includes the 52” transit level. Would look great in any surveyor’s office or den. Office Pick Up Only.
S.B. 500.00
Civil War type six piece uniform. Circa 1870-1910. Probably GAR encampment, society, Knights Templar, or other ceremonial purpose. Original. Includes: two lined dress jackets estimated size small, a pair of trousers thick black stripes down the very long legs, a
reconstructed hat missing most of the insides, and two different ceremonial leather belts. Good quality construction by the M. C. Lilly
Company, Columbus, Ohio has allowed this group to age well. Reenacting or museum display quality.
S.B. 500.00
GAR memorabilia including ribbons, encampment programs and badges from the 1892-1909 period. Mixed condition. Original.
All 16 items in the web photos.
S.B. 250.00
Three Civil War or Victorian Era tintype duo photos in their original cases. Includes couples, two women, and two men. Intact
cases in remarkable condition for their age but several photos are faded and two have cracks to their coverings. Neat history items.
Examination required.
S.B. 150.00
Oddfellows or Masonic ceremonial reversable hand made cloak circa 1890-1913. Made by “The Ward Stilson Co.” New London,
Ohio. Cloak medium to large. Probably belonged to a Civil War Veteran. Original not a reproduction. and done quilting probably added
by the wearer for a greater visual effect. Victorian style in decent condition.
S.B. 150.00
Assortment of roughly a dozen Civil War or GAR Era items. Involves 1927 small souvenir mallet for Gastonburg, Alabama, a
small base metal tumbler for the 40th Anniversary engraved January 13, 1911, a letter opener in box, a thermometer for the Circle
Route Garage, Silverton, Colorado plus several items begging the question “What was this used for?” A fun lot for a fun buyer.
S.B. 100.00
Civil War 15” x 16 ½’’ frame containing a photo of Private Stephen Bailey 75th Ohio, killed at Gettysburg July 1st, 1863 18 years
old, Cincinnati, Ohio. Nicely annotated on the back of the frame. A must for the Civil War afficando.
S.B. 100.00
Four Civil War or Victoria Era 2 ¾” tintype photos in their original holders. Contains a woman, young male, another woman
(faded), and a man (cracked front). All have their hinges intact. Condition varies for their age.
S.B. 100.00
Five Civil War Era or themed pictures. Involves two embroidered items consisting of a 13” X 16” two Union soldiers and 15” X 12”
Pledge of Allegiance. Also includes a 16” X 19” unnamed battle scene, 11” X 13” discharge papers from 186? (a tad faded and some
damage to frame) and 10” X 9” identified on reverse Confederate Troops, University of Virginia Donated by the Hutchinson Family
1952. All have normal wear for their age.
S.B. 100.00
Civil War or GAR framed cloth banner for the Southern Ohio No. Council 23 Cincinnati, Ohio. Frame is 37” X 56” and the banner
is 28” X 43”. Banner has fraying, fading, and tears but still in good condition for its age. Donate to your local VFW. Office Pick-Up
Only.
S.B. 100.00
Civil War or GAR large 25” x 31” frame having a soldier in uniform. In excellent condition for its age having normal wear. Office
Pick Up Only.
S.B. 95.00
Four Civil War or Victoria Era tintype photos in their original holders. Consists of three 3 ½” holders consisting of two off their
hinges of a young couple, young male, and a young couple sitting. Also entails a 3” photo of a woman sitting with attached hinges.
Condition varies for their age.
S.B. 95.00
Accumulation of twenty Civil War or Victorian Era tintypes photos in their original cases. Most cases do not have their lids. Consists
of men, women, and children. Several photos ae faded. Condition varies. Examination required to come up with the right number.
S.B. 80.00
Oddfellows Guard uniform circa 1890-1913. Made by “The Ward Stilson Co.” New London , Ohio. Coat small to medium in
rougher condition than the others. Includes the legging pants, but no codpiece. Probably belonged to a Civil War Veteran. Original
not a reproduction.
S.B. 80.00
Masonic black velvet uniform circa 1880-1910. Made by “The C.E. Ward Co.” New London , Ohio. Coat small to medium. Ornate.
Probably belonged to a Civil War Veteran. Original not a reproduction.
S.B. 80.00
Civil War or GAR 14’” x 16” frame having a photo of Private John Mandruff (identified on the back) Some damage to the inner
frame and stains on the photo.
S.B. 75.00
Civil War or GAR 9 ½” x 16” frame containing six cabinet photos of uniformed soldiers. A great memento to hang in your military
man cave.
S.B. 65.00
Civil War or GAR 22” oval picture having a cabinet photo of a solider in uniform and Marvin Keeseville, NY. Frame has normal
wear for its age.
S.B. 65.00
Three Civil War or GAR photos. Entails a soldier in a 12 1/2” x 14 1/2” frame having three severe tears to the photo, a man in 12” x
14” frame, and a uniformed soldier in a 10 1/2” x 12 1/2” frame. Frames will have normal age wear.
S.B. 60.00
Three Civil War or GAR photos. Consists of a soldier in a 12” x 14” frame, a man in an oval 12” x 14” frame, and a soldier in a 14”
x 17” frame having a tear in the photo and a crack on the right side of its frame. Frames have normal age wear.
S.B. 60.00
Civil War or GAR 23” oval picture frame. Has a cabinet photo of a standing soldier labeled Marvin, Keeseville N. Y. S.B. 50.00
Civil War or GAR selection of five framed photos. Consists of a 12” x 14” having damage to the frame, 13” x 11’ crease to the photo,
damage to the frame, 8” x 10” woman, and 13” x 11” emblem; all in oval frames. Also involves a 18” x 10” frame with soldier standing near their tents framed by J E Foreman, Chicago. Has damage to the lower right of the photo. Condition varies for the photos and
frames.
S.B. 50.00
Old Civil War type hat. Inscribed ILL 116 on the front. Probably a hat designed for one of the many post Civil War reunions and
encampments of the 1870-1910 period. Original. Intact, but coming apart inside. See the webphotos.
S.B. 50.00
Civil War or GAR photo of a man in a 20” x 24” frame having normal wear for its age. Coming along for the ride is 16” x 20”
unframed photo heavily damaged.
S.B. 40.00
Antique GAR lapel buttons (165) marked around the edge “Grand Army of the Republic 1861 Veteran 1866” with officers
shaking hands. Around 5/8 inch diameter. The back has an image of a big pot cooking over a campfire (85) or smooth rounded back
(80). Range in condition from dug up out the ground or battered (few) to nice patina ready to wear again (most). Outfit your entire
reenactment brigade or sell by the piece on the internet.
S.B. 450.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Display case 10” x 18” containing 50 items having something to do with the Civil War. Includes: encampment buttons, veteran,
GAR, DUV badges, women’s sash and scarf ties, etc. See the webphotos for all are pictured. Glass in the case will involve a shipping
surcharge for Fragility.
S.B. 200.00
GAR dressed up veteran near a Victorian fireplace. All his medals are showing with himself looking through an oval porthole in a
Bowers (Stephen J. ?) signed cabinet photo holder. No frame. Is 7.75 inches by 10.5 inches. Soiling and foxing from age. Photo from
the Veeder Studios in Albany, New York.
S.B. 100.00
Two pictures: a standing officer with sword (8” x 7.25”) in an ornate solid brass frame “made in England”; the other a bust of a soldier
wearing a hat (4” x 5.25” oval) with metal frame. See the webphotos.
S.B. 100.00
Oddfellows attendance uniform circa 1890-1913. Made by “The Ward Stilson Co.” New London , Ohio. Coat small to medium with
a hat size 7.125. Probably belonged to a Civil War Veteran. Original not a reproduction.
S.B. 100.00
Two original 1 1/8” square heavy paper stickpins for the “JACKSON MONUMENT DAY MAY 1st 1914”. The back is marked PAT
MAY 16, 1905 BASTIAN BROS CO, ROCHESTER, N.Y.. Unused condition with all of the colors nice and bright. Toning, foxing,
lightly soiled, plus the pin has a little rust from storage.
S.B. 60.00
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Daredevil #1 Marvel Comics 1964 ungraded, original, from the depths of an old philatelist’s estate. Protected in a heavy duty holder.
Put away long ago as an investment. Left as found. Offered as is where is. Up to the new owner to certify. Compares well to others that
have recently sold on the internet and at public specialty auctions. This first issue witnesses the birth of one more Marvel superhero.
Matt Murdock, who loses his sight due to radioactive exposure and his other senses resultantly become super-humanly sharper. The
first of these we have ever offered. Any collector or Marvel fan is certain to love the Daredevil #1.
S.B. 1000.00
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X-MEN #1 Marvel Comics 1963 ungraded, original, from the depths of an old philatelist’s estate. Protected in a heavy duty holder.
Put away long ago as an investment. Left as found. Offered as is where is. Up to the new owner to certify. Compares well to others that
have recently sold on the internet and at public specialty auctions. 1st Appearance Professor X, Cyclops, Magneto, etc. The first of these
we have ever offered.
S.B. 5000.00
Four cartons of mostly comic books appearing to be from the 1970s and 1980s. Interesting reading but needs to find the right person
to take them home. Condition varies but still a fun lot to sort.
S.B. 50.00
Three cartons of mostly Space and as well as some political ephemera from the Witt estate. Includes photos, magazines, newspapers,
etc and other ancillary paper items mainly from the 1960s to 1980s. Searching might bring a smile to your face.
S.B. 400.00
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Over fifty historical letters or receipts in envelopes mainly from the British 71st Highland Regiment of the Light Infantry and
mostly from the 1820s to the 1850s. Fascinating time capsule reading. In excellent condition considering their age. Worth checking
out.
S.B. 200.00
Selection of roughly 100 cabinet and tintypes photos from the late 19th Century in three albums. About 2/3 are cabinet photos
mainly in one intact album. Condition varies but still an opportunity to create some instant ancestors.
S.B. 100.00
Accumulation of ephemera roughly from the 1850s to 1920 having a strong representation for the Civil War or GAR Era in
one carton. Includes a1864 New York Daily Trine newspaper,1886 GAR New Year address in braille, cabinet photos, paper items like
letters, postcards etc. An eclectic lot waiting to find an eclectic buyer.
S.B. 100.00
1929 National Air Races souvenirs in a small pizza size box. Includes: parking stub, eye witness account of the speakers on September
2, 1929, two student rate numbered tickets. All of these are stuck fast to a backing and framed under glass. Best of all is an intact 25
cent Official Program with stains (unobtrusive), bent corners, etc.. Ex Witt
S.B. 100.00
Accumulation of over four hundred postalcards, letterheads, statements, pamphlets and other miscellaneous items all from North
Dakota. Circa 1885 to 1919. Nice variety from lawyers, typewriters, stores, farming, hotels, breweries, etc..
S.B. 50.00
Collection of forty-one different newspapers from 1963 to 2019. All in decent shape.
S.B. 50.00
A framed seaman/merchant agreement document from the late 1700’s, has tears and stains. Interesting history.
S.B. 50.00
“Astronaut signed Moonwalkers Lithograph by Ron Lewis #555/1000. Complete with Novaspace Galleries Certificate of Authenticity. Rare if not unknown in the secondary market and described by the original seller as: “”There’s a long, long story behind this one.
Simply, this print was first begun in 1986, but out-lived three of the signees before it even became available to the public. It emerged
from years of litigation and false starts, and now the signing astronauts have specifically asked Novaspace to finally give it the exposure
it deserves. The late Jim Irwin was the first to sign, and 10 other moonwalkers have added their autographs over the years. All 6 lunar
landings are represented. A total of ELEVEN moonwalkers have signed this print: Buzz Aldrin, Pete Conrad, Alan Bean, Alan Shepard,
Edgar Mitchell, Jim Irwin, Dave Scott, Charlie Duke, John Young, Gene Cernan and Jack Schmitt. All unquestionably authentic. The
signing astronauts OWN this edition and Novaspace is the ONLY place you can get one. The remaining moonwalker - Neil Armstrong,
quit signing over 15 years ago, so this is considered complete. If he did sign, the price would be unreachable to all but the very rich.
This print measures an enormous 25x31, and framed it is 33x39. It was painted by artist Ron Lewis, in an edition of 1000, signed and
numbered. It is printed on acid-free, very heavy stock in pristine condition, despite being handled repeatedly over nearly 20 years. They
were even shipped to us in custom-made, locked metal crates! Each portrait was done from the astronaut’s NASA WSS (white space
suit) portrait, and beside each bust is a little vignette of the astronaut in action, doing something unique to him on the moon (Conrad
with Surveyor, Shepard’s chip shot...) It makes a nice, large, displayable vehicle for these historic signatures. “This one has been altered. The previous owner (Woody Witt) wanted a complete set of TWELVE signed moonwalkers to grace his office wall so he added
a double FDC moon landing cover signed by Neil Armstrong at the top left in the matting, over the undamaged lithograph to complete
his presentation. Unique, one of a kind, with excellent provenance. See the webphotos. Large frame 32” x 37.5” will dominate a room.
Shipping will elicit a surcharge for glass and oversize. US shipping only.
S.B. 3000.00
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“Mercury Seven Astronauts”: Limited Edition George Bishop Print Signed by Six Astronauts plus Betty Grissom, #241/1500.
A handsome color lithograph of 35” x 25” titled ”Mercury 7” by George Bishop, issued by Pacific Coast Gallery, circa 1990. Signed in
pencil at bottom: ”Alan Shepard”, ”Betty Grissom” (widow of Gus Grissom), ”John Glenn”, ”Deke Slayton”, “Scott Carpenter”, ”Wally
Schirra”, and ”Gordon Cooper” as well as by the artist. Stored rolled. Includes original COA. Excellent. Striking. Ex Witt. Frame size
31.5” x 41”. Shipping will elicit a surcharge for glass and oversize. US shipping only.
S.B. 1000.00
Paul Calle signed Moon landing print 10” x 16”, # 63/350 along with a matching Calle signed FDC together in a 24” x 32” professionally matted frame. See the webphotos. Shipping will elicit a surcharge for glass and oversize. US shipping only. S.B. 500.00
Framed and matted (18.5” x 22.5”) piece from the Franklin Roosevelt collection. Features a “genuine Mulready envelope” next to
a Pickwick caricature. Both appear to have been trimmed from their envelope bulk for flat inclusion in the frame. Probably both just
the front pieces. Yellowed from age and display.
S.B. 100.00
Four duck prints framed and matted. No stamps or medallions. From the group of “limited edition” prints produced by the
thousands. All are shown in the webphotos. S
Shipping surcharge. To US addresses only. OFFICE PICK UP recommended.
S.B. 80.00
Full sheet of 200 Farley National Parks, 1 cent green Yosemite, in a plastic poster frame. Man cave or stamp room ready. Shipping costs prohibitive. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY.
S.B. 30.00
Small box with leftover stuff liberated mainly from Europe after both World Wars. Highlights include: French opera glasses, a
leather coin purse from Belgium with various mainly French coins (no gold or silver), a handful of old mainly German banknotes, a
trench art wooden box, and a pair of old eyeglasses in its case. A bit musty from storage.
S.B. 100.00
Military collectable buttons and stuff from a large consignment in a small pizza sized box. The buttons range from Civil War era
through post WWII. Some have been made into some sort of belt. Ten buttons have been made into hat pins for the ladies of the GAR.
Rounded out by two broken, pieces missing, pocket watches and one piece of New Guinea trench art.
S.B. 100.00

Longines 14K gold 1984 Los Angeles Olympics Edition Pocket Watch with diamonds preowned and new in its original box. An
awesome Olympic collectible.
S.B. 1250.00
Vintage Longines marked 14K yellow gold men’s wristwatch having a Swiss movement. Probably from the 1940s. Condition is
Pre-owned. Sort of runs. Sold “as is”
S.B. 250.00
Antique music box and more from “Keith Prowse & Co. Cheapside, London”. Large size 25” x 13” x 10” for business, theatre, or
great room use. Swiss movement. Works fine plays for over 15 minutes at a time. Large powerful 14 inch brass cylinder. Includes: 6
bells, drum, etc. Beautiful cabinet with elaborate inlays. Cover inlay is repaired. The drum needs a new head. No key. Needs to be
hand started. Beautiful high end product circa 1850-1910. Slight restoration will yield an awesome heirloom from a bygone age. The
owner paid $4,300.00 for it in 1994, invoice included. Stamp room friendly.
S.B. 2500.00
Elderly Wisconsin Gentleman’s bullet pencil collection. Described by him as “old”. You be the judge. Just over 200 different many
with Wisconsin advertising on them. Most unused. See the webphotos.
S.B. 140.00
Not so much collectable but a slice of culture as the owner saw it in the 1980-1990 period. Embraces over 50 Vinyl LP record
albums 1955-1999 including movie sound tracks, classical music albums, and Edward R Murrow, and Dr. Martin Luther King speeches.
Plus a crowd of creepy clown portraits to bring a wry smile to your highbrow mancave.
S.B. 40.00
Over sixty LP albums in their original jackets from the mid-1960s to the early 1970s. Also includes ten 33 1/3” records. Have a
far-out time again. Groovy. Office Pick Up Only.
S.B. 75.00
Around one hundred 45 records from the mid-1960s to the early 1970s. Many have their original jackets but also some are jacketless. Some are dusty from storage. A baby boomers’ trip down memory lane. Time to rock and roll again. Office Pick Up Only.
S.B. 50.00
Department 56 “Snow Bunnies” collection of 15 all mainly near mint in box. Most have been on displayed at one time. Various sizes.
Clean and carefully handled. A few appear to be retired. Great Winter/Easter/Spring display gifts in two cartons. No real Aspen “Snow
Bunnies” like we met in the 1970’s, just cute kids in Bunny suits cavorting in the snow, on the lawn, at work, at play, in the garden,
etc.. Redundantly cute to the max. Along for the ride is an unrelated Lenox bud vase and a Barbie Christmas ornament. All for one
money
S.B. 170.00
Apollo 11 Spacecraft Artifact. Certified (Havekotte) this swatch, in two pieces, is an “actual piece of the Command Module #107
Columbia which flew the first manned lunar landing mission from July 16-24, 1969”. This pressure sensitive Kapton polymide tape
was part of its thermal protection subsystem and was removed from the spacecraft after splashdown and sold at auction to benefit the
Astronaut Scholarship Foundation. Clean and ready to frame. Ex Witt.
S.B. 500.00
Small catchall group of Space related ephemera from the Woody Witt holding in a small pizza size box. Highlights include: a
signed Apollo 11 photo of the presentation of the American Flag “ to Gov. Deuk, Buzz Aldrin” in Silver wide sharpie, no COA; two
FDCs on official NASA photos; an engraved invitation from Richard Nixon to his dinner (August 13, 1969) in honor of the Apollo 11
astronauts; two table cards for the same event; the engraved menu; and the commemorative folder with the metal plaque honoring the
astronauts. All Ex Witt.
S.B. 450.00
Apollo 15 signed 8 X 10 Space photo by the three astronauts; Jim Irwin, Dave Scott, and Al Worden. Also personalized “To Pat
Best Wishes from Apollo 15.”
S.B. 400.00
Gene Cernan autographed mint sheet of 50 C76 stamps. Several stamps have disturbed gum. Personalized “To Tracy Cernan (his
daughter) from Her Daddy 6 Dec 1972. Comes with COA. A really awesome Space item.
S.B. 400.00
Universal Postal Union 1969 official folder and envelope in Tokyo. Contains Michael Collins and Frank Borman astronaut signatures.
An unusual intact Space item which has to be missing from many Space collections.
S.B. 300.00
Paul Calle autographed copy (3.5”x5”) of his original design for America’s First Man on the Moon Stamp 1969. Few exist.
S.B. 250.00
PAGE 9
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Paul Calle signed proof for his Moon Landing stamp limited edition lithograph that was sold by Sanabria for $150 in 1970. 8”x13”
black on white, ex Witt.
S.B. 250.00
Missile mail cover and ephemera. Includes: Charles Koch flown cover for the U.S. Air Force Regulus 2, KD2U intercept missile test,
September 3, 1959, Venice, Florida, to Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. (# 7/12). Unautographed but flown with all proper markings. From
the Woody Witt collection. Also includes: a typed letter signed Charles A, Koch outlining how he was able to get the covers aboard
the missile, a circa 1965/6 pricelist of what he has available for sale, nine black and white photos from the scene, two sets of the color
photos, a small section of the actual telemetry chart record of the missiles flight performance, and a few 1959 newspaper acounts of the
publicity of the flight.
S.B. 6000.00
Extensive doll collection. Nineteen in all with 17 different Barbies in their original boxes. Inventory scanned in the webphotos. The
Barbies are mainly mint in box, never played with, investment quality. A few have been handled by children. The two others are all
original, but no box. The 18” 1950s Shirley Temple Doll has her original hair and working eyes. She has been lovingly handled and
displayed from the late 1950s. The #821 “Katie” is in near mint condition and is displayed in her original outfit. Altogether an opportunity not to be missed. So much internet potential.
S.B. 500.00
Leftover toys and stuff from a large holding. Highlights include: A US Bicentennial bisque eagle (unpainted), Coca Cola pins (from
1990), framed stamp pins (just a few), Collectable toys (circa 1990s), two sparse old stamp stockbooks with ignorable Vatican City
stamps, a limited edition Disney plate, a music playing, stationary “Christmas Cannonball” train sculpture, etc. See the webphotos.
S.B. 80.00
Unopened and die cut model kits from 1950-1990. All collectable and unassembled. Mainly planes and automobiles. Around two
dozen different kits. Each appears to be intact as issued. Perfect for the hobbyist or internet single kit lister.
S.B. 60.00
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Stock of Texas postcards. Consists of owner’s count of 2,300 mainly linen or chromes sorted, sleeved, and priced. Good variety of
Texan material ready to sell on the internet or at shows. Not to be missed.
S.B. 950.00
USS Florida dreadnought battleship pre-WW I real photo selection in a binder. Most taken by the official ship photographer Krueger
and Otto to document their sea duty prior to the war. Owner’s count of 132 cards. An unusual offering not to be missed. S.B. 600.00
Accumulation of vintage real photo postcards 99% United States in one carton. Owner’s count of 2.973 cards organized and sleeved
in four boxes. Consists of 600 ladies, 607 children, 205 couples, 700 miscellaneous views, 360 gents, 200 houses, 212 family life, and
15 pets. Most are unidentified. A fun lot to view.
S.B. 600.00
Selection of owner’s count of 103 United States real photo postcards in a binder. Encompasses Soldiers and Sailors appearing
most from WW I or some from WW II. Examination necessary for condition of several cards. A great historical military lot.
S.B. 500.00
Postcard Extravaganza. Large accumulation of mainly U.S. postcards from much of the twentieth century, organized by topic.
Mixture of approximately 2500 used and unused postcards placed in thirteen albums, with some items in loose sheets. Topics include
pretty ladies, dresses and hats, love light bulbs, auto plants, cars, ships, boats, Century of Progress, N.Y. World’s Fair, humor, holidays,
auto races, balloon races, famous buildings, municipal street scenes, various Midwest towns, comic, and trains. Many types of cards,
e.g., embossed, add-on, chromes, lithographs, real photo postcards, etc.; printed in the U.S. and abroad. See photos for an introduction
to this lot. Suitable for collectors and dealers alike.
S.B. 300.00
Intimate Documents of Early Twentieth-Century University Life. Nine clean, sharp, engaging real photo postcards showing athletic
and other events at the University of Illinois around 1910. Cards 1-3 focus on a push ball competition. Cards 4 and 5 depict a football
game between Illinois and Chicago, and card 6 is titled “Illinois Field.” Card 7 is labeled “Color Rush at University of Illinois”; card
8, “Cadet Regiment of University of Illinois.” Card 9 features a baseball game between Illinois and Chicago on 20 May 1910. Of the
nine, four are signed by the photographer Lloyde, and the remaining five come from the Strauch’s Student Life Series. All cards are
unposted. Desirable lot paying homage to bygone days.
S.B. 300.00
A Symphony of Light. Seventeen vintage hold-to-the-light postcards of various manufacture. Created to celebrate Christmas, Easter,
a birthday, and Valentine’s Day. Includes two building cards. Delightful examples of this oldtime postcard art. Don’t overlook the variety
of cancels and stamps.
S.B. 170.00
Three boxes of mainly United States totaling over forty-five hundred. Some go back as far as the 1920’s but most are linens to early
chromes. Includes colorful vacation scenes, real photos, holiday, courting etc. probably all different.
S.B. 600.00
Select Topical Postcards. A full binder of patriotic, holiday-themed, and slightly risqué postcards for your inspection and delight.
The binder begins with approximately 125 patriotic postcards from the first half of the twentieth century. Next come twenty postcards
focusing on various holidays—NO Christmas. Finally, there are around twelve postcards celebrating the physical beauty of women.
Condition varies, but there are many attractive, sound postcards bursting with color, originality, and emotion. A treasure trove for collectors and a moneymaking lot for dealers.
S.B. 400.00
Ship Ahoy! One thick binder filled with various ship- and boat-themed postcards and covers. Early to late twentieth century.
Worldwide. Includes RPPC’s, Paquebot covers, military-related material, and special event commemorations. Much attention paid
to thematic content, condition, and philatelic potential. Approximately 250 items. An original collector’s collection worthy of further
development or an appealing accumulation that can be broken down easily for retail.
S.B. 400.00
Calling All Military Enthusiasts! Gorgeous lot of over 400 military postcards from wartime Japan. Topics include infantry,
cavalry, artillery, tanks, navy, air force, dirigibles, and battle scenes. Lots of generals, lieutenants, colonels, privates, factory workers,
and paradegoers depicted. Scenes from first half of twentieth century. Virtually all different and in admirable condition. Wonderful opportunity for collectors of this popular topic!
S.B. 1200.00
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Century of Progress and New York’s World Fair selection in six binders in one carton. Most of the value is in one fascinating, bulging binder of 1933-34 covers, postcards and some ephemera including about ten C18 First Flight covers. The remaining binders are
mostly filled with similar material. A 1930s World’s Fair afficando will really appreciate this offering. Inspection required to come up
with the right number.
S.B. 1200.00
Many thousand first day covers starting in the 1920’s and running to the 1990’s. A mixtute of cacheted anduncached addessed and
unaddessed. Some a bit better spotted in both issue and cachet maker. Plan on spending some time on this one to come up with the right
number.
S.B. 1200.00
Wonderful selection of around 500 UX 19-20 postal cards (ex-Brad Horton) from 1908 to the mid-1920s in a giant binder. Include
several hand-drawn, interesting advertising and overall captivating postal history. An outstanding offering which the photos do not do
justice. Viewing in person recommended.
S.B. 800.00
Several thousand commercial and philatelic covers (no FDC’s). Both types are beneficial by taking out the few that are a bit better
and the rest would be profitable dollar table fodder. Worth inspection.
S.B. 700.00
Military selection in three cartons from the Witt estate. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of Events, FDC, and commercial covers all in binders mostly from the 1930s to the 1990s.The majority are Naval, but the Army has a good representation. Includes some
autographs including Eddie Rickenbacker, Douglas Mac Arthur, Dick Merrill, etc. An outstanding offering from this area recommended
for your inspection.
S.B. 650.00
Well over eight thousand mostly first days from the mid 20th century to past the millennium. Variety of cachets some addressed
and some not. Also spotted were a variety of subscription types. Everything is very clean awaiting a dollar table.
S.B. 600.00
Nice selection of United States postal stationery mainly from the 1850s to the 1920s. Over 400 postal envelopes and wrappers having an assortment postally used. Many are identified by UX numbers. Spotted some interesting varieties, errors and several specimens.
Thoughtful viewing necessary.
S.B. 500.00
World War II US. Patriotic covers from 1942 to 1945 in one carton. Contains over 500 of which 80% are covers and 20% are postcards
in three binders. A variety of cachets and themes will greet the viewer. A well rounded offering of this popular thematic material.
S.B. 400.00
Several thousand mint commercially used and on first day postal stationary pieces. Wide variety with some duplication. Nothing
spotted of great value. Just a lot of it offered appropriately.
S.B. 400.00
United States assortment from the 1920s to the 1990s. Around 2,000 cacheted mainly FDCs consisting of two file drawers from the
1930s to the 1960s having a variety of cachet makers including the 1st Anderson cachet, Staehle, etc. Another carton entails covers from
1929 to the 1990s. Many are already sleeved and priced and ready to rock and roll. Also encompasses another medium carton having
a quantity of unfolded reply cards from UX7/UX26.
S.B. 350.00
Upwards towards two thousand philatelic and commercial covers. All relating relating to WWII or are first flights. Wide variety with some a bit better but most are dollar table grist. Also, along for the ride are a few newspapers from during the war.
S.B. 300.00
Accumulation of nearly 200 mainly First Flight covers from the 1920s to the 1930s. Includes several pilot signed covers as well as
aviation related items from the 1960s/80s. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 200.00
Six cartons comprising hundreds and hundreds of FDCs, event, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards running from
the 1930s to contemporary times. Half are Bicentennial of the American Revolution in thirteen binders and the remainder are mainly
in binders. Beneficial offering needing to find a new home.
S.B. 200.00
Lovely to Behold! Neat lot of at least 325 special event covers and military mail. The special event covers (larger portion of lot) are
organized by state, with many featuring US Scott# C23 and cachets celebrating National Air Mail Week in 1938. The military covers
contain cancels from battleships, gunboats, troop transports, etc. Great for the collector of these types of postal history! S.B. 200.00
Three banker boxes hundreds of generally US lower end FDCs, commercial covers, and postal stationery from the early 1900s
to the early 1990s. Useful for a fifty cents table.
S.B. 150.00
Twenty-six advertising covers from the turn of the last Century. Mainly 1880-1910. Mixed condition. All have webphotos.
S.B. 150.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN COVER ACCUMULATIONS
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Assortment of United States and worldwide of interesting postal history. Over 1,000 commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery,
and postcards in albums, a small box, or loose from the 1850s to the 1980s. Includes some better First Flights for the Falkland Islands
and Southern Rhodesia and over 150 covers from the Belgian Congo correspondence from 1938 to 1960 mainly mailed to Spokane or
Phoenix. Also involves over 300 U.S. airmail FDCs from 1938 to the 1980s having a variety of cachets. A potpourri of material that
needs to be searched. Results will make the cover collector or dealer smile.
S.B. 1000.00
Eleven carton accumulation of mainly United States and some worldwide roughly from the 1930s to the 1990s. Entails around
6,000 FDCs, Event, commercial covers, and postal stationery. A bulky, bulk holding having beneficial results if found the right market.
S.B. 850.00
Assortment of United States and worldwide First Flight covers mainly from the late 1920s to the 1980s in four cartons from the
Witt estate. Between 1,500 to 2,000 covers in binders and loose representing a diverse selection. The sky is the limit of this interesting
holding.
S.B. 650.00
PAGE 11
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Several thousand covers, cover fronts and picture postcards in fourteen various size boxes. Upon some reboxing and a quick perusal
nothing noticed of anything valuable but did spot some interesting lower grade retail items. Good profit potential.
S.B. 500.00
Six carton US and worldwide accumulation from various periods of the 20th Century from the Witt estate. Comprises hundreds
and hundreds of mostly common commercial, event covers, FDCs, postal stationery, postcards, and subscription items. Could be some
nuggets but heavy mining will be needed to possibly find them.
S.B. 400.00
Easily 2500 covers from all over the place. Mostly commercial types with some event of 1st days. Wide variety, perfect for dollar
boxes.
S.B. 300.00
An old holding of a couple hundred. Includes interesting commercial mail and philatelic plus mint stationary.
S.B. 200.00
Three plastic tubs and one cover box holding over fifteen hundred philatelic U.N. covers and a few hundred presidential related
U.S. covers. Wide variety and clean.
S.B. 150.00

GENERAL FOREIGN COVER ACCUMULATIONS
204

Collection of thirty-one primarily Zeppelin covers. About half still have their purchase price on the sleeve for guidance. All different,
mostly very clean and attractive. Good profit potential on eBay or at shows.
S.B. 1500.00
205

Several thousand 1st day covers from all over the globe. Time period ranges from a few 1940’s to the 1990’s but strongest in the
60’s through the 80’s. The topical content is terrific and the dollar table potential is off the charts. Some is sorted by country with most
fairly random.
S.B. 1100.00
206

Collection of thirty-one covers and cards mounted and annotated on attractive pages. All different, mainly Germany but also
includes Brazil, United States and France. Condition is mostly good. Worth a quick look.
S.B. 750.00
207

Foreign Cover Collector’s Delight. An eclectic accumulation of attractive foreign commercial covers, FDC’s, and postcards housed
in four cover albums. One album focuses on German area material and has noteworthy items from late nineteenth to mid-twentieth
century. The second album has covers from throughout the British Commonwealth. The third album has French FDC’s from the late
1940’s to the late 1950’s. The fourth album is a mix of covers and other philatelic items from mainly Western Europe. Many pleasant
surprises await the careful viewer. Be sure to page through each album slowly.
S.B. 700.00
208

Fascinating accumulation from the 1880s to the 1980s in two cartons. Easily several hundred commercial covers, FDCs, and postal
stationery in five albums, two pizza-size boxes, and loose. Strong presence from Scandinavia; particularly from Finland. Spotted a neat
railway postal card cancellation presentation on album pages from 1870 to 1880. Well worth viewing.
S.B. 650.00
209

Well over three thousand commercial covers housed in eight containers nicely arranged ready to sell on your dollar table. Good
topical potential.
S.B. 450.00
210

Thought-provoking accumulation in one carton. Approximately 750 FDCs, commercial covers, and postal stationery mainly
from the 20th Century running to the 1970s. About 85% are France cacheted FDCs from the 1950s to the 1970s. Several nuggets might
be found. From an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding.
S.B. 350.00
211

Around sixty different cards, covers, folded letters, and just fronts all saved by a collector for postal history reasons. Multiple
frankings, interesting transit markings, interesting destinations, etc. are all represented. Very Mixed Condition both in the stamps and
the covers themselves. Should be inspected to determine an appropriate bid.
S.B. 325.00
212

Small cover lot as received. Highlights include: a handful of German private printed postal stationery with a royalty theme, a dozen
or so Germany covers, and some unused Canadian postal stationery mainly large size wrappers. Enough for a small, but interesting
lot.
S.B. 120.00
TOPICAL COVER ACCUMULATIONS
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Worldwide Rocket Mail Extravaganza. Ex. Witt. An in-depth look at the history of rocket mail as told through philately and selected
collectible memorabilia. Examines and chronicles most forms of mail delivery by rocket or missile as practiced in the twentieth century.
First flight covers, special event covers, commemorative covers, labels, photographs, and newspaper articles are roughly organized and
housed in eight binders. Plenty of signatures and autographs of various celebrities of aviation, science, and philately. One of the largest
holdings of this type of material to pass through our auction house in years. Unique offering.
S.B. 1500.00
Women Aviator—Amelia Earhart. An in-depth look at Earhart’s rise to fame and lasting contributions to aviation as told through philately and selected collectible memorabilia. Features multiple tributes to Earhart by women aviators of the second half of the twentieth
century. First flight covers, special event covers, worldwide commemorative covers celebrating the thirtieth anniversary of Earhart’s
1937 flight, and newspaper articles are housed in one binder. Plenty of signatures and autographs of various celebrities of aviation and
philately. Includes one cover with a possibly authentic Amelia Earhart signature. Unique offering. Well worth careful view by specialists.
S.B. 800.00
Stock of around fifteen hundred arranged by cancel all sleeved, mostly priced, in four boxes. Two boxes are sorted by state, one box
is primarily RPO’s and Doanes and the last is flags, expo’s plus V-Mail. Clean and intelligently priced.
S.B. 800.00
Lighter than air topical collection. Mainly covers. Probably 250 different along with stamps and ancillary material. Highlights include: Zeppelin flight covers around ten common in mixed condition, a few dozen Macon and Los Angeles, picture postcards, balloon
ascension covers, FDCs, topical stamps best of which are US #C13 and #C18 x 9, and lots and lots of original research. Page by page
fun to read and contemplate the exhibit one could build.
S.B. 500.00
Worldwide Polar Extravaganza. Large accumulation of all sorts of U.S. and general foreign philatelic material related to the discovery
and exploration of the North and South Pole. Hundreds of special event covers, FDC’s, postcards, postal cards, autographed items, and
stamps. Leaflets, encyclopedia articles, and informational sheets accompany the lot and provide background information. Above average
condition. Some items placed in a binder; some stored loosely. Overall, an abundance of material that lacks organization and narrative.
Should yield an impressive exhibit. Opportunity knocks!
S.B. 500.00
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Airmail postal history lot of just over 100 different items. Highlights include: a couple dozen “Golden Age” Zeppelin related picture
post cards, a handful of Macon covers, plus just a few Zeppelin flight covers, most in poor condition. Interesting bunch. The webphotos
will help solidify a bid.
S.B. 425.00
Mailed at Sea. Approximately 200 postcards, event covers, etc., mailed from cruise ships and freighters to various locations, especially cities and towns in the United States. Includes many legitimate mailings, such as censored covers, non-wartime correspondence
with Sea Post and Paquebot cancels, and attractive RPPC’s and other postcards mailed by travelers to family and friends. Also contains
a few reproductions and a fair amount of gimmicky special event covers meant to appeal to the collector market by featuring colorful
cachets, cancels, and stamps. Everything in above average condition and housed in random order in a three-ring binder. An accumulation looking for an owner who can turn it into a collection.
S.B. 400.00
National Air Race cover collection. The National Air Races covered from 1929 to 1949 in an overstuffed three ring binder organized
chronologically. Just under one hundred covers. Well organized and annotated by Woody Witt the former owner. Highlighted by: many
pilot signed covers both male and female. Has enough original research and internet pages to put together a multi frame exhibit. Only
the two Amelia Earhart covers have been removed to our singles section. Ready to rework.
S.B. 350.00
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Space cover collection. The Gemini program from the beginning to the end in 10 three ring binders organized by mission. Hundreds
of pages, hundreds of covers. Well organized and annotated by Woody Witt the former owner of this magnificent accumulation. Highlights: well over 100 Astronaut signed pieces many identified as good, autopen, and secretarial. No COAs. Includes all the ancillary
FDCs, tracking station, recovery ships and narratives. Official NASA photos. Many pictures of interesting material he was looking
for along with enough original research to put together a multi frame exhibit. Outstanding framework for a most complete collection.
Webphotos show only part of the holding.
S.B. 4000.00
United States Unmanned Space selection from 1959 to 1991 in four cartons from the Witt estate. Involves twenty-two binders containing around 2,500 covers and ancillary material. Includes Space Exploration, Explore Rockets, Viking Lander Missions, Vanguard,
Weather Satellite etc. A comprehensive offering that just begs for the collector or specialist in this area to view.
S.B. 3000.00
Space related covers. 108 with many different (Dr. E. Brown, Elgin, Illinois) oversize using mainly full sheets in her style for her
own collection. From the Witt estate offered intact from his hoard. Very seldom offered on the secondary market these include: FDCs,
mission covers, launch covers, splashdown covers, recovery covers, etc. No astronaut signed or Apollo 11, but plenty to like. Offered
at wholesale to interest those who would like to control the hoard in its entirety.
S.B. 3000.00
Space covers. All the early test pilot covers leading up to supersonic flight from 1960 to 1990 accumulated in the extensive Witt
holding. Six binders loosely organized by year. One whole binder devoted to X-15 flights. Many autographed photos, a bunch with
COAs. Scores of autographed and signed covers involving many different pre astronaut speed flight pilots. Over a dozen Chuck Yeager
signed pieces. Covers from F-1 through F-15 are common to this group. Only an in person inspection will give the full scope to this
magnificent holding. Whet your Whistle with the webphotos.
S.B. 2500.00
Space cover collection. The Mercury program from the beginning to the end in 14 three ring binders organized loosely by mission.
Hundreds of pages, hundreds of covers. Dozens and dozens of Mercury Project 4 cent FDCs from many different cities including a bunch
of unofficial FD spots. Well organized and annotated by Woody Witt the former owner of this magnificent accumulation. Highlights:
well over fifty Astronaut signed pieces many identified as good, autopen, and secretarial. No COAs. Includes all the ancillary FDCs,
tracking station, recovery ships, odd cachets, some Paul Calle signed covers and plenty of research narratives downloaded from the
internet. A few official NASA photos. Many pictures of interesting material he was looking for, along with enough original research
to put together a multi frame exhibit. Outstanding framework for a most complete collection. Webphotos show only part of the holding.
S.B. 2200.00
Space twins # 1331-1332 covers forming the background of a one frame exhibit that was never accomplished by the former owner.
Just over 60 covers with many (around fifty) having been signed. Signatures include Astronauts, command personnel, trackers and the
like with an emphasis on crew signed covers. Ex Witt. Even includes a autographed Donn F. Eisele Space twins cover. Difficult to
reassemble in today’s market. See the webphotos.
S.B. 1200.00
Space assortment roughly from 1961 to the 1980s in six cartons from the Witt estate. Around 5,000 covers mainly in albums consisting of Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, Space Shuttle, Rockets, Missiles, Recovery Ships, etc. Spotted some intersting cachets; so check it out.
A comprehensive selection that could place the space afficando into orbit.
S.B. 1000.00
Hodge-podge of mainly United States Space related material from the early 1960s to the early 1990s in six cartons from the Witt
estate. Contains thirty-seven binders of several thousand covers including one carton of “Local Post” as well as some stamps and ancillary items. Really needs examination to come up with the right figure. Take a long peek.
S.B. 1000.00
Apollo 17 Space cover selection mainly from 1971 to 1972 in one chubby binder from the Witt estate. Comprises around forty autographed astronaut covers or several 8 X10 photos from crew members, Ron Evans, Gene Cernan, and Harrison Schmitt. either having
individual, two, or three signatures. Also includes are roughly 140 related covers. Great lunar offering from the last mission to date to
the Moon.
S.B. 1000.00
Mostly Apollo 9 Space cover assortment from 1969 to some latter years in one stout binder from the Witt estate. Involves over forty
autographs entailing around 70% astronaut covers and 30% 8 X10 photos from the crew members, Rusty Schweickart, Dave Scott,
and Jim McDivitt having individual and multiple signatures. Entails around 100 related covers plus ancillary material from the same
Mission. Also encompasses roughly five Apollo 10 signatures as well as over 100 related covers.
S.B. 1000.00
PAGE 13
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Space cover collection. The Russian cosmonaut program from Sputnik 1 to the Soyuz in a bulging three ring binder organized by
Cosmonaut and mission. Around a hundred pages, scores of covers around 75 signed. A few with COAs and letters of authenticity .
Well organized and annotated by Woody Witt the former owner of this amazing accumulation. Includes: covers, cards, photographs,
composites, and a few letters. Includes ancillary FDCs, tracking stations, and narratives. Many pictures of interesting material he was
looking for, along with enough original research to put together a multi frame exhibit. Outstanding framework for continuation. Webphotos show only part of the holding. Impressive.
S.B. 1000.00
United States Space assortment from the 1960s to 2005 in three cartons from the Witt estate. Over 1,000 covers and 8 X 10 photos
in seventeen binders having the majority signed by NASA Management, Scientists, Engineers, support staff etc. Also includes some
cover designer covers from 1934 to the 1980s. An outstanding lot well worth your inspection.
S.B. 950.00
Apollo 15 Space cover selection from 1971 to the mid-1970s in one very bulging binder from the Witt estate. Embraces around forty
autographs consisting of roughly 90% astronaut covers and 10% 8 X10 photos from the crew members. Includes Jim Irwin, Al Worden,
and David Scott either having individual or multiple signatures. Also comprises nearly 220 related covers plus ancillary material from
the same Mission. An out of this world holding.
S.B. 950.00
Space Shuttle United States holding from 1978 to the 1990s in three cartons from the Witt estate. Roughly 2,000 covers, 8X10 photos
and ancillary items in twelve binders including dozens of autographs by various astronauts and support personal. Inspection necessary
to come up with the right number.
S.B. 900.00
Aggregation of Space covers roughly from the 1960s to the 1990s in eight cartons from the Witt estate. Roughly 6,000 covers comprising Project Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, Space Shuttle, and miscellaneous. Coming along for the ride are some nonrelated
Space FDCs and others covers. Well useful holding worthy of your attention.
S.B. 700.00
Apollo 12 Space cover selection mainly from 1969 to 1971 in one bulging binder from the Witt estate. Encompasses around twenty-five
autographs consisting of roughly 80% astronaut covers and 20% 8 X10 photos from the crew members, Alan Bean, Richard Gordon,
and Pete Conrad. having individual or multiple signatures. Also includes are roughly 160 related covers for the same Mission. An out
of this world holding.
S.B. 800.00
Apollo 8 Space cover assortment from 1968 to the 1980s in one large binder from the Witt estate. Includes roughly thirty autographs
entailing around 90% astronaut covers and 10% 8 X10 photos from the crew members. Involves mostly Frank Borman but also several
Bill Anders and Jim Lovell having mainly individual signatures. Likewise contains nearly 120 related covers plus ancillary material
from the same Mission. Go the Moon without leaving Earth by viewing this lot.
S.B. 650.00
Space covers: Set of twelve “Man on the Moon” limited edition (9/25) Chris Calle and Paul Calle autographed covers for the 25th
Anniversary of the first moon landing (July 20, 1994). Each bold cachet shows individual astronauts walking on the moon. Boldly
signed in blue sharpie. Outstanding, realistic, and well done in the Calle style and tradition. See the webphotos.
S.B. 600.00
Just in time for the recently observed 50th Anniversary of the Moon Landing, Space cover accumulation in four cartons from the
Witt estate. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mainly C76 FDCs, Event covers, and photos all in binders. Includes 1969 commemoration, several anniversaries, recovery ships etc. from 1969 to the 1980s. Also involves a binder of autographed covers from various space
personal well as artists Paul and Chris Calle. A well-rounded offering that might put you into orbit.
S.B. 600.00
Apollo 13 Space cover holding mainly from around 1970 in one chubby binder from the Witt estate. Incorporates roughly twenty
autographs consisting of roughly 90% astronaut covers and 10% 8 X10 photos from the crew members. Most of the autographs are from
Fred Haise, followed by Jack Swigert, and finally by Jim Lovell. Most are individually signed. Also entails almost 160 related covers
from the same Mission. An out of sight selection.
S.B. 600.00
Space covers. Apollo 14 Four “better” covers: USS New Orleans Beck B861 recovery ship cover signed by Alan Shepard, Cachet
Craft moon Landing Feb 5, 1971 Cape Canaveral cancel signed by Ed Mitchell, Sarzin Metallic cachet Feb 9, 1971 cover signed by
Stuart Roosa, and a crew signed January 31, 1971 Kennedy Space Center “insurance” cover. All keys to an Apollo 14 single frame
exhibit. Ex Witt.
S.B. 600.00
Skylab Space United States and worldwide selection in two cartons from the Witt estate. Around 1,000 covers, 8X10 photos and
ancillary items in nine binders including dozens and dozens autographed by various support personal. A top notch offering. Go for it.
S.B. 500.00
Apollo 14 Space cover assortment mainly from around 1971 in one bulging binder from the Witt estate. Includes around twenty
autographs consisting of roughly 75% astronaut covers and 25% 8 X10 photos from the crew members. Most of the autographs are
from Edgar Mitchell and a few by Stuart Roosa. Most are individually signed. Also involves roughly 200 related covers plus ancillary
material from the same Mission. A terrific offering.
S.B. 500.00
Space covers: Matched set of Apollo 11 oversize (6.25” x 10”) First day of the Moon Landing stamp with dual cancels July 20 and
September 9, 1969. Each has a large sized hand drawn pencil sketch used as a cachet by famous stamp artist Paul Calle. Each sketch
pictures one of the three astronauts. Each cover was produced in very limited quantities, this set is (10/11) . See the webphotos.
S.B. 500.00
Apollo 16 Space cover offering mainly from 1972/1976 in one very stout binder from the Witt estate. Encompasses around twenty
autographs of which 75% are covers and 25% are 8 X10 photos. Most are astronaut Ken Mattingly followed by a few by Charles Duke;
mostly individual signatures. Likewise involves are roughly 200 related covers and ancillary items. Blast off viewing this lot.
S.B. 450.00
Paul and Chris Calle artist autographed Space assortment roughly from 1978 to 2008 from the Witt estate. Nearly 250 covers and
ancillary items in three binders. One of the largest concentrations of this type of material we have handled in quite some time.
S.B. 400.00
Apollo and Apollo-Soyuz Space United States cover selection from the mid-1960s to 1975 in two cartons from the Witt estate.
Incorporates roughly 900 Event covers, FDCs, and ancillary items in eight binders. Spotted a few autographed/signed items either from
an astronaut or support staff. Take a look as you might be surprised what you find.
S.B. 350.00
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FOREIGN COVER ACCUMULATIONS
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An original holding of a couple hundred of Canada. About half are heavily duplicated FDC’s from 1932. The rest is much more
helpful as there is better mint stationary and a wide variety of commercial mail from around the turn of the century. this later part holds
an exciting array of cancels from across Canada with especially valuable squared circles. Condition mixed.
S.B. 400.00
Collection of 28 Balloon Monte (Siege of Paris) covers from 1870. Mainly different with many different balloon ascensions represented. Many are identified. Not often do we get to offer an intact collection of these rare original airmail covers. Mixed, but better than
average condition as a group. A bargain at the reserve. See the webphotos.
S.B. 3250.00
Unusual France Postmen’s Delivery Marks (usual on the reverse) assortment roughly from 1871 to 1910. About eighty covers
and postal stationery having both domestic and incoming foreign mail nicely annotated on pages in a binder. Grab a croissant and enjoy
viewing this lot.
S.B. 200.00
France Railroad cancelled assortment from 1873 to 1899. Over fifty mainly postal stationery nicely annotated on pages in a binder.
Afficandos will like this chemin de fer lot.
S.B. 200.00
Twelve French Southern Antarctic Territory philatelic covers and one card from the late 1950’s to the mid 1960’s. All with better
frankings. A few minor faults most F-VF.
S.B. 210.00
A pair of three ring binders housing 350 or so German area covers and a handful from the rest of the world. Most are destined
for a dollar table but several better reside among the common. Worth a quick review.
S.B. 300.00
Odd Jordan cover group put together during a Foreign Service career 1946-1955. Around 90 covers in all with duplication. Many
hand back and favor souvenirs. Lots of Coronation and Royal Wedding covers. A dozen or so glassines of mint stamps purchased as
souvenirs along for the ride.
S.B. 200.00
23 different Trieste A cards and covers from 1951-1952. All AMG FTT type usages on picture postcards, philatelic letters and Parcel
post forms. A good selection on Bush pages.
S.B. 85.00
Accumulation of many hundred covers and mint stationary apparently all with a Ukrainian theme. Includes a mounted collection
in a 3-ring binder but most is loose and unorganized. A quick peek is all you’ll need.
S.B. 250.00

UNITED STATES COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
257

()

258

/

Original holding of wine stamp revenue sheets of 100 for the smaller size and 50 for the larger. Includes RE108 to RE203 (not
inclusive). Some of the more notable are RE152, RE154, RE183, RE185 and RE188. A few minor perf separations but the majority are
intact. Condition is F-VF throughout.
Cat. 31,000.00
United States Accumulation, Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century. A selection of the favorites and darlings of U.S. philately placed in a small stockbook, often identified by Scott catalog number and price. Mint and used, singles and sets. Bright and fresh.
Appealingly canceled if used. Some stamps require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Attractive especially to dealers of U.S. material
looking to replenish beleaguered stocks.
Cat. 8800.00

A powerful mint and used 1847-2016 neatly mounted collection from an old time customer. Mostly used turning mixed in the later
Banknotes then turns almost all mint starting with the 1890 American Banknote series. Virtually complete minus the absolute rarities.
Some of the items are accompanied with certificates like a used 121 with a 2009 APS certificate (185664), all mint hereafter are #’s
#249 2009 PSE certificate (1194350), #287 1984 PFC (128027), #292 2011 PFC (496449), #342 1979 PFC (74515), #366 2014 PSE
certificate (1277268), #440 2014 Weiss certificate (1444022), 459 single when it was the right stamp of a NH pair 2004 PFC (411620),
#461 2015 PSAG certificate (569351), #464 2007 PFC (451353), #477 2007 PSE certificate (11078638), #599A single 2013 PFC
(516284). Loads of postage to be figured so it would need to taken seriously. Condition is mixed. Needs to be seen to be appreciated.
S.B. 8000.00
260 / A monstrous labor of love 1847//2016 collection housed in 67 White Ace binders. The first two volumes is nested with the earlier
non-postage types represented by mainly used 1847-1869 issues, Banknotes through the 90¢ values, nearly complete 19th and early
20th century commemoratives. It’s a little spotty in the Washington-Franklins then fills out very well in the post 1930’s to very modern.
The contemporary and modern areas consist of singles, blocks, plate, mail early, copyright, and zip blocks, booklet panes, and an occasional full mint sheet. The condition of the early material is very mixed so careful viewing is highly recommended while all you need
is a sharp pencil, paper, a calculator, and patience as there is a ton a face value to consider. Shipping weight is approximately 250 lbs,
call or email for a rate quote.
S.B. 7000.00
261 //� (RW35//RW73) Lot of eighty, 34 different $3.00 to $15.00 Federal Duck plate blocks. All except one (see image) are NH, most are
centered VF.
Cat. 6830.00
262 / A tight knit mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book low to medium value accumulation. A pedestrian
condition grouping.
Owner’s Cat. 5033.00
263 / A sneaky 1847//1978 mint and used collection housed in a Liberty album. Well populated 19th century issues through the TransMiss including dollar values. The Washington-Franklins are well represented in a mixed mint and used combination. Includes mint first
two airmail sets and a used set of 1930 Zeppelins. Back of the book is a little skimpy but there is a nice group of mint and used Federal
Ducks. Condition is mixed. Remounting in a more d album would be beneficial.
S.B. 4500.00
264

A compact used grouping of lower to medium value mostly 19th century front of the book. Very rough condition. Can be easily
converted in APS circuit book fodder.
Owner’s Cat. 4023.00
265 / An accumulation of twenty different collections from a respectable source. All reasonably price and ready for sale. A perfect turnkey
opportunity.
S.B. 2800.00
259

/
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An outstanding and unique 20th century used block collection put together over numerous decades. Many complete sets present with
well balanced commemoratives, regular issues, airmails, and Back of the Book represented. There are a very few items placed in the
wrong spots and condition is mixed. The best collection of this underrated and undervalued area we have had the pleasure to offer.
S.B. 2500.00
267 / Back of the book collection with airmails, special deliveries, postage dues, ducks to 2003 and then the two best officials plus revenues. Includes a few hundred different mounted on Scott specialty pages. Mixed mint and used mostly Fine or better. S.B. 2000.00
268

An exciting revenue collection/accumulation. The core group is nested in a Scott National well endowed album consisting of well
represented 1st through 3rd issues, reds, greens, wines, a small assembly of playing cards. There are a batches of reds on documents
and a few stock pages stuffed with the small gray proprietary’s. Condition is mixed. A better than average starter group waited for the
better items to join in the fun.
S.B. 1700.00
269 / (307, 331, 342, 352, 397, 398, 405, 418, 518) Lot of 9 different duplicates from an old time customer. All have certificates, except the
518 (photocopy of cert. when in was in a block). All NH except of 331, fresh with mixed centering.
Cat. 1561.00
270 / A stock of mint and used 19th and 20th century, front and back of the book, followed by a smidge of possessions from the “Great
White North” in a couple dozen sales books as the core and binders for the backup material. Mostly cheap values with a sprinkle of
postage types. Nicely sorted and identified, however condition is very mixed with hostel duplication. What lacks in value, is serious with
intent, this assembly will offer a right minded young person the opportunity to expand their entrepreneur spirit.
S.B. 1400.00
271 // A lot of catalog value in a small box. Mixture of mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book on sales cards. A
mixture of NH and hinge with some duplication in a few areas. All identified and ready to be offered on the secondary market.
S.B. 1400.00
272 / A disheveled yet interesting assembly that appeared to be cobbled together from various sources. The strength lies in the farthest
reaches of the Back of the Book. Included Postal and War Savings, Boat and Firearm revenues, a tiny batch of cut squares, Philippines,
and Puerto Rico. Also includes a bunch of Farleys, Presidentials, and Liberty series thrown in for a bonus. Condition is mixed. Nice
group that can be added to working collection.
S.B. 1350.00
273 / Duck stamp accumulation/collection 1934-2012 filling two heavy cartons. Mixed mint and used. Some NH. Mixed condition.
Includes: FDCs 1981-1994 with a few hand painted, a handful of artist signed modern, a binder of FD ceremony programs and other
USPS handouts, a few foreign ducks, even fewer fishing stamps, and a pile of state ducks from 1990-1991. A couple of catalogs, empty
albums, and literature along for the ride. Lots of heavy plastic pages from which to extract the collection.
S.B. 1200.00
266

/�

274 /()/ A unique mint and used 1847-1965 collection neatly mounted in a two volumes nested on pages from the 1966 “Postage Stamps
of the United States” book printed by the United States Post Office Department. Surprisingly includes some better items like used
#1-2, mint $1.00 and $2.00 Columbians, and a set of the 1930 zeppelins. Condition is very mixed as some mint higher values were not
gum, not the Zepps though. An interesting collection to say the least with some solid value.
S.B. 1200.00
275 / An old time mainly 20th century mint commemorative, regular issue, and airmail accumulation. Mostly lower to medium values
with an occasional sparkler popping up. Condition is mixed. Though examination recommended to mine any diamonds in the rough
lurking about.
S.B. 1150.00
276 / Consignment offered as received from an estate. Lots of low to medium value mint and used. Includes collections, stock books,
and loads of postage. More fun than a barrel of monkeys.
S.B. 1100.00
277

A very clean nine (two are empty) volume almost entirely mint US and UN collection housed in like brand new Scott National
albums with slip cases. Absent of stamps until the Columbians and other earlier commemoratives up to the lower medium values with
just a scattering Washington-Franklins. The grouping becomes more involved starting with the 1920’s commemoratives and regular
issues. Also includes a nice bunch of Farleys, Kansas-Nebraska sets plus #’s 834, 1053, and 29¢ Legends’ error sheets, an Imperf Bugs
Bunny Also spotted are the first two airmail sets, a C18, and a real nice run of Federal Ducks with some of the earlier being NH. The
UN is mint and appears quite complete up to 1996. However the 38 sheet is on a FDC. A wonderful opportunity to acquire an excellent
starter collection.
S.B. 1100.00
278

A sneaky two volume 1847-2001 used collection hinged into Scott Minuteman albums. Includes 19th, 20th, front and back of the
book. Well balanced 1851-1867, Banknotes, early commemoratives up to the 50¢ values, a decent scattering of Washington-Franklins
and contemporary to modern issues. Worthy items not scanned is a Kansas-Nebraska sets, C1-C6, E1-E9. Condition is quite mixed.
Re-mounting in a better album would help. Good starter group.
S.B. 1000.00
279 / Consignment as received. Includes multiple elementary collections with a few surprises, year sets, souvenir pages, loose stamps,
and postage that will need to be counted. This one needs a lot of TLC.
S.B. 950.00
280 / Massive holding of Souvenir Pages, Commemorative Panels, and Bureau cards filling 13 heavy (nearly 600 pounds shipping) cartons.
Multiples. Fore Runners. Premium. Numismatics. All included in this comprehensive holding 1963-2002 from the East Coast Space
estate. At one time was well organized but the sheer massiveness leads to some parallel books. All the plastic pages and Government
binders are ready for a new owner’s shelves.
S.B. 800.00
281 / A multi-generation closet cleaning hoard. Includes several attempts at collecting only to get to a point of acquiring the pre 1930
material then running out of steam. An occasional non-postage type item found here and there. However this assembly should be taken
seriously as we kept finding loads of face to count. An excellent opportunity to buy into a life long hobby.
S.B. 750.00
282 / An accumulation of accumulations from a respectable source. All reasonably price and ready for sale. A perfect turnkey opportunity
for a savvy marketer or a serious accumulator.
S.B. 700.00
283
/�
The duplicates of the outstanding used block collection. Enough material to enhance any collection with plenty left over for trade
bait. We’ll let the ten images do the talking. Condition is mixed.
S.B. 700.00
284

A delicate 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and documentary revenue remaindered collection. Condition is mixed. A new album, reference books, and
an open mind will equate to a lifelong endeavor.
S.B. 700.00
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A fifteen volume 1879//2017 mostly mint collection that has a mystic aroma. Very lightly populated prior to the 1922 where it picks
up some steam. In the more modern years you will start to come across some complete sheets. No question a vast majority of the value
lays in face value so get out a number 2 pencil, some scratch paper and a calculator. Patience will be rewarded. Minion not included.
S.B. 650.00
286

An impressive extensive 1983-2013 PNC collection from a long ago era. All are plate number coils of 5 or in some cases larger.
Very clean and neatly mounted nested in four Scotts Specialty albums with some duplicates tucked away on a black Hagner sheet. An
excellent starter collection.
S.B. 650.00
287 / One man’s effort mainly in 3 Scott albums. The first is missing most classics but we did spot used (76-78), (153), (230-239), (285291), and more with an increasing amount of mint after 1925 and virtually all mint after the Presidentials to 1977. The second contains
mint from 1978 to 1991, apparently complete. Volume 3 is the airs and back of the book with used (C1-6), (E1-12), (Q1-12), mint (C18),
and useful officials and revenues. Along as ballast are a pair of meagerly filled Harris plate block albums, a similarly near empty Scott
postal card and cut square album, and a 1939 Nicklin that adds no value. Worth review.
S.B. 600.00
288 // Conglomeration of US in twelve massive cartons from the bowels of a forgotten Florida storage unit. Highlights include: remaindered
collections with both mint and used, subscription items including “gold” replicas, thousands and thousands of used, on and mostly off,
paper stamps from the 20th Century some sorted into bundles and others in glassines and on stockpages, and best of all just enough
mint (two boxes and in collections) US to count as face (less than $600). Will be fun to search to find gems that have gone to this point
undiscovered.
S.B. 600.00
289 / Seven very heavy cartons stuffed with dealers store shelf clear out. Dozens of remaindered albums housing everything from cheap
19th used to contemporary/modern face types and an apples box brimming with hundreds if not thousands of loose album pages filled
up to various degrees. The perfect beginning of a lifelong endeavor of stamp collecting. Shipping weight 250 lbs., call or email for a
rate quote.
S.B. 550.00
290 / A topsy-turvy collection cobbled together from four unrelated sources. The # 28 has a APS certificate. The collection of errors are
mostly modern issues, cut square, entire collection is mixed mint and used, while the Hawaii is self explanatory. Condition is mixed.
Acquiring a new more well rounded album would be an improvement.
S.B. 500.00
291 / A compact mint and used accumulation of lower to medium values offered as received. Includes 19th and 20th century commems,
regular issues, airmails, a bit of the back of the book, Federal Ducks and a lone fake Iran stamp thrown in for a bonus. Condition is
mixed. Take a quick peek to come up with the right number.
S.B. 500.00
292 / A six volume mostly elementary collection. The real guts of the group is an Presidential assembly of plate blocks and plate number
singles where a lion’s share of the value is in dollar value plate blocks of which are almost all NH. Good lot for the specialist.
S.B. 500.00
293 / A simple mint and used collection of a few dozen different officials. Condition is mixed. Will make an excellent collection.
S.B. 500.00
294 / A neat and tidy left over mostly mint grouping. Mainly lower to medium values with strength in Washington-Franklin issues. Pretty
neat and clean batch.
S.B. 475.00
295

A delightful 1926//2011 plate block collection in six bulbous binders. The later material includes a few sheets. Time to break out the
calculator.
S.B. 425.00
296 / A respectable Federal Duck collection/accumulation of mostly plate number singles. Loads of NH specimens with better than
average condition. A decent start to a specialized area of collecting.
S.B. 400.00
297 / A small accumulation arranged as a stock with meaningful intent. Few hundred mostly lower to medium values 19th and 20th
century mint and used. Condition is mixed and we will let the 54 images tell the story.
S.B. 400.00
298 / Attractive U.S. Collection in Mixed Condition. Intermediate-level collection of United States (1850’s to 1940), with Canal Zone,
Hawaii, Guam, and Confederate States. Includes general postage stamps and BOB. All items are hinged carefully and accurately onto
computer-generated album pages and housed in one three-ring binder. Features a large number of stamps but lacks the more elusive
items. View closely to judge cancels, centering, and perforations; an expert’s eye might be necessary for a full evaluation of certain
items. Ready for upgrading and supplementing as the new owner sees fit.
S.B. 400.00
299

An assembly of Federal and State ducks plus related items. Includes a few dozen 1980’s state and Federal prints with heavy duplication
plus a few medallions. Also spotted is a RW14 plate block and around $350.00 face in $5.00 values and above. A great lot for someone
that appreciates this type of thing.
S.B. 400.00
300

Small, Neat All-Mint Holding of United States. Nineteenth- and early twentieth-century classics mounted on stockpage. Mixed centering. Many MNH. Scan tells most of the story.
S.B. 350.00
301

Post-1970 Duck Stamps. Clean, colorful, fresh gathering of mint singles and blocks of four. Items are placed on three stockpages.
Minimal duplication. High catalog value. Appropriate for filling holes in a duck stamp collection or for supplementing an existing dealer
stock.
S.B. 325.00
302 / Several hundred mostly used back of the book issues arranged on about two dozen stockpages. An old holding with intriguing
revenues.
S.B. 325.00
303 / A tinny tiny mint Federal Duck stock. A few of the earlier issues are NH while the rest are vlh. There is around $500.00 face in the
$5.00 to $15.00 value. Very clean with a little duplication. A quick turnaround lot.
S.B. 300.00
304 // Collection of Express and USPS special services in one binder from the East Coast Space collection. Highlights include: Plate blocks,
booklet panes, souvenir pages, and philatelic uses on FDC of various cachets. Extensive. Hard to duplicate.
S.B. 300.00
305 // Six cartons filled with a multi volume beginner collection, stockbooks containing hundreds of common used stamps lined up, souvenir
panels, FDC’s, subscription offerings and investment items. Lots of stuff to play with.
S.B. 200.00
306

Interesting lot of over one hundred ninety 3¢ 1851-1857 issues. Lots of potential for plate varieties, cancels, shades, etc. Good lot
for the budding specialist to hone their skills.
S.B. 200.00
285
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Intriguing lot of over sixty essays. Good lot for the budding specialist to hone their skills.

S.B. 120.00

Four cartons of used US, with multiple copies arranged in Scott order on stockpages in 11 three ring binders. Also includes a half
dozen or more boxes with glassines and envelopes you can’t see into housing additional used stamps and even some kiloware that the
previous owner hadn’t processed. A packet maker’s or decoupage artist’s delight.
S.B. 100.00
309

An elementary two volume plus collection of the ever popular precancel area.
S.B. 50.00
310 // Not your usual Kim’s floor sweepings as there is a bit of Foreign including a rogue remaindered Austria collection and a slug of no
gum postage.
S.B. 0.00
308



311

/
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/

313

/

A tightly knit grouping of mint Canal Zone in a small stock book, approval cards, etc. Lots of sets with a mixture of NH and hinged.
Condition a little mixed yet clean appearing throughout.
S.B. 325.00
Cuba selection from 1855 to the 1950s. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Appears to be the remains of an exhibit having unusual varieties, colors overprints etc. mounted and identified on pages. Strength colonial
area makes this a must see for the Cuban specialist.
S.B. 350.00
Cuba accumulation in three stockbooks from the 1850s to the 1950s. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having
plenty of backup. Searching the used stamps for town cancels, shade, perforate varieties might be fun.
S.B. 200.00

UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
314



315
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317



United Nations Postage Treasure. Plenty of UN postage in singles, sets, pieces of sheets, and souvenir sheets. Three offices represented.
New York’s share equals $664.00; Switzerland’s share, $1411.00; and Austria’s share, not counted. Everything is clean, neat, colorful,
and packaged carefully. Should be a joy for lovers of UN face lots.
Face 2075.00
Hello, Lovers of U.N., Wherever You Are! Four cartons of U.N. sheets, singles and sets, albums, and stockbooks. From the beginnings
to recent times. Some material is carefully and artistically mounted; some material is in never opened packages direct from various
offices of the U.N. Everything is clean and neat. Lots of out-of-the-ordinary inscription blocks and other philatelic delicacies. Should
yield a solid, multifaceted collection. The whole experience will be a treasure hunt. Worth a look.
S.B. 250.00
A very clean collection/accumulation in eleven (mostly White Ace binders), year sets, and loose in envelopes. Most of the binders
house empty pages that can be filled with the contents of the year sets and envelopes. A readymade collection to be assembled if there
ever was one. Shipping weight is 65-70 lbs., call or email for a rate quote.
S.B. 200.00
Twenty-one year sets purchased as new issues from 1994 to 2018. Almost all were never opened so we did. All three offices appear
to be present but potential buyers need to make there own assessment and count. Everything is perfect.
S.B. 100.00

UNITED STATES AND POSSESSIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
318 // Three carton US and “possessions” group in three heavy cartons. Most of the value is in the around $800 face in plate blocks,
scrap, and specialty topical groups found in the US section. Includes: FDCs, subscription items, event covers, a smattering of foreign
stuff, along with pedestrian collections of Ryukyu Islands and Canal Zone. Mainly run of the mill expected stuff with a disorganized
mini mess of postage to count.
S.B. 550.00
UNITED STATES AND UNITED NATIONS COLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
319 // Consignment as received stuffing two large cartons. Most of the value is U.S. plate blocks sorted into envelopes and sheets from the
1990’s. the rest is mainly U.N. and Postal Commemorative offerings. Get your calculator and start counting.
S.B. 300.00
320 / Seven stockbooks of mostly used United States and four of used United Nations. Neither will raise your heart rate but would constitute a nice start for a used collection of both areas. The U.S. starts with an (11) runs to recent times with the collector paying special
attention to tagging/non-tagging varieties. A bit of postage is scattered throughout. The used UN is harder to find than the equivalent
mint and could be an interesting sideline collection for the right person.
S.B. 120.00
UNITED STATES,UNITED NATIONS AND GENERAL FOREIGN COLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
321 // Four heavy cartons offered as received. Includes stamps, covers, FDC’s and a bit of foreign. Nothing of consequence but lots od fun
to sort out.
S.B. 80.00
UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN COLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
322

/
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Two generation US and general foreign collection in 18 alphabetical volumes on Scott Specialty type pages 1840-1948. As it
expanded from its five volume loose leaf brownie group, mismatched Specialty binders became the norm. Lots of mint sets from the
thirties with a good representation of all the world’s countries. Left intact. Mixed condition with many mint, hinged tightly to the
pages. No singles removed. Contains many goodies in popular countries. US: mint #C13-C15, C18, Kansas/Nebraska, Japan C8
sheet, used China (two large Dragons and two red revenues, etc.). See the webphotos for a small sample. Thousands of stamps with
pockets of strong country groups (Belgium, China, Japan, Denmark, Norway, etc..). Strong Europe especially Portuguese and Italian
Colonies. Easy to continue. Could use a matching set of binders and some TLC. A bargain at the reserve. Examination a must.
S.B. 4500.00
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Many hundred mostly different on approximately seventy-five black stockcards. All medium to better values, sets and a few broken
sets. Overwhelmingly mint with some NH. overall the quality is quite good. Good lot for mail or internet sales.
S.B. 1200.00
324 // Bourse dealer’s stock and backroom cleanout. Includes U.S. postage and other interesting items on black stockpages plus mint
and used postal stationary, FDC’s, three counter books of Greece, a bunch of small job lots, literature, worldwide on sales pages etc..
A real mixed bag that’s got a lot of profit potential so a thorough viewing will be necessary to come up with the right number.
S.B. 1100.00
325 / Many hundreds mainly on black stockcards heaped into a box. Quite disheveled but found several pockets of value. Notable France,
Germany and areas, U.S. along with various British. A good sort through will be required.
S.B. 1050.00
323

/

326 // Twenty-four cartons filled with thousand and thousands of stamps in albums, stockbooks, sales books, stock cards, in glassines
and loose. Lots of low end material with an occasional somewhat better spotted occasionally. Good profit potential selling as small
accumulations, collections or job lots at shows or on the internet. The U.S. Canada and U.N. are notable. The rest is a real philatelic
smorgasbord.
S.B. 1000.00
327 / Selection of intriguing US and worldwide material in thirteen cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets having bountiful backup. Includes multiple US Heirloom albums from a well-known promotional company
having a mixed mint and used collection to the 1990s.Worldwide entails binders, glassines, sales cards containing mostly topical items
including Disney, Scouts, US Presidents etc. Enough identifiable postage to count. A lot worth searching.
S.B. 900.00
328 / Remains of a once powerful collection in three cartons. One carton is mainly US with the bulk of the value in low face value (3
cents to 13 cents) postage in plate blocks and scrap. Cursorily counted at $1,500.00 face. Just a few larger pieces. Lots of duplication.
The other two cartons contain left over foreign lots with just a few surprises here and there. Take a look. It might be just for you.
S.B. 750.00
329 / Collector’s closet cleanout with a huge catalog total. Includes two stockbooks of medium to better worldwide somewhat randomly
arranged, a French stockbook with wholesale quantities, a stockbook of Russia, a Berlin collection mounted on Scott specialty pages, U.S.
mint 20th century commemoratives, revenues plus a bit more. An odd combination with great profit potential.
S.B. 650.00
330

/

331

/

Selection in two cartons. Consists of a basic US collection to the 1960s in two Scott Specialty albums and a Minkus Master Global
album from the 1890s to the early 1960s (no China). Also includes envelopes, manila folder, glassines etc. Overall hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having some nuggets to mine. From an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding.
Book some time to search.
S.B. 600.00
Eight cartons in which the highlight is a respectable, mostly used Canada collection. Next best is a three volume Citation collection
with a few thousand stamps. Also, includes sixteen 3-ring binders and twelve boxes containing nicely sorted/mounted common U.S.
totaling many thousands of stamps. Lots of stuff to go through for big profits.
S.B. 600.00

Scott Nineteenth-Century Album with Nuggets of Value. A clean, but somewhat musty smelling Scott Brown album containing mint
and used singles and sets from the golden days of philately. Condition is mixed, but many sound, attractive stamps are present. Pockets
of interest include United States (regular postage stamps and BOB), assorted German states, Korea, Central and South America, and
Newfoundland. Some stamps require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Great opportunity to acquire an untouched collector-made
holding from a bygone era.
S.B. 500.00
333 // It’s your father’s closet cleaning lot in six cartons. Includes four very lightly populated Harris albums, a couple of old Scott Junior’s,
eleven stuffed index card boxes full of cheap US, Scandinavia, Canada. Most of the value lays in unheralded mint sheets and scrap
postage. Shipping weight 150 lbs., call or email for a rate quote.
S.B. 500.00
334 / Consignment as received in two cartons. Includes a two volume U.S. collection, two volume A-Z, three volume Canada, plate blocks
sorted in glassines, some U.S, sheets and a bit more. By far most of the value is in the two types of postage. Start counting. You may
get a good buy.
S.B. 450.00
335 / A mixed accumulation of mounted collections, stamps in glassines and on stockpages. Includes value in the U.S. Switzerland, France
and colonies. Some very useful but needs close inspection for condition issues and optimistic identification. A tough lot to figure.
S.B. 450.00
336 // Consignment as received consisting of Neanderthal or remaindered collections and stockbooks, stamps sorted in envelopes you
can’t see into, FDC’s, event covers plus loose. Only a cursory look by us as we were reboxing out of plastic tubs to shippable boxes.
Needs inspection.
S.B. 400.00
337 // Consignment remainder from an old customer in ten various size cartons. Includes country collections, A-Z collections, FDC’s, a
bunch of UN, a bit of postage, subscription offerings, old auction lots etc. an eclectic mixture.
S.B. 400.00
332

/
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/

339

/

340

/

Box of Pure Philatelic Pleasure. Huge amount of singles and sets, used and mint, from around the world. Everything thrown into a
carton. Some items are in glassines; some are mounted on album pages. Some items are identified; many are not. Mostly all-different;
only minimal duplication on limited issues. Perfect lot for generalist and chock-full of surprises. Will take work to organize, but worth
it.
S.B. 375.00
Four heavy cartons filled with the remains of an old Florida dealer’s storage unit. Highlights include: just over $150 in low value
(under 10 cents) face US, a few remaindered collections of world wide, old jumbled stockbooks, a small pile of “better” foreign culled
from old counterbooks, and a disembodied “heirloom” collection. Fun to recycle and repurpose.
S.B. 350.00
A used U.S. mounted collection in nineteen albums and an A-Z mounted collection in nineteen 3-ring binders which is mostly used.
About equal value between the two. Looks to be primarily Mystic offerings. Transferring to new albums will do wonders.
S.B. 350.00
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Consignment as received from dear friend. Includes a couple thousand plate blocks chiefly from the 3¢ and 4¢ period in albums and
a file box along with a big heavy stockbook of worldwide somewhat randomly arranged with useful material throughout sometimes in
moderate quantities.
S.B. 350.00
342 // Dealer hoard of donatable stuff gleaned from many years of recycling. Not much useful, but rich in numbers of stamps. Includes
empty and disheveled albums, stockbooks loose stamps, small collections used supplies, non cached FDCs, and anything else he had
laying around. Ugly duckling with little hope of becoming a swan.
S.B. 300.00
343 // Consignment remainder grouping. Lots of cheap stamps and covers, postage, remaindered collections. There are stamps in the Canada Minuteman ablum but no stamps in the Canadian and Israel in the Scott albums.Still enough stuff to keep you busy for a while.
S.B. 300.00
344 / Miscellaneous Foreign Material and U.S. Postage. Leftovers from a large consignment. Contains an envelope of mint U.S. postage,
.32 or higher denominations. Also has small collections of Latvia, Funchal, foreign tax/revenue stamps, and Israel (used with tabs).
Most important is the three-part collection of Austria. Somewhat disorganized. Will require work, but could yield an intermediate-level
Austrian collection. A cigar box of mixed items rounds out the lot. Offered reasonably.
S.B. 200.00
345 // Accumulation of US and worldwide mainly from the early 1900s to the 1950s in three cartons. Entails hundreds and hundreds of
common mixed mint and used stamps, in albums, envelopes, and loose. Also includes mostly US FDCs, commercial covers, postal
cards, and postcards. An intriguing lot worth your time to search.
S.B. 150.00
341

/

UNITED STATES AND UNITED NATIONS COLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS
346

/

A happy go lucky accumulation of mostly lower to mediums value with an occasional zinger. Originally the owner wanted to be a
wheeler dealer at his local stamp club but became discouraged as his club compadres didn’t appreciate the true value of better material.
So he sent the material to us to be offered for what it is and started to pursue his second passion, bird watching. The components of the
assembly contains solid value like a White Plains sheet, a used #9 corner margin, and numerous postage types containing some high
values looking for a savvy marketer.
S.B. 600.00

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
Europa Extravaganza. Large Europa holding in two cartons, forerunners to 2000’s. Includes high-end hingeless albums, Minkus specialty album, and homemade albums. Also has large hingeless album with Europa forerunners. Contains out-of-the-ordinary material
such as imperforate items and unusual souvenir sheets. Some covers round out this lot. Plenty of material to form an above-average
collection of this topic. Neat, clean, and ready for reorganization.
S.B. 700.00
348 / The multi volume “presidential” collection from the Witt estate. From George Washington through George Bush each album is
jam packed with information. Most interesting are the many autopen and surrogate (secretary) signed items from the more modern era
with enough information to tell the differences in most cases. Does include the occasional presidential autograph especially Lyndon
Johnson through the Bushes. There is one Theodore Roosevelt autographed letter from 1908. Much ancillary material and ephemera
that would be a treasure trove for History buffs and Social Studies teachers to use as original sources. Includes event covers, FDCs,
buttons, pins and bumper stickers, and many other philatelic pieces too. Take a long look. Interesting.
S.B. 550.00
349 // Camel topical accumulation basically from the mid-20th Century in a medium carton. Consists of around 100 mixed mint and used
stamps mainly from Sudan, Somali Coast, Libya etc. having backup. Includes nearly sixty commercial covers and postcards from 1904
to the 1960s mostly from Sudan but also from the United States as well as some ephemera.
S.B. 300.00
350 / Space, Rockets, and Pioneers of Space Research collection in five Lighthouse German language hingeless albums from the 1940s to
1973. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, single, and souvenir sheets. A different type of topical
in neat albums. Take a look.
S.B. 300.00
351 // Rockets and missile mail accumulation in a small carton. Hundreds of items, mainly mid century modern. Includes: covers, labels,
minisheets, etc. Best are an extremely soiled and toned Barbero Missile Mail cover from 1959, and a handful of Stephen Smith labels.
Ex Witt. See the webphotos.
S.B. 800.00
352 / Four volume Disney Magic Kingdom accumulation on pages from a well known East Coast retailer. Lots of souvenir sheets and
mint topical sets from the expected stamp revenue generating countries. Hundreds of sets. Mainly mint. Huge original cost. Chance
to get these in the secondary market at a discount.
S.B. 250.00
353 / An expandable Disney collection in five bulbous binders and a small pile of blank pages of different years. Memorable mint sets,
souvenir sheets, and covers. Very neat and clean. A valuable assembly for a fan of the mouse.
S.B. 200.00
354

Topical Paradise. High-end stockbook filled with 45+ pages of colorful, entertaining, eye-catching post-WWII singles, sets, and souvenir
sheets. All mint, neatly arranged in alphabetically order from Afghanistan to Zambia. Topics include scouts, wildlife, native culture,
famous people, dinosaurs, etc. Ready for sale online or at local bourses. Take a look!
Cat. 3350.00
347

/

GENERAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
355

/

Five groups cataloged up for retail which involves about twenty countries from Asia, Africa or the Middle East. Three are basically
all different collections on stockpages. The Indonesia and Ethiopia have the most value with the others helpful.
Cat. 5700.00

356

/

Foreign Abbondanza. Prinz stockbook filled with sixteen pages of singles and sets, nineteenth century to twentieth century, with an
emphasis on pre-1960 material. A-Z, mint and used, neatly displayed in no specific order. Little, if any, duplication. See scans for an
introduction to the richness of this lot. Recommended for foreign generalists and their philatelic suppliers.
Cat. 5650.00
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357

/

358

/

Zeppelin collection in mounted on attractive pages in two albums. Mostly complete sets with more mint than used. Some low, beneficial duplication. great lot for the advanced dealer’s stock. Plan on spending a little time with this one. You won’t be disappointed.
S.B. 2200.00
Seventeen country collections set up for easy resale. A few of the more notables are Japan, Turkey, Great Britain, Canada and French
Morocco. Except for the Japan each one is basically a one of a kind type. Many better values and sets throughout.
S.B. 2000.00

A most helpful carton of a couple dozen collections, stocks and job lots. Includes Europe, Asia, Middle East and more. A few of
the more valuable highlights are (as they come) ROC, Hawaii, Jordan, Italian Colonies, India, Canada and Provinces, Switzerland,
Denmark, Danzig, DDR plus Bermuda. Some are accurately cataloged, some are slightly remaindered, all are enough value to sell as
separate units at bourses or on the internet for easy profits.
S.B. 1600.00
360 / Fascinating worldwide assortment in eleven computer paper cartons mainly running from the mid-20th Century to the 1990s.
Comprises thousands of mint and used in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets on Schaubek, White Ace or other album pages and glassines (many organized in boxes) having beneficial backup. Includes Great Britain, colonies, British Omnibus from
1953 to 1981, France, colonies, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, Syria and topicals of Red Cross, Europa, and JFK. Also entails Western
Europe involving Germany, DDR, etc. and a neat offering of mint Berlin in a small glassine box having descent catalog value as well
as miscellany. Needs carefully viewing to fully appreciate this fantastic offering.
S.B. 1500.00
361 / A few dozen made up collection folder lots from a north Indiana dealer. Nice variety of countries represented with especially beneficial
British. All reasonably priced ready for easy resale.
S.B. 1350.00
362 / Auntie Claudia’s Legacy. A sweet old-country spinster who had a rough life. She brought her two-volume collection with her when
she arrived in the U.S. as a refugee from war-torn Europe in the early 1950’s. She was always a generalist at heart and amassed a large
number of mint and used A-Z foreign stamps. As a child of European intellectuals, she was able to purchase intermediate and better
singles and sets, but as a minimum-wage earner in the U.S., she could only add a few low-grade items to her holding. Family members
sent her stamps for a number of years, and she was always grateful. She derived many hours of pleasure viewing her accumulation. Her
holding is ready for a new owner with new philatelic goals.
S.B. 1250.00
363 / Several thousand mostly different identified and priced on 102 size sales cards. The big countries such as France, Germany, Great
Britain, etc. are the most valuable but overall the value is very spread out. Much has been bundled up as country lots to sell at bourses.
Offered at a tiny fraction of catalog.
S.B. 1100.00
364 / General Foreign Powerhouse. Kaboom! Small box filled with high-value singles and sets from around the world. Mint and used. Everything housed in salespages and identified by Scott catalog number and recent value. Explosive overall catalog value. Neat, clean, and
ready to be incorporated into a top-of-the-line general foreign collection or added to a dealer’s elite holdings. See scans for contents.
S.B. 1100.00
365 / Fascinating consignment balance in stockbooks and in glassines. The British and French community are the best represented but
you’ll find gems all over the place. Mostly NH sets and souvenir sheets from the postwar to the late 1980’s as the collector quit at that
time. Unusual items are scattered throughout like imperfs, deluxe sheets, errors and unlisted. A tough lot to figure but will be well worth
it.
S.B. 1000.00
366 / Dealer’s closet cleanout that’s far superior than most. Includes slightly remaindered collections, some glassines and stockcards sorted
into categories and some not plus old counter pages and auction lots. Needs careful inspection as many better items will keep popping
up.
S.B. 1000.00
367 / Stock of about seventy sales pages with a high average retail. Mainly complete sets or key values, dominated by Italy and areas
although, also notable Thailand plus various British. Here and there condition is poor but overall Fine or better.
S.B. 900.00
368 / Stock of around eighty sales pages with a high average retail. Quite strong in Italy and areas but also highlighted by Japan, Great
Britain, Eastern Europe and French colonies. Most everything is complete sets or key values with minimal duplication. some faulty or
doubtful to contend with but overall a most desirable group.
S.B. 900.00
369 // Assortment of mainly worldwide from the early 1900s to the 1990s in nine cartons from the Witt estate. Thousands of mixed mint
and used having lots of backup in stockbooks, albums, binders, envelopes, glassines, subscription items, etc. One carton contains supplies for Disney Topical with albums and pages and another large carton involves US Bureau cards. An eclectic offering suitable for
the eclectic buyer.
S.B. 850.00
370 // End of the line remains of a consignment in six heavy cartons. Thousands and thousands of stamps often organized into alphbetical multi volume world collections. Duplication often excessive. Mixed mint and used. Mixed condition, a real mish mash of a lot.
Includes collector duplicates in quantity housed in glassines stored in red boxes. Noticed some $5-$20 cv singles, so a long look may
produce sleepers and nuggets to uncover.
S.B. 850.00
371 / Twenty-one #1 glassine boxes nearly all filled with thousands of stamps sorted by country but not necessarily chronologically.
Many different countries present even the more popular. Mostly purchased as new issues from department store stamp departments
in downtown Chicago. Primarily NH sets from postwar to the late 1980’s when he quit altogether. Some earlier and used scattered
throughout. If there is any duplication it’s nor apparent. Some moderately better was spotted but it was not possible to go through it
thoroughly so, it’s hard to determine exactly what is involved. Be prepared to spend some time on this one.
S.B. 750.00
372 / Over twenty country collections, stock pages assortments, or large manila envelopes in one large carton. Contains hundreds and
hundreds mixed mint and used stamps from the 1870s to the 1980s. Countries included are Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Russia,
Switzerland, France etc. Also entails topicals for Space, Rotary, Europa Queen Elizabeth Silver Jubilee etc. Most are priced and ready
to sell at a percentage.
S.B. 750.00
373 / Collections of Egypt and Ethiopia mounted on Scott specialty pages. Includes several hundred different with issues to the mid
1960’s for the first mentioned which has the majority of the value and about 1970 for the latter. Everything is nice and clean suitable
for expansion.
S.B. 750.00
359

/
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Small but Mighty. Lot of powerful general foreign singles. Most items date from the nineteenth century to the first half of the twentieth century. Includes much familiar, desirable material from the Golden Age of stamp collecting. Everything is arranged neatly on
four pages of a slightly worn stockbook. Stamps appear clean and attractive, but may require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Great
opportunity to acquire several philatelic delicacies at one time.
S.B. 700.00
375 / An original collector’s A-Z collection from 1850 to 1950 in two cartons. Involves thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles in five Scott International albums. One album has loose seams and has been reattached by duct tape. Coming
along for the ride is one Scott Junior album containing hundreds and hundreds of stamps. Take a look.
S.B. 650.00
376 / Twenty albums and binders from the 1880s to 1990 in five cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, and souvenir sheet having useful backup. Albums run from sparse to moderately filled making this selection a bourse or flea
market dealer bonanza.
S.B. 650.00
377 / Dealer’s under glass stock on twenty-three black stockcards. Mostly mint with many sets and a high average retail. Strong in Europe
but also notable British. A clean group.
S.B. 650.00
378 // Three cartons of albums and stockbooks from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in
full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having beneficial backup. Includes a neat one Regent packed, two Citation albums, Guyana
collection to the 1970s, etc. plus some common US postal stationery. Do not miss this one.
S.B. 600.00
379 / Consignment remainder of stockbooks, old auction lots and stamps sorted in glassines. Includes lots of Korea, some U.N., heavy in
thematics like Olympics, Europa, airmail/Zeppelin, chain breakers, etc.. All mint with the majority checked being NH. Some duplication
but not enough to deter a collector.
S.B. 600.00
380

Accumulation of around a hundred mostly different booklets. Strong in the British colonials but also many other hard to find from
Portugal, Turkey, French colonies, Viet Nam, Sweden and others. Condition can be a little mixed at times with many in nice shape. A
hard lot to figure as many are not listed in standard catalogs.
S.B. 600.00
381 / Consignment as received with mixed contents. Includes exciting China both Imperial and PRC plus value in Japan. Also, includes
Monaco, Spain and a bit more because there was not enough value to sell separately. Good opportunity to obtain a couple hot areas.
S.B. 600.00
382 // Consignment remainder that produces an eclectic mixture. The highlights include several mint Canadian Jubilees, proofs and deluxe
sheets from FSAT and French Polynesia interesting covers etc..
S.B. 600.00
383 / Sixteen albums from the early 1900s to the 1980s in three cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Consists of six Harris worldwide remaindered and somewhat ugly but still useful from 1900
to the 1970s. two Davo hingeless for France from 1977 to 1982 and Norway from 1973 to 1973. Also includes Malawi from 1964 to
1975 and Ghana from 1965 to 1983 etc. Needs to find a new home. Please take us to yours.
S.B. 550.00
374

/

Dealer’s under glass stock on twenty-four black stockcards. Mostly mint with many sets and a high average. Strong in British and
Asia. Very clean. Good batch for someone who does mail or internet auctions.
S.B. 550.00
385 / Take a Philatelic Tour of the World. Forty-two-page stockbook stuffed with mint and used singles and sets from foreign lands A-Z.
Includes beginning and intermediate items with more than a few intriguing surprises. Thousands of stamps looking for a new owner
and a suitable home.
S.B. 550.00
386 // Three heavy cartons filled with the disheveled remains of a rough stored exemplary German Area collection. Highlights include:
a modern CTO and mint DDR collection that used to fill five volumes now has been removed from its permanently damaged binders
and fills half a carton of loose pages, various stockbooks and three ring binders with duplicates and an occasional surprise, loose
remaindered Third Reich pages, a stockbook of cheap US and other non German, a few supplies, and over 800 covers with a focus of
German Area FDCs and Erstagblatts. Needs a good clean up before recycling.
S.B. 500.00
387 / Three cartons of worldwide Space Topicals from the 1960s to the 1980s from the Witt estate. Thousands of mixed mint, used stamps
and souvenir sheets mainly in binders having useful backup. Involves Apollo 11, 14, miscellaneous as well as one binder each of Balloon
and Aviation. A thought-provoking lot.
S.B. 500.00
388 / Box of General Foreign. Selected basic and intermediate-level singles and sets, used and mint, from around the world. Some
items are in glassines; some are mounted on album pages or old approval sheets. Many items are identified. Mostly all-different and
spiced with oddities and treasures. Worldwide collectors, take note! Loads of value and hours of fun.
S.B. 475.00
384

/

Worldwide A-Z stock with endless possibilities. Six large cartons crammed with homemade cardboard drawers, miscellaneous
envelopes, and small boxes containing thousands and thousands of glassines with many more times that number of individual stamps
and sets. Duplication of most issues. Stamps are identified by country and Scott catalog number. The lot’s meticulous organization is
the result of untold hours of effort and love. An offering with much potential: exciting backup stock for non-specialized dealers, the
foundation of a showcase worldwide collection, or the source of hours of pleasure for participants in nickel-a-stamp buying sessions at
a local philatelic club.
S.B. 450.00
390

Used Worldwide Monstrosity. Rare opportunity to acquire the contents of 30+ drawers of painstakingly organized and catalogued
A-Z commemoratives and definitives in glassines. Covers late nineteenth century to 1980’s. Huge number of stamps and out-of-sight
catalog value. Treasure and joy to the right person either for collection, trade, or sale. Seize the day!
S.B. 450.00
391 // All the casual stuff accumulated by a collector that was more serious in other areas housed in nine cartons. Heavy in Germany plus
UN. Includes dozens of stockbooks and barely touched albums that are looking for someone to fill up or resort for their own needs.
S.B. 450.00
392 / Foreign Beauties. Thirty-two-page stockbook filled with desirable singles, sets, and souvenir sheets from foreign countries A-Z. Mint
and used. Recent catalog value calculated for each page; huge overall catalog value. Only very loosely organized. Ready to form the
beginnings of a high-end worldwide collection or to be added to a dealer’s foreign holdings.
S.B. 450.00
389

/
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Collector’s stash of better material on over three hundred fifty stockcards. More mint than used with many sets. The Europe is the
most prevalent and various British also strong but the much of the world is represented. Would benefit an advanced stock or collection.
S.B. 450.00
394 / Philatelic Comfort Food. Fourteen single- or double-sided stocksheets containing mint and used general foreign singles and sets, late
nineteenth century to 1970’s. Countries represented include Italian colonies, Dutch colonies, Spanish colonies, Mexico, Cuba, Brazil,
Colombia, Venezuela, Italy (AMG-FTT), and Yugoslavia (STT VUJA and STT VUJNA). Never flashy or excessive, always fun and
friendly. Add to your collection or retail stock.
S.B. 450.00
395

Nine carton runoff from a large dealer’s purchase. Mainly floor sweepings with one carton of Christmas seals and two cartons
of collector’s pre 1970 duplicates in quantity sorted into country groups alphabetically; hinged onto typing paper country groups in
three ring binders. Almost all of this stuff is used. Mixed condition. Duplication. Thousands of stamps. A real gambler’s lot.
S.B. 425.00
396 // Potpourri accumulation in seven cartons. Encompasses thousands of basically common mint and used stamps having lots of backup in
a dozen stockbooks and binders including two with Poland, 1000 US cacheted FDCs from the 1940s to 1980s, Australia FDCs and postal
stationery mostly from the 1980s, a drawer of inexpensive mint worldwide souvenir sheets plus miscellany.
S.B. 400.00
397 / Large carton filled with APS internet store sales sheets found in an estate. Some are returns but most were just prepared by the
former owner prepped for sale. Ready to sell. Rich in topicals. Mostly mint. Easily saleable.
S.B. 400.00
393

/

398

/

399

/

400

/

401

/

402

/

403

/

404

/

405

/

Twenty-three black stockcards holding a dealer’s under glass stock of better values and sets. Mainly Europe. Some faults but
mostly F-VF. Set up for easy retail.
S.B. 400.00
Five heavy cartons filled with the remains of an old Florida dealer’s storage unit. Highlights include: remaindered albums still
with good pickings, stockbooks of sorted and unsorted, a few folder and binder collections, loose glassines in boxes etc., part of an old
philatelic library, and just enough surprises to make it fun to recycle and repurpose.
S.B. 400.00
Collection in four Scott international albums I-IV. Includes several hundred different to the late 1950’s with volume III the most
populated and volume IV the least. The albums are desirably clean.
S.B. 400.00
Twenty-four shoe box size plastic tubs containing apparently all mint og or NH. Everything is sorted by country in glassines with
a good variety and some duplication. literally thousands and thousands of stamps with several dozens of countries represented. Take a
quick look, you may get a good buy.
S.B. 400.00
Attention, Stamp Clubs, Packet Makers, and Ebay Merchants! One carton chock-full of miscellaneous general foreign stamps in
glassines. Singles and sets, primarily twentieth century. Almost everything is identified by country and Scott catalog number. Reasonable duplication. Noticed mixed representation of Western Europe, South America, Soviet Block, Sand Dune entities, and much more.
Good lot for traders, hoarders, and generalists.
S.B. 375.00
General Foreign Mishmash. Pizza box loaded with basic singles and sets from around the world, with an emphasis on various
African colonies of Great Britain and France in their post-independence phases. Also features Liberia. Includes a smattering of items
from Western Europe and Canada. Mint and used. Everything placed in stocksheets in random order. Look out for a few surprises. Neat,
clean, and ready to be mined for value.
S.B. 375.00
Delightful Foreign Hodgepodge. Clean, colorful, and seductive gathering of mint and used singles and sets from mainly European countries, late nineteenth century to 1960’s or later. Includes Hungary, Mexico, Germany, France, Switzerland, Bulgaria, Greece,
Austria, etc. Items are mounted or hinged onto trimmed specialty album pages, or placed on stockpages, and housed in a three-ring
binder. Minimal duplication. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. High catalog value. Appropriate for filling holes in a worldwide
collection or for supplementing existing dealer stock.
S.B. 350.00
Dealer’s closet cleanout filling two of our largest cartons. Most of the value lies in the three mounted Poland collections and the used
sorted into envelopes. Also, of interest is the PRC and the tiny book of Ethiopia. Have a look. You might get a good buy. S.B. 350.00

New Is Better. New issues from a variety of countries, 2016-2019. A-Z countries represented. NH, VF throughout. Colorful, topical,
playful, and sensuous. Previous owner’s inventory and value calculation in box. Semi-organized and ready for philatelic fun.
S.B. 350.00
407 // Amalgamated mess of general worldwide in six of our most massive cartons from the bowels of a forgotten Florida storage unit.
Highlights include: remaindered collections with both mint and used, subscription items, thousands and thousands of mixed mint and
used on stockpages, loose album pages, stockbooks, covers, and in hundreds of “no see em” envelopes, Will be fun to search to find
nuggets that have gone to this point undiscovered if there are any.
S.B. 325.00
408 / Dealer clean up lot in two large cartons. Highlights include: Central and South America, Italian Areas, and “new” issues in “investment quantities” from various retail sources. Stockbooks, loose pages, remaindered collections, and folder collections are all integral
parts of this eclectic holding.
S.B. 300.00
409 / The Sky’s the Limit. Six cartons of binders, stockbooks, and glassines, along with miscellaneous covers. Foreign A-Z. Late nineteenth century to twentieth century. Singles and sets, mint and used. Most material roughly sorted and ready for the new owner’s loving
touch. Suitable for box lots, grab bags, and stamp club nickel boxes. Keep an eye out for the occasional intermediate-level items! Huge
catalog value. Offered reasonably.
S.B. 300.00
410 / Collection of three Citation albums in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in mainly partial sets
and singles roughly from the early 1900s to the 1970s. Albums are a little “farm fresh” having one with its front cover off. Still plenty
of material suitable for your worldwide collection. Also includes two binders of ancillary items.
S.B. 300.00
411
/ Thought-provoking accumulation in three cartons. Thousands of mint and used stamps having abundant backup from various decades
of the 20th Century in stock books, glassines, small boxes, folders etc. Opportunity for building saleable bourse bargain boxes.
S.B. 300.00
406
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412

/

413

/

414

/

415

/

416

/

417

/

418

/

419

/

420

/

421

/

422

/

Consignment as received consisting of thousands of stamps in dozens of albums and homemade stockbooks. The owner preferred
quantity over quality so, it’s exclusively the more common issues. This is a perfect time eater for many evenings of entertainment
transferring into an existing worldwide collection or selling by the album at shows.
S.B. 300.00
Four albums consigned from a stamp club still with a lot of pickings for the next owner. Two are Eastern Europe, one is “D” to “F”
countries and one is worldwide. Includes mint and used, some sets and a bit better here and there. Worthy of a quick peek.
S.B. 300.00
Intriguing assortment in three cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamp having abundant amount of backup in stockbooks,
albums, binders, glassines, sales cards etc. appears to run form the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Entertaining lot for building bourse
boxes.
S.B. 300.00
Two reasonably filled worldwide collections. One a 1938 Scott Junior, intact, and a 1950 Scott International holding “D” to “I” countries with some stamps removed.
S.B. 280.00
Small single carton lot containing three unrelated country accumulations. First Is a Mint Laos 1951-1966 an incomplete run hinged
to home made pages. Second is an old stockbook of Germany and Berlin. Last is a CTO accumulation/collection of Russia 1938-1960
hinged onto home made pages. Enough catalog value for a small lot.
S.B. 270.00
One carton containing four Scott International albums from the 1930s to the 1960s. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Binders are a little “beat-up” which does not distract from the useable material
on their pages. Ready for transfer and integration into your collection.
S.B. 250.00
Eighteen salespages containing mostly mint better items. Over half of the value is in Canada. Good condition throughout.
S.B. 250.00
Six volume set of Scott International Albums (1840-1965). Organized as issued Part I through Part 6. Sparsely filled with stamps
mainly common. Great way to start an international collection.
S.B. 240.00
Terrific collections in one medium carton. Comprises a PRC Minkus album from 1949-1980 having around 100 mostly mint stamps
with reprints, a France Schaubek hingeless album from 1849 to 1939 having several hundred mainly mint stamps, a West Germany Davo
hingeless album from the 1940s to the 1970s having hundreds of mint stamps, and four four row two-sided black stock pages having
around 75 used Saxony stamps needing examination for condition. All have been cataloged using a several year old Cat. which should
be used only as reference. An eclectic lot.
S.B. 300.00
Collection from 1964 as received. One small carton. Highlights include: Mission mix on paper. Some of these were soaked off at one
point and 3,000 different were put on black stock pages. Best of all is an old beat up Red Modern album with a few thousand, albeit
packet material, stamps included. Ignored since the 1970s. Take a look you might like it.
S.B. 220.00
Six Scott Airmail albums from the 1920s to the early 1960s in one carton. Most of the value is in the albums since there are only
several hundred mint and used stamps. An unusual offering for the airmail afficando.
S.B. 200.00

Consignment as received in Five cartons. Includes starter or picked over collections and stockbooks. Unused stockbooks, little job
lots etc. The most notable countries spotted are Japan and Israel along with a cute specialized collection of U.A.R. very mixed up so,
sorting required for breakdown.
S.B. 200.00
424 / Accumulation of miscellaneous worldwide in two cartons from various decades of the 20th Century. Hundreds and hundreds of
mint and used stamps having backup in folders, an album of US Bicentennial, small boxes, glassines, sales, stock cards etc. Suitable
for blending into bourse bargain boxes.
S.B. 200.00
425 // Accumulation mainly from the mid to latter 20th Century in one large carton. Involves a small box of mint , CTO sheets (many
House of Questa), a large box of common Great Britain FDCs, a binder and box of mainly common stamps plus miscellany. Plenty of
stuff to occupy your time.
S.B. 150.00
423

/

426

/

427

/

428

/

Two cartons of what appears to be mostly packet type material housed in glassines, envelopes that you can’t see into, and running
loose. Thousands of stamps for your sorting pleasure with the possibility of “finds” because we didn’t look very hard (actually not at
all). Got to be cheap at our suggested bid.
S.B. 120.00
Consignment remainder in a medium size box. Includes a stockbook of British, stamps mounted on old pages, old auction lots etc..
take a quick peek, you may get a good buy.
S.B. 120.00
Five country folder collections/assortment. Includes the Philippines 1875-1955, BAT 1977 to 1994, Transkei/Venda 1977-1983,
Belgian East Africa 1924 to 1949, and Guatemala 1886 to 1961. Involves hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, and some souvenir sheets. Useful for integration into an existing worldwide collection
S.B. 100.00
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/

430

/
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Independent Africa in four Scott Specialty albums. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Includes mainly former French and Belgian colonies from 1960 to 1970, Ethiopia from 1894 to 1969,
and Liberia from 1860 to 1968. From an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 350.00
Collection of several hundred mostly different from the British, French and Australian territories. Includes issues to 2014 with
the vast majority NH F-VF or better. Upon spot checking the better earlies were found to be mostly lightly hinged. Also adding to the
value are three expensive hingeless albums.
S.B. 375.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
ASIA
/

Independent Asia A-C Scott Specialty album to 1972. Afghanistan and Burundi are run of the mill, but the China is exceptional.
Begins with large and small dragons, strong overprints, and 4 red revenues. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps, many in complete sets.
The ROC is mainly mint and continues the pattern of the Empire with lots of seldom seen sets and singles. Don’t miss the two stockpages
of the earlies that was floating along in the margins. Put together from about 1955-1975 this album has more value than many that we
have seen. Mixed condition with some dubious. Strong throughout even in the back of the book. No organized PRC. Please see the
webphotos.
S.B. 2400.00
432 / Awesome Asia collection in four clean Scott Specialty albums from 1884-1970. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Involves Korea, Siam, Indonesia, Persia, Syria, Israel, Hawaii, Shanghai, Philippines, Ryukyus,
Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam. Just coming on the market for the first time from an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held
holding. Well worth checking out.
S.B. 2000.00
433 // Ryukyu with full sheets, Laos four volume remaindered collection, Viet Nam, Malaya, Bhutan and other mainly Asian countries
hoard filling five heavy cartons. Embraces: remaindered collections in albums of various types, stockbooks, boxes, mint sheet files,
and cover accumulations. Thousands of stamps mixed mint and used. Duplication. Needs an in person inspection to determine the true
value which could be a lot more than our quick estimate.
S.B. 550.00
434 / Collections of Japan and Chinese occupied provinces. The first mentioned involves 1380 stamps (owner’s actual count) of which the
vast majority is NH. Most is of a contemporary nature so the face value is significant. The second is a couple hundred mostly different
mounted on pages and on stockpages. Beneficial to integrate into an existing collection.
S.B. 250.00
431

BENELUX
/ Terrific collection in two clean Scott Specialty albums. Embraces hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Involves Belgium and colonies from 1849 to 1972, Netherlands and colonies from 1852 to
1975, and Luxembourg from 1852 to 1963. Arriving on the market for the first time from an old-time collector who is now liquidating
his long held holding. Good bread and butter well presented.
S.B. 600.00
436 / Stock of nearly fifty sales pages with a high average retail. The Belgium is the best but all are useful. Mostly classics or complete
sets. Some faults but mainly Fine or better. Easy lot to figure.
S.B. 550.00
435

BRITISH
437 // Three country collections with issues to about ten years ago. Includes Hong Kong (cat. $3860), Ireland (cat. $4020) and Papua New
Guinea (cat. $1060). Each one contains many sets with much NH, booklets, souvenir sheets and 1st days. All F-VF or better.
Cat. 8940.00
438 / Assortment of interesting Bahamas, Cyprus, Dominica, St. Christopher, Straits Settlements, and Tobago from 1867 to 1896.
Contains over sixty mixed mint and used stamps in partial sets or singles nicely organized on eight quadrille pages. The used stamps
were saved for the intriguing cancellations. Ready to add to your British colonial collection.
Cat. 4050.00
Complete set of Silver Weddings NH F-VF.
Cat. 2352.00
Eighteen collections set up for easy resale. A few of the more notables are Hong Kong, Great Britain, Cook Islands, Canada, Ceylon,
Nepal and Ireland. Each one is basically a one of a kind type, either mounted on pages or on black stockpages. Many better values and
sets throughout.
S.B. 2100.00
441 / Stirring British colonies in four clean Scott Specialty albums roughly from 1870 to 1974. Involves thousands of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Includes Australia, Australian States, AAT, Papua-New Guinea, New Zealand,
Cook Islands, Samoa, Tonga, Niue, Solomon Islands, Fiji, Gilbert-Ellice Islands, Sarawak, North Borneo, Pitcairn, Malta, and Ireland
etc. Direct from an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding. A collector of these areas will fall in love searching
this lot. Do not let it slip away.
S.B. 1900.00
442 / Stock on nearly a hundred fifty sales pages. High average retail and strong in the classic period, especially in Great Britain. Huge
catalog total, some dubious such as fiscal usages, condition mixed offered accordingly. Worth careful inspection.
S.B. 1500.00
443

Complete set of Silver Jubilees og F-VF.
Cat. 1332.00
444 / Stockbook holding several hundred from all over the Commonwealth. The majority are from the KGVI and early QEII periods.
Many better values and sets with only a few duplicates.
S.B. 1100.00
445 / Stockbook of several hundred different. Mostly mint og from the three kings periods. Includes all better grade with many sets, some
short sets and some individual values.
S.B. 1100.00
446 // An enjoyable selection of mounted collections, stockbooks and loose pages. Most of the interest lies in British Europe and various
omnibus issues. The ’35 Jubilees, G.B. used in Malta and the Scott specialty album hold the most concentrated value. View everything
because it being somewhat disheveled you won’t want to miss anything.
S.B. 750.00
447 / Seven mounted collections mainly in Minkus albums. All are just above beginner status up to the early 1970’s with a total of a couple
thousand stamps. The albums are fairly clean which would make them easy sellers or suitable for continuing.
S.B. 700.00
448 / British Empire A-Z Bonanza. Pizza box filled with intermediate singles and sets from British Commonwealth countries A-Z. Mint
and used. Everything placed in glassines or salespages and identified by Scott catalog number and recent value; large overall catalog
value. Disorganized, but clean and undamaged. Ready to be incorporated into a British Commonwealth collection or added to a dealer’s
stock.
S.B. 650.00
449 / A mixed group of primarily NH values and sets. Includes likeable Malaya and states, South Africa in a nice Davo hingeless album,
Canada plus a bit of Newfoundland and Victorian period Caribbean. A clean lot.
S.B. 450.00
439
440


/
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Old Friends with British Dignity. Numerous singles and sets from Great Britain, along with British offices, territories, and colonies. Most items date from the nineteenth century to the 1970’s. Includes much material from Australia, Pakistan, New Zealand, Pitcairn
Islands, Samoa, etc. Interesting presence of classical stamps from Great Britain and its various offices in Asia and Africa. Everything is
arranged neatly on black stockpages, mounted on quadrilled pages, or carefully hinged onto album pages. Stamps appear colorful and
pleasing to the eye, with loads of topical appeal. Perfect lot for beginning British area specialists or dealers who service these collectors.
S.B. 400.00
451 // A fun group of Lundy Island, Strike Mail, locals and cinderellas. The first mentioned is the most valuable as it fills a large 3-ring
binder with early to late stamps, covers along with ephemera. Reorganizing will produce a nice collection of a couple areas with some
left over for trading or eBay.
S.B. 400.00
450

/

452

/

453

/

454
455
456

BRITISH AFRICA
/ South Africa and Southwest Africa collection from 1912 to 1990 in a Scott album. Hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles. An unappreciated area of British colonial Africa.
Owner’s Cat.3400.00
/ British Africa A-M collection from 1866 to 1981 in a Scott Specialty album. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Check out the interesting Cape of Good Hope triangles as well as the Egypt to name
just a few. A motivating collection.
S.B. 3000.00
/ Mounted collection of around three hundred, thirty-five mostly different on attractive homemade pages with issues to 1922.
Includes eleven different countries with the top five in approximate order of value, Gold Coast, Rhodesia, Sierra Leone, Swaziland and
Zululand. Mostly F-VF
S.B. 2100.00

457

/

458

/

459



460
461
462

463
464

465

A Bit of This and a Bit of That. Mounted holdings of countries normally associated with British Middle East and British Asia,
nineteenth century to mid-twentieth century. Carefully hinged onto computer-generated pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Basic,
at times scattered representation of various countries and colonies, including regular postage stamps and BOB. Overall condition is
mixed, but many attractive, sound stamps are present. Ready for purchase and expansion.
S.B. 270.00
Hong Kong to Pitcairn Island collection from 1941 to 1976 in a Scott Specialty somewhat remaindered album. Hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Ready for launching a hinging party for all your loose stamps.
S.B. 150.00

Stimulating British Africa in three clean Scott Specialty albums from the 1880s to 1970. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Also includes Ghana in two White Ace albums from 1957 to 1969. Direct from an old-time
collector who is liquidating his long held holding. A “hot” area that is still heating up.
S.B. 850.00
Spotlight on British Africa. Mixed mint and used collection, nineteenth century to mid-twentieth century. Hinged onto computergenerated album pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Respectable representation of most countries with customary mixed condition.
Lacking the more elusive stamps, but still featuring a number of pleasant surprises. Collection is clean, orderly, and ready to give the
new owner hours of pleasure.
S.B. 550.00
From Massive General Foreign Collection. Colorful, classic, dignified mint material from East Africa and Uganda Protectorates, 1903-1921. Singles and sets mounted onto quadrilled pages. A few gaps, but otherwise strong representation of the indicated time
period. Plenty of good-looking stamps for a prospective owner’s inspection and the new owner’s delight. Offered cheaply.
Cat. 1730.00

BRITISH AMERICA
/ Motivating British America in five sparkling Scott Specialty albums from 1860 to 1975. Contains thousands of mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. From an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding.
Take a cruise to the various Caribbean islands and Canada as you search this inspiring lot.
S.B. 1500.00
/ Eight country collections set up for easy retail. Includes a couple thousand mostly different with the Canada the most valuable accounting for over a quarter of the total value. Some are mounted and some are arranged on black stockpages. Many better throughout
plus loads of complete sets.
S.B. 1200.00
/ From Classical Dignity to Colorful Extravagance. One box filled with singles, sets, booklets, and souvenir sheets from Canada and
the British Caribbean, late nineteenth to late twentieth century. Emphasis on pre-1960 period. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB.
Occasional duplication suitable for flyspecking. All items are placed in salescards, salespages, glassines, or stockpages; some material is
identified by Scott catalog number and marked with a value. Fun lot to view and easy to market at the right price.
S.B. 550.00
BRITISH ASIA
/ Interesting British Asia in five clean Scott Specialty albums from the 1860s to 1975. Embraces thousands of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Check out Hong Kong, India, Singapore, Straits Settlement, and Kuwait to name just a few.
From an old-time collector who is liquidating his long held holding. This could be your cup of tea.
S.B. 2100.00
/ A-N British Asia colonies collection from the 1880s to 1970 in a Minkus Master Global album. Hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Please view and enjoy.
S.B. 375.00
BRITISH CARIBBEAN
/ Capture the Sun of the Caribbean. Impressive philatelic assemblage from countries located in the British Caribbean, nineteenth
century to mid-twentieth century. Carefully hinged or mounted onto Scott specialty pages and housed in a slightly worn Scott binder.
Admirable, thorough representation of regular postage stamps and BOB. Page after page of attractive, sound singles and sets. Well worth
a careful look.
Cat. 12,100.00
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467

/

468
469
470

471

From Massive General Foreign Collection. Plentiful mint material from Bahamas (1946-1977) and Barbados (1892-1910). Singles
and sets hinged or mounted onto Scott specialty pages. Some gaps, but overall strong coverage of the indicated areas and time periods.
Oodles of classic and colorful topical stamps for a prospective owner’s inspection and the new owner’s delight. Offered at a beneficial
price.
Cat. 1900.00
Intermediate Collection of a Popular Area. Mounted holdings of countries normally associated with British Caribbean, nineteenth
century to mid-twentieth century. Carefully hinged onto computer-generated pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Impressive
representation of regular postage stamps and BOB from various countries and colonies. High total catalog value. Condition mixed, but
plenty of attractive, sound singles and sets await the new owner. A great candidate for expansion and refinement.
S.B. 700.00

BRITISH CENTRAL/ EAST AFRICA
/ British Central Africa mounted collection of forty-three different stamps on attractive homemade pages. Mostly F-VF.
S.B. 425.00
/ British East Africa mounted collection of forty-six different stamps on attractive homemade pages. Mostly F-VF.
S.B. 600.00
BRITISH EUROPE
/ British Empire Blowout. One box filled with singles, sets, miniature sheets, and souvenir sheets from Great Britain, Ireland, and the
Channel Islands. Late nineteenth to late twentieth century. Emphasis on pre-1960 period. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB.
Moderate duplication suitable for flyspecking. All items are placed in salescards, salespages, or stockpages; some material is identified by Scott catalog number and marked with a value. High overall catalog value. Fun lot to view and easy lot to market at the right
price.
S.B. 1050.00
/ Scott Specialty British Europe album from 1850 to 1975. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets and singles. Consists of Great Britain having highlights of used #1, 57, 109, 110, and 124. Also includes British Offices, Channels
Islands, Cyprus, and Gibraltar. From an old-time collector who is liquidating his long held holding. You will have a jolly good time
viewing.
S.B. 1000.00
BRITISH OCEANIA

472

473
474
475
476

477
478
479

480

481

/

British Oceania in a thick fat Minkus album with a large number of stamps from Australia and New Zealand. Mainly used, collector made one of a kind collection. Covers all areas with more stamps than usual. No expensive sets , but a nugget or two to form a
basis of continuation. Strong intermediate collection offered intact.
S.B. 400.00

EUROPE
/ Stock of over fifty sales pages with a high retail average. Includes roughly equal value from Austria and Switzerland. Strong in
the classics. Some faults but all presentable. Also, a few cancels need close scrutiny. Almost no duplication makes this appealing for
the collector.
S.B. 650.00
/ Three country collections set up for retail. In approximate order of value they are Bulgaria, Hungary and Yugoslavia. All totaled
there are many hundreds of mostly different with some better values and many mint or used sets. Easily sold just as they are at some
percentage of the current retail.
Cat. 3520.00
/ Two collections consisting of Bulgaria in an old-style Schaubek album from 1879 to 1972 and Romania in two beat-up but useful
Minkus and Scott albums from 1866 to 1993. Comprises several thousand mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and
souvenir sheets. Worth exploring.
S.B. 800.00
/ Interesting Eastern Europe selection in six Scott Specialty albums from 1850 to 1961. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Includes Poland, Yugoslavia, Romania, Baltic States Croatia,
Serbia, Bulgaria etc. Albums are somewhat sparse in spots leaving plenty of spaces to fill. Offered from an old-time collector who is
now liquidating his long held holding.
S.B. 500.00
/ Collection in a Scott Specialty album of Bulgaria from 1889 to 1965 and Romania from 1872 to 1964. Comprises hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. A basic collection worth building upon.
S.B. 150.00

Four mostly different country collections in stockbooks with issues running from earlier part of the 20th century to about 1970.
The order of value is France, Yugoslavia, Spain and Austria. Each one is very clean and include many sets.
Cat. 6350.00
/ Old Friends from Europe. Fourteen pages of singles and sets from long-popular philatelic strongholds in Western and Eastern Europe.
Most items date between 1930’s and 1970’s. Includes much material from Scandinavia, Greece, Portugal, Russia, and Soviet Block
countries. Everything is arranged neatly on black stockpages, and stamps appear colorful and pleasing to the eye. Perfect lot for generalists or dealers with a need for fresh European stock.
Cat. 6100.00
/ Couple cartons filled with various collections, stocks, stamps in glassines and on sales cards. Includes nine counterbooks of Germany,
a France collection, two Vatican City collections, two Austria collections, an East Germany collection plus a bit more. The Germany
and areas all totaled are the most valuable with all the others beneficial. Each selection needs careful inspection.
S.B. 1500.00
/

European Area in three Scott Specialty albums from the classic period up through 1971. Includes: Austria, Czechoslovakia, Liechtenstein, Switzerland (best), and Greece. Great bread and butter collections that were last worked on in the mid 1970’s. Hundreds and
hundreds of stamps. Mixed condition especially in the classics. Mixed mint and used. Not much expensive stuff, but lots of surprises
in the various singles, and mint sets to be gleaned. Pockets of value in unexpected places. Could be marketed as stand alone country
collections or continued as the stand. A representative selection is shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 700.00
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/

483

/

484

485

LATIN AMERICA
/ Oodles of Dealer’s Delight. Choice, fresh, elusive singles and sets from various countries in the Caribbean, Central America, and
South America. Representation of material through the 1970’s, with an emphasis on pre-1940 classics. Includes Argentina, Bolivia,
Ecuador, Haiti, Mexico, El Salvador, Uruguay, Venezuela, etc. Displayed on sales pages and housed in four binders. Carefully cataloged,
with a thorough description of condition. Some stamps might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation, and pricing information might
need to be revised. No common items. See scans for an introduction to this attractive lot. Very saleable material nicely set up for easy
processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 1500.00
/ Red Box Delight. Attractive, elusive singles and sets from various countries in Central and South America. Representation of
material through the 1970’s, with an emphasis on pre-1950 classics. Displayed on salescards and housed in one small red box. Most
items carefully cataloged and priced, with a description of condition. Some items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. See
photos for an introduction to this choice lot. Saleable material nicely set up for easy processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 500.00

486

/

487

/

488
489

490

491

492

Italy, Vatican, Poland, Russia, collections crammed in three large cartons. No binders for the six volume Russia collection of thousands of mint, used and CTO stamps to around 2012. The rest are remaindered collections of the other countries often duplicating one
another. Around a dozen or so stand alone lots, folder collections and the like for any bourse dealer.
S.B. 650.00
Two large and one tiny stockbooks of mostly used Denmark and Sweden and one of mostly mint Europa, oddly combined as they
did not make individual lots. The Denmark begins with a (2) and covers much of the routine and common stamps to around 2000. The
Sweden looks to be packet types with other countries on the last few pages. The Europa is probably the best with Luxembourg (318320) used and (329-331) mint among others (not complete) to about 1970.
S.B. 200.00

Lovely Latin America collection in six clean Scott Specialty albums from roughly from 1850 to 1950. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Includes South, Central America, West Indies,
and Mexico..Albums are somewhat sparse in places leaving opportunities for a hinging fiesta. Coming on the market for the first time
from an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding. Needs examination to come up with the right number.
S.B. 500.00
Four country collections which are, in approximate order of value Mexico, Brazil, Haiti and Salvador. The first two mentioned
are all mint and the others are almost all mint. Many complete sets and clean. Set up for easy resale.
S.B. 475.00

MIDDLE EAST
/ A meandering accumulation housed in two large cartons. Includes stamps sorted into stockbooks, counterbooks, in glassines and on
sales cards. Many countries involved with especially intriguing Scott unlisted Trucial States. Noted better or lesser seen sets throughout.
Needs inspection by a person knowledgeable in this growing popular area.
S.B. 500.00

Small accumulation of mostly different, mostly Scott unlisted souvenir sheets plus imperfs and a set of die proofs. Primarily from
Syria all F-VF or better.
S.B. 150.00
SCANDINAVIA
/ You Asked for It—Only the Hottest Issues of Selected Scandinavian Countries. Thirteen pages in a slim high-end stockbook loaded
with choice mint and used singles and sets from Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Danish West Indies, 1850’s to 1940’s. Some later issues
also present. Most material identified by Scott catalog number and value. Occasional minor duplication. Easy to transfer to specialty
albums or to dealer stock.
Cat. 17,400.00
/ Impressive Collection of Scandinavia, 1850’s to 1940. Includes desirable examples of classic issues (regular postage stamps and BOB)
from Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden. Large amount of material, but missing some of the more elusive
stamps. Primarily used with clear, often readable cancels. See scans for selected highlights. Everything is carefully hinged onto clean
computer-generated specialty album pages. Strengths are obvious, and gaps in the collection are easily found and begging to be filled
in. Viewing recommended.
Cat. 10,000.00
/ Only the Classics, Please. One slim stockbook packed with value and history. Twelve pages loaded with carefully chosen and arranged
mint and used singles and sets from Iceland and Sweden, 1850’s to 1940. Most material identified by Scott catalog number and value.
Occasional minor duplication. Easy to transfer to collector-oriented specialty albums or to dealer stock.
Cat. 8540.00

493

/

Finland, Norway, Denmark, and Sweden assortment on three black stock pages. Incorporates over 110 mixed mint and used stamps in
partial sets, and singles from the classic era to the early 1900s. Good for spicing up your Scandinavian collection.
Cat. 5840.00

494

/

495

/

496

/

Collection of many thousand mounted on quadrille pages and in 3-ring binders. All of the collections run to fairly recent and
contain duplication as mint and used plus sometimes more. The more valuable are (owner’s catalog) Sweden $11,000, Norway $4,600,
Denmark $4,600 and Finland $3,400. The owner kept meticulous records so the figures should be reasonably accurate. Condition is
mixed in the earlier period but on the other hand the very modern used is not so easily obtainable. Moving to better albums will produce
some decent collections along with hours of entertainment.
S.B. 1200.00
Stock of over forty sales pages with a high average retail. The Greenland is especially beneficial and the other countries hold good
value in the classics. Some mixed condition needed to be accounted for, to get the right number. Take a look, you might get a good
buy.
S.B. 900.00
Awesome Scandinavia holding from an advanced collector in one carton from the 1850s to the 1980s . Entails Demark, Norway,
Finland, and Sweden. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mostly used stamps in folders on album, stock pages, and stock cards having
many old auction lots. Includes cancellations and other varieties. A Scandinavian collector dream come true.
S.B. 800.00
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497

/

498

/

499

/

500

/

501

/

502

503

504

Selection of Scandinavia from 1860 to 1990 in five cartons. Comprises thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. in twenty-five albums. Includes Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Iceland, and Greenland.
While some albums are remaindered, still plenty of material to enjoy this smorgasbord.
S.B. 750.00
Assortment of Scandinavia from the late 19th Century to the 1970s in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly Denmark
but also spotted some Finland and Sweden. Includes used and mint stamps in eighteen binders and albums having useful backup. The
Danish has a nice selection of cancellations including slogans plus other varieties nicely organized and identified on the pages. Careful
inspection recommended as the specialist will really enjoy this holding.
S.B. 600.00
Splendid Scandinavia collection in two clean Scott Specialty albums from 1855 to 1976. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Includes Finland, Denmark, Danish West Indies, Sweden, Norway, and
Iceland. Coming on the market for the first time from an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding. Have a quick
look as you may get a good buy.
S.B. 550.00
Collections of all different in approximate order of value Finland (mint and used), Sweden (mostly mint) and Norway (all mint).
Each are good bread and butter types and includes better values and many sets.
S.B. 500.00
Massive Scandinavia selection from the 1860s to the 1980s in two of our largest cartons. Thousands and thousands of mainly used
stamps but also some mint in multiples in glassines and sales cards. Mostly in thirteen red boxes and several smaller boxes somewhat
organized. Also entails several stockbooks and folders of additional material. Grab your favorite Danish and drink and have fun searching for cancellations and varieties.
S.B. 350.00

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Cambodia, Laos, and South Vietnam specialty items from the 1950s and 1960s. Nearly one hundred, souvenir booklets, deluxe,
souvenir sheets imperforate sets etc. Just now arriving on the market for the first time from an old-time collector who is now liquidating
his long held holding. Unusual material for the Southeast Asia specialist.
S.B. 300.00
WESTERN EUROPE
EUROPE
/ Classical European Dignity. Mounted holdings of Western European countries, mid-nineteenth century to 1940. Mint and used.
Carefully hinged onto computer-generated pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Slightly remaindered, but largely untouched. Includes Austria, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, San Marino, and Switzerland. Large number of singles and sets; missing some of
the more elusive stamps. Condition mixed at times, but in general--strong, fresh, vibrant representation of regular postage stamps and
BOB. Much potential and pleasing to the eye. View and enjoy.
Cat. 10,000.00
/ Eight country collections and one stock set up for retail. The better ones are Germany, France, Portugal and Vatican. Each one
on it’s own are basically one of a kind type. Many good pickings or good to sell as they are at a percentage of the current retail. The
ones on the quadrille pages are of very superior quality. Most of the others are likable for the classics.
S.B. 2200.00

505

/

506

/

Stock of about eighty sales pages of Western Europe with a high average retail. About a dozen countries represented. Stronger in
(as they come) Austria, Liechtenstein, Belgium, Greece and Switzerland. A good share are complete sets or key values and condition
overall is pretty good. Almost no duplication, should appeal to collectors as well as dealers.
S.B. 1050.00
Stockbook of many hundred from fifteen different countries. The more valuable ones are (as they come) Austria, Belgium, France,
Iceland and Switzerland. A clean lot with mainly medium to better values and sets.
S.B. 800.00
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507



Mounted Andorra collection of a few hundred different of both administrations from the first issues to the early 1990’s. All mint
og F-VF or better with a few used peeking in. largely complete with the French holding the most value. The Spanish is most notable
for the Scott unlisted 1875 set. A nice clean lot.
S.B. 270.00

508



From Massive General Foreign Collection. Neat, clean mint collection of Argentina, 1901-1950. Singles and sets mounted or
hinged onto Scott specialty pages. Empty spaces on many pages, but still lots of stamps for a prospective owner’s inspection and the
new owner’s delight. Offered cheaply.
Cat. 1150.00

509
510

AUSTRALIA

Accumulation of Australian States nicely mounted on thirteen quadrille pages. Over 300 used stamps saved for their cancellations
including town, railroad, and numerals. A specialist will like this offering.
S.B. 300.00
/ Mainly used New South Wales mounted collection of over 150 on Scott specialty pages. Several stamps and pages are duplicated to
accommodate the numerous perf, shade and watermark varieties. Condition is a bit above what is normally encountered. S.B. 425.00

511

/

512



Australia mainly mint collection in a hodge podge of folders, envelopes, albums, cigar boxes, and pizza size boxes circa 1913-2014.
Owner cataloged everything back in 2016/17 coming to just over $30,000.00 cat. Needs a little adjustment for face postage, used duplicates, accounting errors, and recent catalog downgrades. Disjointed but fairly complete mint from 1950-2014 having the latter part
85% to 90% NH. Missing most of the early power, but does include a 5 shilling bridge and mint #218-221. Hingeless albums would
be an appropriate resting place.
S.B. 1300.00
Australia mint collection from 1938 to 2000. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets,
and booklets in three Scott Specialty albums. Also includes a Lindner binder and slipcase having around $100 face in 45, 50, and 55
cent sheets. The value is in the rest of the face to count; so bring some patience and a calculator.
S.B. 350.00
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AUSTRIA
/ Selection from 1850 to 2000 in two cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, souvenir sheets, and sheets. Includes two Lindner color hingeless albums from 1982 to 2000, a Minkus album from 1850 to
1980 having the stamps in clear mount, and binder. Also involves fifteen file folders of former “investment” mint sheets from 1967 to
1968 plus miscellaneous.
S.B. 200.00

AUSTRIA AND OFFICES

An exceptional cancel collection of upwards towards a couple thousand mounted on attractive homemade pages to 1919 but
mostly prior to the the turn of the century. Encompasses regular issues, newspaper, military, plus offices. Wide array of all clear readable
examples many of which are scarcer types such as various colors, thimble, straight line, smaller towns, special event, used in different
areas of the empire from the issued stamp etc. this is all enhanced by many better values with a catalog total exceeding $25,000. Would
make a good addition to even the most specialized collection. Not to be missed.
S.B. 3250.00
515 / Sacher Torte, Lipizzans, and Stamps. High-end portion of a dealer’s stock of Austria in three small binders. Includes Austria,
Occupation Stamps, Offices Abroad, and Lombardy-Venetia. Intermediate and advanced key values or complete sets from various time
periods, with an emphasis on classic material. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Everything placed in salespages and accurately
marked according to Scott catalog number, value, and condition. Nice condition. Reasonable duplication. See the scans for an idea of
the scope of this lot.
S.B. 1500.00
516 / Collection of well over a thousand different arranged in a stockbook with issues to the mid 1970’s. Includes most of the bells and
whistles like the Franz Joseph Birthdays, Dollfuss, WIPA and Renners. Mixed mint and used with more used early and more mint later.
Condition somewhat mixed in the classics then chiefly F-VF.
S.B. 1450.00
514

517

518
519
520

521

522

523
524
525

BECHUANALAND
/ Mounted collection of fifty-four stamps with only one duplicate which is a minor overprint variety on attractive homemade pages.
Mostly F-VF.
S.B. 750.00
BELGIUM
/ Belgium Collection, 1849-1971. Neat, clean old-time collector-made holding. Mint and used. All stamps precisely hinged into a Minkus
specialty album. Lacks the more elusive stamps and souvenir sheets. See scans for selected highlights. An intermediate-level collection
begging to be brought to the next level.
Cat. 4350.00
/ Well over twenty-two hundred revenues expertly organized on stockpages. Wide variety with duplication which could be fruitful
for cancel hunting. Especially notable bills of exchange plus the consulars.
S.B. 475.00
/ Belgian Seduction. Lovely accumulation of Belgium placed in one thick stockbook and mounted on stocksheets, late nineteenth
century-2001. Especially strong in BOB. Mainly mint, with some used. Clean, bright, topical gathering of popular material loosely
organized by Scott number. Previous owner catalogued and priced most items. Suitable for would-be Belgium-area enthusiasts and
dealers who need to replenish their stock of this area.
S.B. 450.00
BOLIVIA

From Massive General Foreign Collection. Neat, clean mint collection of airmails from Bolivia, 1924-1975. Singles and sets hinged
or mounted onto Scott specialty pages. A few gaps, but otherwise complete. Lots of stamps for a prospective owner’s inspection and the
new owner’s delight. Offered cheaply.
Cat. 2400.00
BURMA

Small batch of Japanese occupation issues. Mainly mint og, some NH and two used. All were purchased from a well respected Florida
dealer but none are expertized so, some dubious are possible. Some typical toning with most Fine or better.
S.B. 400.00
CANADA
/ Five bread and butter collections set up for easy retail. All are one of a kind types with duplication between them. A couple of them,
the condition is really good. The others are mostly Fine or better.
Cat. 12,420.00
/ Collection of a few hundred mostly used to the early 1950’s. includes beneficial 19th century, Jubilees to the 50 Cent, extensive coils
and nearly complete officials (almost all mint). Condition can be mixed in places, offered cheaply.
Cat. 8800.00
/ Assortment from Canada of around 70 mint and used stamps from the 1870s to the 1940s. On two one sided black stock pages
containing many key values necessary for constructing a nice Canadian collection.
Cat. 6900.00

526

/

527

/
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Dealer’s stock from way up north in thirty-three counter books, five large 3-ring binders plus some notable miscellaneous. Well
organized split up mint from used. Both sections the weight of value is in the 20th century with the used going to 2009 and the mint
to 2012. The mint postage overall is the key to the lot but all is helpful keeping in mind the condition can be mixed along with high
duplication in in the earlier parts. A turn key group with the hours of preparation provided.
S.B. 2000.00
Canada collection 1850-1995 from the shelves of an oldtime collector. The used collection in the Scott Specialty album is about 85%
complete for the pages. Has strong classics with Large and Small Queens, Jubilees to $2. Strong selections of Newfoundland and Nova
Scotia are highlights. Huge catalog value here. The Mint collection, in four like new Safe hingeless Albums with slipcases, is more
sparse with only around 50% of the spaces filled. Weak classics and back of the book with no pages for provinces. Most of the value
is in the many mint sets and high face value. Perfect to continue or market as separate collections.
S.B. 750.00
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535

536

537

Canadian Classics. Tempting collection of mint and used nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century definitives and commemoratives
from Canada, Scott #14/103. Singles and sets hinged onto homemade pages; all pages carefully placed into page protectors. Some stamps
may need an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Condition mixed, but many attractive, sound stamps present. Huge catalog value. Easy lot
to evaluate.
S.B. 650.00
An old holding of thousands, stored on stockpages, in glassines, in circuit books, picked over collections and some escaped which are
now on the loose. You’ll find enjoyment poring over the booklets, coils, 19th century and plate blocks. You can tell this is the remnants
of and old large holding as much specialized material remains sorted but now disheveled.
S.B. 600.00

Enticing Canadian Mishmash, late nineteenth and twentieth century. Eight small and large binders of singles, sets, FDCs, rows of
shade and printing varieties, and postal history. Includes two boxes of general foreign loose stamps and commercial covers. Pockets of
out-of-the-ordinary material sandwiched between the mundane. Specialists in Canadian philately should take a careful look at this lot
to see whether they can find additions to their collections.
S.B. 250.00
Thousands of the three cent Small Queens stashed away in what are now well aged glassines. A reservoir which can be a flood of
entertainment searching for cancels, shades and for plate varieties.
S.B. 100.00

CANADA AND PROVINCES
/ Stock of over fifty salespages with all better material. Almost no duplication with most of the value in the 19th century and includes
some items not often offered in a stock. condition ranges from spacefiller to surprisingly very nice. The provinces encompasses a helpful
Newfoundland. Not to be missed.
S.B. 1800.00
/ Mounted collection of a few hundred on Scott specialty pages with issues to the mid 1930’s. Valuable because condition appears better than average which is also enhanced by extras for shades and cancels. Mostly used and ready for continuation.
Cat. 9080.00
/

Several hundred mounted on a variety of pages and partially arranged in four binders. Many better values, sometimes duplicated.
Striping down and remounting in a nice album will produce a good intermediate collection.
S.B. 450.00

CANADIAN PROVINCES
/ Small, 30 page, Canadian Provinces collection now in a small pizza sized box. Newfoundland has the highest value, but New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island have value, too. Some interesting multiples add to the flavor. High catalog in better than
average material. Newfoundland has been remaindered of its super high ticket items, but enough remains for any collector of Canada
to enjoy.
Cat. 6530.00
/ Collection of a couple hundred different on Minkus pages. Strongest in the Newfoundland. Mixed mint and used throughout mostly
Fine or better.
Cat. 3490.00
CHINA
/ A few thousand mostly different from the Imperial, Republic and Peoples Republic to 2013 in five collapsing binders. The strength
is lies in the later periods starting in the mid 1980’s which contains loads of NH sets and souvenir sheets. The PRC also contains beneficial 1950’s reprints and some moderately better items scattered throughout. A good start to a popular area.
S.B. 1500.00
Collection in two albums and some loose pages. Starts in the late 1890’s and runs to the mid 1970’s. V
Value in the Japanese occupations, Manchukuo and 1960’s R.O.C. mint sets. On the down side the collector was not the best at hinging his stamps as many are
slightly stuck down. With care and patience a good share can be extracted without damage and obviously the used are not affected.
S.B. 250.00
A mixed up box of Imperial, ROC and PRC in glassines, on stockcards, stockpages, mounted and loose. Better items spotted as we
reboxed. Needs a carful inspection to unearth the goodies.
S.B. 250.00
Small batch of sets, souvenir sheets and booklets in over sixty glassines. Includes both PRC and ROC with most of the value in
the former. A few duplicates. All NH F-VF or better.
S.B. 200.00
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Eight different better Republic of China souvenir sheets and one booklet from PRC. All NH of unused F-VF.

542

/

Peoples Republic of China collection of several hundred stamps on Minkus pages 1949-1976. Mixed mint and used, mainly mint
sets 1960-1976. Few souvenir sheets, but enough premium to interest many collectors of PRC. Lots of CTO and reprints in the earliest.
An in person viewing is indicated by the webphotos.
S.B. 800.00

543

544
545

Cat. 876.00

CYPRUS
/ Mixed mint and used collection starting in 1903 and running to the late 1960’s. Largely complete early then with the later KGVI
issues it’s all complete nearly all mint.
Cat. 2370.00
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
/ Mounted collection of a few thousand different to the mid 1990’s on Minkus pages. Mixed mint and used to the early 1960’s, then
all mint. Just plug in the music sheets and the better overprinted issues for a complete collection.
Cat. 3450.00
/ Two cartons of Czechoslovakia 1918 to the 1980s. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets having useful backup. Involves seven albums including two each Safe and Lighthouse hingeless as well as
beneficial miscellany. Check out your Czech as this lot maybe especially for you.
S.B. 250.00
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DENMARK
/ Danish Sophistication. Prinz stockbook containing sixteen pages of singles and sets, 1850’s to 1970’s, with an emphasis on pre1940 classics. Mint and used, neatly arranged by stamp type and date of issue. Occasional minimal to moderate duplication. See scans
to determine scope of the lot. Ready for inclusion in an area specialist’s stock. Could be a bargain!
Cat. 5900.00
/ Danish Delights. Intermediate and advanced key values or complete sets primarily from the pre-1945 period. Everything placed
in salespages and accurately marked according to Scott catalog number, value, and condition. Minimal duplication. Ready to add to
your dealer stock or incorporate into your collection. See the scans for an idea of the high quality of this lot.
S.B. 1300.00
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/
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Dynamic Denmark collection a Scott Specialty album from 1851 to 1999. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mainly used
stamps but also some mint in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklet panes. Consists of several interesting color and other
varieties not often seen in a collection. Viewing this lot might make you crave a Kringle.
S.B. 650.00
Small, 58 stamp, cancelation study of numeral cancels, SOTN on classic era stamps of Denmark. All different numbers indicating
different cities. Huge catalog as stamps in better than usual condition. Adds some interest to any Danish collection.
S.B. 250.00

EGYPT
/ A carton with fascinating contents from an old holding. Includes many better sets and values plus unusual and covers. There’s a
mounted collections in two Victoria albums and a Farahbaksh album, flat boxes one holding the unusual and covers the other with
miscellaneous. Good lot for the specialist.
S.B. 1500.00
551 / Mounted collection of nearly a hundred mostly different on attractive homemade pages with issues to 1922. Mostly Fine or better.
S.B. 450.00
550

552
553

ERITREA
/
Mounted Eritrea collection of about sixty-five different on attractive homemade pages. Mostly Fine or better.

S.B. 850.00

FAROE ISLANDS
/ Fascinating Faroe Islands collection in two Scott Specialty albums and slipcases. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Consists of one mint collection from 1975 to 1997 and one used collection
from 1919 to the 1990s including used #1 and 2-6 both with certificates.
S.B. 350.00

FINLAND
/ Finnish Philatelic Delights on Sales Pages. High-end portion of a dealer’s stock, with representation of regular postage stamps and
BOB. Includes some Karelia. Clean, above-average holding. Strong presence of the serpentine roulette issues and choice examples of
other desirable classic Finnish stamps. Features key values or complete sets. Minimal duplication. See scans for overview.
S.B. 1800.00
555 // Fascinating Finland collection a Scott Specialty album from 1856 to 1999. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Includes some charming color and other varieties not often
encountered in a collection. Also contains some postal history.
S.B. 650.00
554

556
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558
559
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Small, 24 stamp, cancelation study of CDS SOTN classic era stamps of Finland. Eighteen different cities. Huge catalog as stamps
in better than usual condition. Smile, for most have all of their teeth.
S.B. 200.00

FIUME
/ Over 250 Fiume in a skinny stockbook. Includes better values and would also be entertaining searching out the overprint varieties.
S.B. 270.00
FRANCE
/ Collection of a few hundred to early 1950’s. the vast majority of the value lies in the classic period which is in typical condition but can
be helpful for the shade variations, some premium cancels and a few very nice copies. Huge overall catalog value offered cheaply.
Cat. 10,100.00

An entirely mint collection of all complete sets neatly mounted on homemade pages. Starts in the late 1930’s and runs to the late
1950’s missing only a few items for completeness.
Cat. 3480.00

Selected Twentieth-Century High-Value Items. Two stocksheets filled with desirable special event stamps, semipostals, airmails,
overprints, and precancels. See scans for all items. Attractive neat, clean lot for the connoisseur of French philately. Enjoy.
Cat. 1780.00
/ Fantastic France collection in a clean Scott Specialty album and slipcase from 1849 to 1976. Several thousand mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets including BOB and Offices. Highlights include mint #226, 241, and 329.
Offered from an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding. An awesome collection that really look nice on your
shelf.
S.B. 1250.00
/ Bread-and-Butter French Classics. Clean, fresh gathering of mint and used singles and sets, late nineteenth century to 1960’s or later.
Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Items are placed on stockpages and housed in a three-ring binder. Includes regular postage
stamps and BOB. High catalog value. Duplication on some issues, with various size blocks and pieces of sheets. Appropriate for filling
holes in a French collection or for supplementing existing dealer stock.
S.B. 750.00
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/

Mounted collection of several hundred different on Scott specialty pages to the early 1970’s. Mostly used to the late 1920’s then
mostly mint to all mint. Value in mixed condition in the classics but not overpowering to the rest of the collection. The semipostals and
airmails is where the meat is even though the prewar semis are absent.
S.B. 600.00
Stock of a few dozen sales pages with a high average retail. Includes a few classics in mixed condition but most of the value is in
Fine or better back of the book, especially the semis. Almost no duplication makes this appealing for collectors.
S.B. 500.00
An all mint 20th century collection with issues to 1940 neatly mounted on Brimont pages. F-VF throughout.
S.B. 400.00
France mint collection 1945-1972 on a mixture of Lighthouse hingeless and home made quadrilled pages. Many NH. Around 90%
complete for the pages missing only a few sets for completion. See the webphotos.
S.B. 400.00
France “Cachet A Date” (stamp by date) selection from 1876 to 1901. Comprise roughly 400 used stamps and twenty mainly postal
stationery identified on pages in a binder. The French cancel collector will go wild viewing this holding.
S.B. 150.00
France Jour de L’An (New Year) specialized selection from the later part of the 19th Century and early 20th Century. Roughly
200 used stamps and about ten covers nicely identified on pages in a binder. Has a variety of cancels which most originated in Paris.
Specialists take note.
S.B. 100.00
Red Box Rapture. Desirable, elusive singles and sets from France and area. Most items (amount and value) are from French offices, territories, and colonies throughout the world. Includes some stamps from post-independence period. Representation of material
through the 1990’s, with an emphasis on pre-1950 classics. Displayed on salescards and housed in two red boxes. Most items carefully
cataloged and priced, with a description of condition. Some stamps might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. See photos for an
introduction to this attractive lot. Saleable material nicely set up for easy processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 3500.00
Focus on France and Colonies. Mixed mint and used holding, nineteenth century to late twentieth century. Singles and sets housed
in glassines, salespages, and stockpages. Variable duplication. Minimal organization with much potential for treasure hunters. Impressive
representation of regular postage stamps and BOB with customary mixed condition. Well worth careful examination.
S.B. 700.00
Attractive France and Colonies Lot. Large area holding in three cartons, nineteenth century to 2000’s. Includes 10+ stockbooks,
binders, and albums, along with numerous folder collections. Features multiple copies of regular postage stamps and BOB. Also has
thorough representation of issues from many French colonies and territories. Oodles of material to form a strong collection of this
popular area or to replenish a dealer’s stock. Neat, clean, and ready for a new owner.
S.B. 400.00
Dealer’s Delight. Choice, fresh, elusive singles and sets from France and various Offices. Pre-1940 classics. Includes France, French
Offices in China, French Offices in Crete, French Offices in Turkey, and French Offices in Egypt. Displayed on sales pages and housed
in one binder; cataloged and priced. Pricing information might need to be updated. Thorough description of condition. No common
items. See scans for an introduction to this attractive lot. Very saleable material nicely set up for easy processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 750.00

FRENCH COLONIES
/ Collection of many hundreds, mostly different mounted on a variety of pages. Chiefly 20th century issues with lots of the mint
common designs as well as other mint sets. Includes over two dozen countries. A few of the more notable are Gabon, Wallis and Futuna,
Madagascar and Indo China. Great lot to integrate into an existing collection or easily sell as separate units.
Cat. 7150.00
574 / Endless Dealer’s Delight. Choice, fresh, elusive singles and sets from various French colonies and territories throughout the world.
Representation of material through the 1970’s, with an emphasis on pre-1940 classics. Includes Afars and Issas, Andorra (French),
Benin, Dahomey, French Equatorial Africa, French India, French Polynesia, Gabon, Moheli, New Caledonia, Ile Rouad, Saint Pierre
and Miquelon, Tahiti, Tunisia, Wallis and Futuna, etc. Displayed on sales pages and housed in nine binders. Carefully cataloged, with a
thorough description of condition. Some items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation, and pricing information might need to
be revised. No common items. See scans for an introduction to this attractive lot. Very saleable material nicely set up for easy processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 4000.00
575 / Formidable French colonies in a clean Scott Specialty album and slipcase from 1890 to 1971. Comprises hundreds and hundreds
of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Includes Andorra, Cilicia, Guiana, India, Polynesia,
FSAT, Guadeloupe, Indochina, Inini, and Lebanon. From an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding. Not to be
missed.
S.B. 1200.00
576 / French Equatorial Africa collection of a few hundred different containing many better values, complete sets and specialized material
like die proofs, deluxe sheets, gutter pairs and imperfs to the mid 1950’s. All is very clean.
S.B. 1000.00
573
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/
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/

579

/

Fantastique French Africa in a clean Scott Specialty album and slipcase from 1890 to 1959. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Entails Algeria, Anjouan, Benin, Cameroun, Chad, Comoro Islands, Dahomey,
Diego Suarez, Equatorial, West Africa, Guinea, Morocco, and Sudan. From an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held
holding. Always popular and worthy of your attention.
S.B. 950.00
Excellente French colonies in a sparkling Scott Specialty album from 1880 to 1971. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Encompasses Martinique, Monaco, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, St. Pierre
et Miquelon, Wallis and Futuna Islands. Direct from an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding. Inspecting this
lot will make you do a “happy” dance.
S.B. 850.00
Remarquable French Africa in a clean Scott Specialty album and slipcase from 1894 to 1967. Comprises hundreds and hundreds
of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Comprises Madagascar, Mauritania, Mayotte, Middle Congo, Moheli,
Niger, Nossi Be, Obock, Reunion, Somali Coast, Togo, and Tunisia, Ubangi, and Upper Volta. Direct from an old-time collector who
is now liquidating his long held holding. Terrific offering needing some time to thoroughly view.
S.B. 850.00
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Old Friends with French Flair. Twenty-eight pages of singles and sets from French territories and colonies through the world.
Most items date between 1930’s and 1970’s. Includes much material from Algeria, Andorra (French), Ivory Coast, and Tunisia, along
with small pockets of stamps from the French Pacific region, etc. Everything is arranged neatly on black stockpages and appears colorful and pleasing to the eye. A bonanza for topical enthusiasts. Perfect lot for generalists or dealers with a need for fresh French area
stock.
S.B. 750.00
A mint and used collection of a few hundred different mounted on Scott specialty pages. Involves, in approximate order of value
Tahiti, Syria, Wallis and Futuna and a bit of offices in Zanzibar. A couple of specialty items are noted.
S.B. 700.00

FRENCH OFFICES
582

/

583

/

584

/

Collection put together many years ago of nearly three hundred different on European type pages. The China is the most predominate but also helpful Turkey, Crete, Egypt and Zanzibar. Includes many elusive items.
S.B. 1100.00
Collection of approximately 140 on homemade pages. About 2/3 of the value is in the Levant with most of the rest from Port Said (a
tiny bit of Syria). Some are duplicated as mint and used. Mostly F-VF
S.B. 500.00
French Offices and Colonies collection to around 1980 in an old Scott Specialty album, Huge catalog value, owner’s count of over
$8,500.00. Strong Offices group with pockets of value in French Guiana, French India, Oceana, Indo China, and FSAT. Most of the
value is in mint sets and singles. The webphotos are a good prelude to its constitution.
S.B. 850.00

GAMBIA
585

/

586

/

Old-Time Attention to Detail. Specialized collection of Gambia, Scott #1/19. Various stamps from Gambia, 1869-1887, selected and
organized according to shades, plate varieties, cancels, watermarks, etc. Huge catalog value. Important opportunity for easy acquisition
of out-of-the-ordinary material.
S.B. 900.00
Classic Gambia, around 80 stamps on eleven small size stockcards. Duplication includes shades and varieties. Strong compact lot
for a country specialist.
S.B. 180.00

GERMANY/GERMAN AREA
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Well put together German States mixed mint and used classic collection. Better than most condition with many of three and four
margin classic singles. No Bavaria or Wurttemberg; offered alone elsewhere. Over 98% complete for the old type “Falz Los” Lindner
album now without its binder. The pages are rendered unusable with pencil, tape, soiling, tears, food marks, etc. The stamps, however
seem unaffected. Inspection necessary.
S.B. 1700.00
Well put together Bavaria collection 1849 through 1920. Used early, mint late. Better than most condition with lots of three and four
margin classic singles. Highlights include: mint #1 with 1978 APS cert, mint # 22 with a Stegmuller cert, and both types of # 81-92.
Over 90% complete for the old type “Falz Los” Lindner album now without its binder. Inspection necessary.
S.B. 600.00
Well put together eleven page Wurttemberg collection 1851 through 1920. Used early, mint late. Better than most condition with
lots of three and four margin classic singles. Highlights include: used # 1-6, 12, 18, 29, 40, 53 cancel ?, 70, etc. then mint to the end.
Over 98% complete for the old type “Falz Los” Lindner album now without its binder. Inspection necessary.
S.B. 500.00
Mint German Extravaganza. One worn, smelly Lindner hingeless album loaded with mint German issues, 1872-1960. Includes
many of the most sought-after souvenir sheets. Also contains some stamps used on piece and on cover, along with examples of printing
varieties and some local issues or special occasion items. Almost complete for the time period. Features regular postage stamps and
BOB. Mixed condition and some bad smell due to poor storage, but overall, a sound and attractive offering. Allow sufficient time for
viewing this advanced collection.
S.B. 2750.00
Germany collection 1872-1960 on overladen Scott International Junior pages roughly removed from their binder. Now stacked in
a pizza size box. Mixed mint and used often parallel in shingle formation hinged onto the double sided pages. Appears disheveled, but
never remaindered, so pockets of value remain. Lots to like: strong mint and used Third Reich which includes IPOSTA, OSTROPA,
and Winter Relief sheets (all with small faults) plus some Wagner charity varieties , powerful French and American Zones, most of the
good mint post-WWII. Mixed condition. No Zepps. No States. No Berlin. This is an old time group that needs a new album and some
TLC. Ample webphotos to aid in bid formation.
S.B. 1100.00
Comprehensive German Lot. Large area holding in four cartons, nineteenth century to 2000’s. Includes 30++ stockbooks, binders,
and albums. Features regular postage stamps and BOB of Germany proper. Strong in Empire, Inflation period, Third Reich, immediate
post-WWII era, early and later Federal Republic, and post-Reunification period. Semi-organized and arranged according to Scott catalog,
with multiple mint and used copies of many stamps. See photos for an introduction to this lot. Some stamps may require an expert’s eye
for full evaluation. Tons of material to form a strong collection, create bourse/eBay lots, and replenish a dealer’s stock. Huge catalog
value. Neat, clean, and ready for a new owner.
S.B. 800.00
Third Reich and Post-WWII Holding. Neat, clean gathering of mint and used singles and sets from Germany, 1935-1955. Items are
mounted or hinged onto trimmed Scott specialty pages, or placed on stockpages, and housed in a three-ring binder. Minimal duplication. Includes regular postage stamps, BOB, and souvenir sheets. Attention paid to cancels and perforations. A few out-of-period stamps
added for good measure. High catalog value. Great for filling holes in a worldwide collection or for supplementing a dealer’s existing
stock.
S.B. 375.00
A few thousand sorted onto stockpages and in ten 3-ring binders. Runs from the states to contemporary. Being mostly used, lends
itself to cancel hunting along with a few better here and there. Lots of stamps for the money.
S.B. 270.00
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Strong Collection of Germany and Areas. Clean holding of Germany, Berlin, Offices Abroad, and Occupation, nineteenth century to
1960’s. Mainly mint stamps hinged neatly into a Scott specialty album. Very full for the time period. Features many desirable singles
and sets, including nineteenth century items, regular and commemorative stamps from the 1920’s and 1930’s, Third Reich material,
post-WWII overprints and souvenir sheets, strong semi-postal stamps and souvenir sheets (Scott B33, B58, B68), strong airmails (C20C26, C27-C34, C35-C37, C38-C39, C40-C42, C43-C45), better Berlin material (UPU, Goethe, Bells, first semi-postal set and souvenir
sheet), and Occupation stamps and souvenir sheets. Occasionally an expert’s eye may be necessary for full evaluation. See photos for
an introduction to this lot. Attractive material for collectors and dealers alike. Huge catalog value. Neat, clean, and ready for a new
home.
S.B. 1000.00
Nice collection in six expensive hingeless albums of various types. Notable sections are 3rd Reich, Wurttemberg, Danzig and Memel.
The Fatherland starts in the early 1920’s and runs to the late 1970’s and is most populated up until the postwar and then picks up again
in the mid 1950’s. excellent one to expand upon.
S.B. 500.00
Dealer’s Stock of Germany and Areas. Comprehensive holding of singles and sets from a former bourse dealer of German material.
Includes ten red or white boxes, one pizza box, and four folders. Some boxes of sales cards and glassines are well organized by location
and Scott catalog number; others have glassines and sales cards roughly divided by area, type of stamp, or date. Many items of interest
will be found, e.g., stock from German states, colonies, offices abroad, and nineteenth- or early twentieth-century Germany. The folders feature collection remnants and bulk mint stock. The pizza box contains better items from Germany, especially 1920’s and 1930’s
semi-postal stamps and Zeppelin issues. Some stamps may require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Total catalog value is high. Will
form a useful addition to an existing stock of Germany and areas.
S.B. 950.00
Berlin Collection. Two volumes. One volume is all mint, 1948-1990. Stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in a hingeless album. Appears
to be complete. Includes Berlin overprints, 75th anniversary of the UPU set, Goethe set, Freedom Bells, Portraits, early semi-postal
stamps, and the Offering Plate and Berlin Bear souvenir sheet. A second volume is all used, neatly hinged. Contains some FRG issues,
along with Berlin, 1970-1983. In volume one, some items require an expert’s eye for a full evaluation. Occasional mixed condition,
with some light toning. The album binders and pages are worn and discolored, but the stamps appear to be sound and attractive. Great
opportunity to acquire a strong Berlin holding at a favorable price. View, purchase, and reorganize.
S.B. 800.00
Comprehensive Berlin Lot. Large area holding in one carton, 1948 to 1990. Includes five stockbooks, binders, and albums. Features
multiple mint and used copies of regular postage stamps and BOB. Many surprises. Oodles of material to form a strong collection or
to replenish a dealer’s stock. Some items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Neat, clean, and ready for a new owner.
S.B. 400.00
Hoarder’s Delight of Soviet Zone and DDR. Five volumes chock full of mint and used issues from all periods of East Germany—its
conception, its birth, its heyday, and its demise. Almost complete for the time period. Features regular postage stamps and BOB. A
thorough array of stamps from the Soviet zones and several interesting official stamps noted. Reasonable mint and used duplication.
Some additional unrelated material is present, including WWI Polish locals and various West German singles and sets. Mixed condition
and some bad smell due to poor storage. New owner will have the pleasure of creating a display-worthy East German collection.
S.B. 1250.00
A Diamond in the Rough. Exciting used German collection housed in a well-worn, dirty, creepy Schaubek album. 1872-1960. Loads
of valuable singles, sets, souvenir sheets, and items on piece. Clear cancels with notable dates and locations. Hinged or mounted in
correct spaces with some additional description written in pen or pencil. Includes issues from German Empire, Weimar Republic, Third
Reich, post-WWII period, and the early West and East German formative phases into the late 1950’s. Almost complete for the time
period. Some items require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Mixed condition and some toning and other problems caused by poor
storage. Collection would immediately benefit from a transfer to a new album or group of stockbooks. Viewing of this lot by specialists
recommended!
S.B. 2750.00
Roll Up Your Sleeves… And get to work on this gigantic German collection, 1872-2008. Housed in an album bursting at the seams.
Thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps carefully hinged or mounted onto somewhat worn Scott specialty pages. Most spaces
are filled, but the collection lacks some of the more elusive stamps. Fantastic opportunity to acquire a high percentage of stamps issued
by Germany in all time periods: Empire, Weimar Republic, Third Reich, Allied and Soviet Zones, West Germany, East Germany, Berlin, and post-unification Germany. Also includes issues from various German states. Items on piece and many examples of cinderella
stamps are mixed in with regular postage stamps and BOB. Everything will need to be removed and transferred to appropriate albums
and stockbooks. Much pleasure awaits the lover of German philately or dealer requiring additional stock.
S.B. 850.00
Intermediate Collection of Germany and States, 1851-1949. Mixture of primarily used and some mint singles and sets neatly hinged
onto computer-generated specialty pages. Good representation of all time periods. High catalog value. Condition mixed, but many attractive, sound stamps present. For some issues, an expert’s eye is required for full evaluation. See scans for selected highlights. The
hard work has been done. Buy, expand, and enjoy!
S.B. 800.00
Well put together German Area collection 1849 through 1940. All used, cancelled collection. Better than most condition with lots
of three and four margin classic singles along with many used singles that are missing from most collections. Highlights include: strong
German States with a Bavaria #1, good plebiscites, outstanding German Colonies with plenty of large and small yachts, ending with
decent Danzig, Saar, and General Government. Condition mixed in an unusable old now smelly vintage Schaubek Album. Inspection
absolutely necessary for some CTO are lurking among the postally used.
S.B. 3250.00
Danzig (1920-1939) and Occupied Territories (1939-1945). Page after page of desirable mint stamps and a limited selection of postal
history from these popular German areas. Includes Danzig, Bohemia and Moravia, Sudetenland, Polish General Government, Alsace,
Lorraine, Estonia, Latvia, Ostland, Channel Islands, Luxembourg, Ukraine, and Zarasai (Zargrad). Almost complete for the time period.
Everything is mounted in a worn, somewhat dirty Lindner hingeless album, but the stamps appear sound and attractive. Some items
require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. A real treat to find so much collectable material in one holding. Allow plenty of time to view
this treasure.
S.B. 2000.00
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Loads of Dealer’s Delight. Choice, fresh, elusive singles and sets from Germany and various states, offices, colonies, etc. Representation of material through the 1950’s, with an emphasis on pre-1940 classics. Includes German Empire, West Germany, East
Germany, German Offices in Morocco, German Offices in China, German states, etc. Also features German se-tenant material and
booklets. Displayed on sales pages and housed in four binders. Carefully cataloged, with a thorough description of condition. Some
items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation, and pricing information might need to be revised. No common items. See scans
for an introduction to this attractive lot. Very saleable material nicely set up for easy processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 1500.00
607 / Red Box Pleasure. Choice, fresh, elusive singles and sets from various German states, offices, and colonies, as well as German
Empire, West Germany, East Germany, and Berlin. Representation of material through the 1950’s, with an emphasis on pre-1940 classics. Displayed on salescards and housed in one long red box. Most items carefully cataloged and priced, with a description of condition.
Some items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. See photos for an introduction to this attractive lot. Saleable material nicely
set up for easy processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 1300.00
608 // Extensive German Areas Lot. Large holding in two cartons, nineteenth century to 1945. Includes 15+ stockbooks and binders. Features
material from German states, German colonies, Germany Offices Abroad, German Occupation, General Gouvernement, and General
Administration. Strong in Danzig, Saar, Bavaria, Wurttemberg, Memel, Bohemia and Moravia, and various offices and colonies. Occasionally an expert’s eye may be necessary for full evaluation. Nice representation of cancels, with some stamps on piece or on cover.
Semi-organized and arranged according to Scott catalog, with duplication of many items. See photos for an introduction to this lot.
Copious material for collectors and dealers alike. Huge catalog value. Neat, clean, and ready for a new home.
S.B. 1000.00
609 / Better than average Germany and area collection in three heavy cartons. The main collection is in six basically clean Scott Specialty
albums to 1990 with strength in Empire, Colonies, an almost complete DDR, German States, and Berlin. Many nuggets to be found.
Mixed condition. With a quick look noticed used # 65A, Berlin Bell sets, etc.. As received with half a carton unrelated general foreign
uncounted, but included. Easy to continue. See for yourself.
S.B. 900.00
610 / Germany and Area in three Scott Specialty albums 1849-1971. Includes: German States, Colonies, Offices, Empire, Republic, Third
Reich, Zones, Berlin, and German influenced. Great bread and butter collection that was last worked on in the mid 1970’s. Hundreds
and hundreds of stamps. Mixed condition especially in the classics. Mixed mint and used. No souvenir sheets, but lots of surprises in
the various singles to be mined. Pockets of value in unexpected places. A representative selection is shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 850.00
611
/ Well put together Germany WWI and WWII Occupations collection 1918 through 1946. Mixed mint and used. Better than most
condition with lots of mint sets. Embraces: Allenstein, Marienwerder, Upper Selesia, India, Belgian occupation, Memel, Lithuania,
Montenego, Serbia and many others. Over 70% complete for the old type “Falz Los” Lindner album with its broken down binder and
heavily soiled pages. Inspection necessary.
S.B. 800.00
612 / Germany, States, and Plebiscite Regions. Three-volume German area collection. Volume One focuses on German States and is
especially strong in singles and sets of Bavaria and Wurttemberg, with other states receiving good coverage. Volume Two contains
Germany (1868-1949) with an emphasis on used stamps, displayed on many complete pages. Volume Three has an attractive holding of
the Plebiscite Regions, with multiple copies of many stamps, especially those of Danzig and Saar. Some stamps may require an expert’s
eye for full evaluation. See numerous photos for an introduction to this lot.
S.B. 800.00
613 / Well put together Germany “Zones” collection 1945 through 1950. Mixed mint and used with a focus on mint stamps. The stamps
seem in better than most condition with lots of mint sets. Highlights include: strong AMG, French Zone, and Soviet Zone. Over 70%
complete for the old type “Falz Los” Lindner album now without its binder. Inspection necessary for poor storage added to the deterioration of the binders and pages, but seemingly not the stamps. See the webphotos.
S.B. 600.00
614 / German Colonies and Administrations, Occupations. Two-volume German-area collection. Volume One contains German colonies
with varying degrees of representation. Volume Two has a thorough holding of German administrations and occupations, with strong
coverage of Bohemia and Moravia, Slovakia, Ljubljana, Poland General Government, Serbia, etc., including multiple copies of many
issues. Some stamps may require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. See numerous photos for an introduction to this lot. S.B. 600.00
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Old Friends, Beer, and Sausage. Numerous singles and sets from Germany, along with German states, Allied occupied zones,
Berlin, etc. Most items date from the nineteenth century to the 1960’s. Includes much material from the German Empire, the German
inflation period, the Third Reich, and the early post-WWII years. Everything is arranged neatly in two partially filled stockbooks.
Stamps appear clean and attractive. Perfect lot for beginning German area specialists or dealers who service these collectors.
S.B. 450.00
From Massive General Foreign Collection. Classic mint and used material from Marienwerder, Lubeck, Occupied Lithuania, Saxony, Thurn and Taxis, and North German Postal District. Singles and sets hinged onto Scott specialty pages. Some items may require
an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Spotty coverage at times, but overall respectable representation of the indicated areas. Plenty of
collectable stamps for a prospective owner’s inspection and the new owner’s delight. Offered at a tempting price.
S.B. 150.00
German area leftover used singles and pairs (28 items) that were not strong enough for Sunday’s session. Look close for there are
some goodies. Covers States, offices, and colonies. Best are some dubious canceled GRI small sized yachts All have webphotos.
S.B. 120.00
Three stockpages containing about 150 different. The offices involve only Turkey which accounts for about ¼ of the value. Includes
many of the high values with each colony represented although just a bit from New Guinea. A clean compact value lot. Cat. 4040.00
Well put together 22 page German Offices and Colonies collection on old style Lindner album pages #1-22. Better than most condition with lots of sets. Over 99% complete for the old “Falz Los” album now without its binder. Pages are in rough shape, but the stamps
seem unaffected. A few duplicates along for the ride on the backs of some of the pages. All 22 pages have a webphoto. Inspection
necessary.
S.B. 2400.00
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From Massive General Foreign Collection. Gorgeous mint and used material from German offices and colonies. Includes Kiauchau,
Marianas Islands, German Post Offices in Turkey, German East Africa, German New Guinea, German South-West Africa, Marshall Islands,
Samoa, Western Samoa, Togo, Cameroons, and Caroline Islands. Singles and sets hinged onto Scott or Minkus specialty pages. Some
gaps, but overall magnificent coverage of the indicated areas. Some stamps may require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Oodles of
classic stamps for a prospective owner’s inspection and the new owner’s delight. Offered at a competitive price.
S.B. 2000.00
Fascinating collection of over two hundred items mounted on homemade pages. Wide range of all clear readable cancels sorted
by country. In addition to premium examples like smaller towns, forerunners, mitlaufers, wanderstemples, etc. there are many better
values so that buying just on the basis of catalog value is tempting. A difficult group to assemble sure to interest the specialist.
S.B. 900.00
Germany Offices In Morocco mounted collection of thirty different. All Fine or better.
Cat. 785.00
Strong East German Lot. Large area holding in three cartons, forerunners to 1990. Includes high-end hingeless albums, stockbooks,
and binders. Features multiple copies of most regular postage stamps and BOB. Also has thorough representation of issues from the
Soviet zones. Plenty of material to form an above-average collection of this country. Ready for reorganization.
S.B. 400.00

GREAT BRITAIN
/ Good starter collection housed in four Lindner hingeless albums with slipcases. Starts out with three #1’s and continues with the high
catalog items in typical condition. In mid 1963 becomes very complete NH into 2005. Expensive albums worthy of continuation.
S.B. 450.00
625

Uncounted Royal Mail piles of postage. Includes commemorative year books and souvenir packets. All usable with a bit of Channel
Islands as a bonus.
S.B. 300.00
626 / High Tea, Anyone? High-end portion of a dealer’s stock of Great Britain, various Offices, Guernsey, and Jersey. Intermediate and
advanced key values or complete sets from various time periods, with an emphasis on classic material. Includes regular postage stamps
and BOB. Everything placed in salespages and accurately marked according to Scott catalog number, value, and condition. Manageable
duplication. Ready to impress your customers with overseas sophistication. See many scans for an idea of the high quality of this lot.
Cat. 35,000.00
627 // Collector’s hoard that he never organized. Includes a multitude of 19th century to sort for cancels, shades, etc., along with more
contemporary NH sets, commercial and philatelic covers. Oodles of material to go through housed in a few dozen stockbooks and
mounted collections plus loose. Plan on spending some time going through the four cartons to come up with the right number.
S.B. 1100.00
628 / Collection of several hundred different on black stockpages. Starts in the mid 1950’s and runs to the early 1990’s. Includes apparently all NH complete sets, some booklets and Machins. Also, along for the ride is a helpful little collection of Liechtenstein from 1939
to the mid 1970’s which is a mix of mint og and mint NH. A clean lot.
S.B. 325.00
624

ISLE OF M
MAN

Isle of Man 1980s to 2000s new issue packs having MNH complete sets, singles, and souvenir sheets arranged solid in a banker’s box.
Plenty of postage to count. Offered to tempt any Manx enthusiast.
S.B. 200.00

629

GRE
GREECE

Accumulation of Greece small and large Hermes heads nicely mounted on quadrille pages in a binder. Around 1,500 used stamps
saved for their cancellations. Includes Ionian Islands. A Hellenic specialist will really desire this selection. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 1300.00

630

GRE
GREENLAND
/ Useful Stock of Stamps from Greenland. High-end portion of a dealer’s stock housed on sales pages in a small binder. F-VF or better throughout. Includes a good representation of parcel post stamps. Clean, attractive holding. Features key values or complete sets.
Reasonable duplication. See scans for selected highlights.
S.B. 850.00

631

GRIQUALAND WEST

Griqualand West mounted collection of thirteen different stamps on attractive homemade page. Mostly F-VF.

632

S.B. 375.00

HONG KONG
H
/ A mainly used Hong Kong collection of a few hundred different to the late 1980’s on a variety of pages. In the Victorian period
it’s all used with some premium cancels spotted. The Edwards and the first Georges are generally short or partial sets while beyond that
it’s all complete sets.
S.B. 700.00

633

HUNGARY
/ Mounted collection largely complete to 1953. Mostly different mounted on Scott specialty pages and includes regular issues and a
few occupations. Some extras in the first two Franz Joseph types to accommodate for shades. A nice lot.
S.B. 650.00
635 / Hungry for Hungary? Strong accumulation of Hungary on old sales pages, assorted stocksheets, in three stockbooks, and mounted
on blank pages and placed in a Scott binder, 1870’s-early 1970’s, including BOB. Mint and used. Sharp, fresh gathering of popular, difficult-to-find material from the realm of Hungarian philately. Some items may require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Large number
of stamps and souvenir sheets for your inspection and delight. Enough for even the most ravenous appetite!
S.B. 450.00
634
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/

Hungarian Rhapsody. Mixed mint and used collection, 1870’s to 1950. Hinged or mounted onto worn Scott specialty album pages
and housed in a file folder. Impressive representation of regular postage stamps and BOB with customary mixed condition. Some stamps
may require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. The collection is a bit disorganized, but a loving, knowledgeable hand will easily be able
to restore order.
S.B. 290.00

ICELAND
/ Iceland assortment on three black stock pages. Encompasses roughly 140 mixed mint and used stamps in full sets, singles, and
souvenir sheets from the 1880s to 1938. Small compact and useful.
Cat. 4050.00
638 / Nordic Mythology, Volcanic Activity, and Stamps. High-end portion of a dealer’s stock of Iceland in two small binders. Intermediate and advanced key values or complete sets from various time periods, with an emphasis on classic material. Includes regular postage
stamps and BOB. Everything placed in salespages and accurately marked according to Scott catalog number, value, and condition. Nice
condition. Low duplication. See the scans for an idea of the beauty and value of this lot.
S.B. 1200.00
637

639



640

/

Specialized Collection of Icelandic Numerical Cancels. Various stamps from Iceland, selected and organized according to cancels and
displayed on seven Vario pages. Huge catalog value based on stamps and cancels. Owner’s Facit catalog value is Kr 58,000; handwritten
inventory with valuation is included with lot.
S.B. 900.00
Impressive Iceland collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1873 to 1999. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Comprises several interesting color, inverted frame and other
varieties not often found in a collection. Icelandic specialists need to examine.
S.B. 650.00

INDIA
641 // Large four carton group of mainly India. Not a real collection, just an accumulation in remaindered albums, loose pages, stockbooks,
etc. Bulk over catalog value. Worth going through. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps. A little bit of Africa and other foreign
along for the ride. Saw a used Gandhi high value, what else is in here? Perfect for internet sales by the page.
S.B. 400.00
IRAN
/

642

643

ISRAEL
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645

/

Iran Collection of around 140 different neatly mounted on homemade pages. Starts in 1941 and runs to the late 1950’s. mostly mint
sets.
Cat. 5920.00
Old school White Ace mint Tab Block and Plate Block collection 1948-1970 in five binders and leaking out of a sixth. Tab blocks
include # 10-14, 15, 25, 27, 35-36, 48-51, 55 plus Plate blocks # 15, 25, 27, 28-30, 35-36, 48-51, 55 with many more specialty items
(tete-beche etc.) included. Mainly trapped in heavy duty mounts, but all (just a few) examined were NH. Huge Cat. in just the scarce
items. Will fill many spaces in an Israel specialized collection.
S.B. 500.00
Collection in seven White Ace albums from 1948 to 1994. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and
souvenir sheets in black mounts. Has some tabs including J6-11 on a black stock card which is the best in this collection. Also entails
a folder of extras.
S.B. 200.00
Small lightly remaindered Israel specialists’ group 1948-1950. Missing most of the expensive material with a concentration of
exploded booklets, perf varieties, plate block with margin markings, and flyspecks. Maybe a hundred or so items all together in an old
folder. See the webphotos.
S.B. 120.00

ITALY/ITALY AND AREA/COLONIES
/ Collection of several hundred to the mid 1950’s with more used than mint. Strong Fascist and early postwar with many complete sets.
Especially helpful back of the book. Some duplication as the collector shingled these up throughout. Kind of messy in appearance but
lots of catalog value to be transferred to a new vessel.
S.B. 1000.00
647 / Tempting Italian Offering. Collection of Italy on Italian hingeless specialty pages in two binders, 1862-1952, including BOB and
a smattering of items from the 1960’s and 1970’s. Predominantly mint with some gum toning. Useful representation of stated time
period. Some items may require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Take a look and place a bid.
S.B. 750.00
646
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Stock of over fifty sales pages with a high average retail. Nearly all classics through the Fascist period. Overall condition better than
usual but a few with faults. Needs inspection to determine the validity of some of the cancels along with possible reguming.
S.B. 700.00
Tempting Italy and Area Holding. Neat, clean gathering of mint and used singles and sets from Italy, 1880’s-1950’s. Includes Venezia
Giulia, Sicily and Southern Italy, Trieste, and Italian Social Republic. Items are mounted or hinged onto trimmed specialty album pages,
or placed on stockpages, and housed in a three-ring binder. Minimal duplication. Includes regular postage stamps, BOB, and one censored cover. High catalog value. Appropriate for filling holes in a worldwide collection or for supplementing existing dealer stock.
S.B. 600.00
Neatly mounted collection of over 120 different Italy on homemade pages. All mint issues of occupied Italy during WW2. Very
clean.
S.B. 450.00
Time for a New Specialty? Charming intermediate collection of Italy proper, including BOB, 1889-1991. Numerous mint and used
singles and sets hinged or mounted onto Minkus specialty pages. Missing the more elusive stamps, but filled with many desirable items
from the time period indicated. Ready for a new owner with new energy to place the collection in a new album and fill in the gaps.
S.B. 350.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

A chaotic collection of a couple thousand to the early 1960’s. The collector chose to shingle up his duplicates and mounted better
items wherever they would fit, which gives it a messy appearance and key values pop up all over the place. Adding spice are the many
revenues, labels and unlisted items scattered throughout. The offices and Islands are very helpful as many elusive items are included.
Needs careful examination to take in the full flavor. Godere.
S.B. 1800.00
653 / Italy and Area in three Scott Specialty albums from states up through 1971. Includes: Italy, Occupations, Aegean Islands, Offices,
Colonies, and small groups of San Marino and Vatican City. Great bread and butter collection that was last worked on in the mid 1970’s.
Hundreds and hundreds of stamps. Mixed condition especially in the classics. Mixed mint and used. Limited number of high ticket
items, but lots of surprises in the various mainly mint sets to be rediscovered. Pockets of value in unexpected places. A representative
selection is shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 1250.00
654 / Five collections of Italy and Areas set up for retail. All put together are mostly different stamps with many better values and sets.
Adds up to a huge catalog total worthy of selling as they are at a percentage of the current prices.
S.B. 1050.00
655 // Old holding consisting of a mounted collection with better items and unusual material, some interesting covers and mint stationary
plus a good selection of the 1920’s issues with advertising labels attached.
S.B. 450.00
656 / Accumulation as a mounted collection to 1950 on homemade pages and what appears to be some of the better items plucked out of
said collection identified and put in glassines. Lots of catalog value in mixed condition. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 300.00
652

/

657

/

658



Holding of Italian Colonies. Small box filled with attractive singles and sets from various Italian colonies. Includes special Italian
Colonies issues, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Libya, Tripolitania, and Somalia. Mint and used. Everything placed in cards or salespages, identified,
and priced. Neat, clean, and ready for a new owner.
S.B. 500.00
Triesta A mounted collection on ten homemade pages to 1954. Looks complete for the 1940’s. The only item beyond this is the parcel
T
post set issued from 1949-1954. A clean group.
Cat. 4180.00

JAPAN
/

A few hundred different almost all mint from 1919 to 1976 identified in glassines and arranged in a sales format. Mostly NH with
many complete sets.
Cat. 1750.00
660 / Japan collection to 1972 in a Scott Specialty album Mixed mint and used. Mixed condition. Huge catalog value. Strong classics.
Most of the souvenir sheets. Around 65% complete for the pages. Plenty of premium in the mint sets and souvenir sheets (C8), etc.
Some dubious earlies along with a few telegraph cancels. The classics that were buried in the spine are not to be missed in two included
stocksheets. See the webphotos.
S.B. 1150.00
661 // Aggregation of Japan from the 1880s to the 1990s in two cartons. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having profitable backup in binders, albums, stock pages, and folders. Also includes a
hodge-podge of common FDCs and commercial covers. You might get a monster of a deal by biding on this lot.
S.B. 500.00
662 / Assortment of Japan roughly from the early 1900s to the 1980s in a medium carton. Hundreds of mainly different mint stamps in a
small glassine box having decent catalog in full, partial sets, and singles that would fill in your collection and souvenir sheets from the
late 1940s to the 1980s on album pages plus miscellany. Inspection recommended.
S.B. 400.00
663

Fantastic Japanese Offering. Collection of Japan hinged onto Scott specialty pages in three Scott binders and one folder, 18712016, including prefecture (Furusato) singles and sets. Predominantly used with clear, light cancels. Smattering of mint material. One
man’s lifetime collection. Large number of stamps and souvenir sheets. Minimally remaindered. Heavy on recent issues, with useful
representation of early items. Neat, clean, and desirable.
S.B. 350.00
664 / Three Japan collection in various stages in Scott Specialty albums. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Involves one album from 1900 to 1973, another from 1890 to 1979 and last one from 1876 to
1970. Also includes a folder collection.
S.B. 200.00
665

Hundreds of mint Japan Mihons (Specimens) from the 1970s to the early 1980s in glassines identified by catalog number in a red
box. Useful backup.
S.B. 150.00
659

KOREA
666 // Korea selection from the late 1940s to the 1990s in a medium carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having lots of backup backup on albums, stock pages, and folders. Also includes a small offering of mainly commercial covers.
S.B. 200.00
LABUAN
/ From Massive General Foreign Collection. Neat, clean, beautifully designed mint and used material from Labuan, 1892-1904.
Singles and sets hinged or mounted onto Scott specialty pages. A few gaps, but otherwise lots of stamps for a prospective owner’s
inspection and the new owner’s delight. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 400.00

667

LAGOS
/

668

Parallel mint and used Lagos collection mounted on attractive homemade pages. Includes over a hundred stamps roughly equal
between mint and used. Mostly F-VF.
S.B. 1500.00

LIBERIA
/ Liberia collection in three gigantic binders from 1860 to 2010 in one carton. Comprises thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets on album pages mainly in black mounts. Loaded with topicals giving you several opportunities either to complete, continue or breakup to sell individually or by the theme.
Cat. 6630.00

669
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/

A mounted Liberia collection of a few hundred with duplication. specialist will enjoy this one for the overprint varieties, imperfs,
multiples, shades and a few better values.
S.B. 250.00

LITHUANIA
/ Lithuania and area stockpages (18) with interesting varieties of early Lithuania and Central Lithuania stamps providing most of the
value. Highlights include errors, varieties, and printer’s waste. Specialists have an advantage here, but enough webphotos to level the
field.
S.B. 160.00

671

LUXEMBOURG
/ Luxembourg Collection, 1852-1979. Neat, clean representation of the philatelic output of this Grand Duchy. Singles and sets carefully
and accurately hinged and mounted onto Minkus specialty pages. See scans for selected highlights. Nice mix of classics and colorful
twentieth-century issues. Perfect opportunity to start a new collecting area.
S.B. 325.00

672

MALAYA
/

673

MALTA
/

674

From Massive General Foreign Collection. Neat, historical, exotic mint and used items from Malaya, 1904-1934. Singles and sets
hinged or mounted onto Scott specialty pages. Some gaps, but strong representation of the indicated time period. Plenty of beautifully
designed stamps for a prospective owner’s inspection and the new owner’s delight. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 300.00
Malta collection of over a couple hundred different set up on a dozen black stockpages. Mostly mint into the later KGVI issues
then all mint to the early 1970’s.
Cat. 2550.00

MAURITIUS
/
Mauritius mounted collection of around eighty-five different on attractive homemade pages. Mostly Fine or better.

675

S.B. 450.00

MEXICO
/ Tamales, Cerveza, and Stamps! High-end portion of a dealer’s stock of Mexico. Intermediate and advanced key values or complete
sets from various time periods, with an emphasis on classic material. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Everything placed in
salespages and accurately marked according to Scott catalog number, value, and condition. Low duplication. Nice condition. See the
scans for an idea of the comprehensive nature and high quality of this lot.
S.B. 1500.00
677

Mexico assortment from 1969 to 1990. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in two twosided pages filled stockbooks and one stockbook only have three pages with stamps. Good selection for filled in your contemporary
Mexican collection.
S.B. 250.00
676

MONACO
/ Not a Gamble. High-end portion of a dealer’s stock of Monaco. Intermediate and advanced key values or complete sets from the
pre-1960 period, with an emphasis on classic material. Everything placed in salespages and accurately marked according to Scott catalog
number, value, and condition. Minimal duplication. Ready to add to your stock and delight your customers. See scans for an idea of the
high quality of this lot.
S.B. 850.00

678

MOROCCO
/ Morocco dealer’s stock in fifteen counter books, many dozen glassines as the backup and a few dozen counter pages of “better”
separated in an envelope. Involves all four European administrations plus independent period to 2006. The first mentioned is both mint
and used with a few somewhat better popping up occasionally and sometimes containing a lifetime of duplication. The last part is likeable for the seldom seen predominately mint NH sets in more moderate duplication. Overall a good lot for someone who does lists.
S.B. 400.00
NEPAL
680

Nepal mostly complete collection in a Scott Specialty from 1968 to 2013. Hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets in black mounts. A very unusual collection from a country not often encountered which would look awesome on your shelf.
S.B. 300.00
679

NETHERLANDS

Netherlands seventeen mostly different booklets. Some better couple with writing on cover or rust stains F-VF

681

S.B. 200.00

NEW ZEALAND
682 / An interesting mint and used New Zealand collection mounted on Scott specialty pages of a few hundred to the early QEII period.
Many stamps and some pages are duplicated to accommodate the plethora of perf and shade variations. All is well populated with the
exception of the AR’s. specialist take note.
S.B. 600.00
NEWFOUNDLAND
683 / Nifty Mint and Used Collection of Newfoundland, 1861-1947. Collector-made intermediate-level holding of regular postage stamps
and BOB. Everything identified by Scott catalog number and issue topic, mounted on small notebook pages, and housed in a three-ring
binder. Scans give a brief introduction to this attractive lot. Inspection recommended.
Cat. 6575.00
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/

Newfoundland collection on Scott pages from 1857 to 1947. Roughly 200 mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles. Helpful for building a Newfie collection. Check it out.
S.B. 600.00

NORWAY
/ Vikings, Fjords, and Stamps. High-end portion of a dealer’s stock of Norway in one small binder. Intermediate and advanced
key values or complete sets, pre-1960. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Everything placed in salespages and accurately
marked according to Scott catalog number, value, and condition. Nice condition. Appropriate duplication. See scans for an introduction to this lot.
S.B. 650.00
686

Cancel collection many hundred housed on sixteen two sided black stockpages. Includes a wide variety (all different?) cancels
starting on the King Oscars to contemporary issues. All are clear and readable. As an added bonus there is a photocopy cancel
listing from the Scandinavian Collectors library.
S.B. 600.00
687 / Nice Norway collection a Scott Specialty album from 1855 to 1988. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Embraces some delightful color and other varieties not often
found in a collection.
S.B. 350.00
685

688

689

690

PAPUA
/

The Specialist’s Delight. One binder filled with various choice material from Papua, 1901-1938. Includes shades, plate abnormalities and flaws, overprint peculiarities, and SON cancels. Regular postage stamps and BOB represented. All items are placed
in salespages, identified by Scott and/or Stanley Gibbons catalog number, marked with value, and housed in a small three-ring
binder. Ready for easy transfer to an existing collection of the area or for display in a retail setting.
S.B. 600.00

PHILIPPINES
/ Couple thousands of Philippines in stockbooks and pages. Includes a representation of the Spanish and U.S. administrations
plus loads of the postwar period. Would be a fun lot to play with.
S.B. 300.00
POLAND
/ Assortment of Poland from the 1950s to 2000. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles. Encompasses a Scott Specialty album from 1961 to 2000 fairly filled, a binder having homemade pages from 1955 to 1989,
and a stockbook of extras.
S.B. 140.00

691

/

692

/

Two mint sheets of both shades of the thirty-two stamps and panes from 1947 to commemorate the 3rd Anniversary of
the Polish Fieldpost in the Middle East. Inscription states “50 % of the Revenue for Widows and Orphans of fallen and died of
wounds Polish Soldiers.” Also includes two favored cancelled blocks of four.
S.B. 250.00
Poland WW II Fieldpost mainly mint stamps on album from 1944-54. Entails over 120 stamps in strips of ten, blocks of four,
and singles. Excellent additional for any collector of this material.
S.B. 65.00

PORTUGAL/PORTUGAL COLONIES
/ Portugal on two black two-sized stock pages. Includes roughly 220 mixed mint and used stamps from the classic era to the early
1900s having beneficial backup. Good for cancellations and for enhancing your Portuguese collection.
Cat. 3850.00
694 / Prickly Portugal collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1867 to 1972. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. From an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held
holding. Readily saleable.
S.B. 350.00
695

Nineteenth-century Portuguese Cancel Collection. Various Portuguese stamps from 1853-1870, selected and organized based
on numerical cancels. Catalog value of stamps is $2,000.00. Exciting opportunity for easy entry into the world of classic cancel
enthusiasm.
S.B. 100.00
696 / More Dealer’s Delight. Choice, fresh, elusive singles and sets from Portugal and various colonies. Representation of material
through 1960, with an emphasis on pre-1940 classics. Displayed on sales pages and housed in two binders. Expertly cataloged, with
a thorough description of condition. Pricing information might need to be revised. No common items. See scans for an introduction
to this attractive lot. Very saleable material nicely set up for easy processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 900.00
697 / Red Box Treat. Choice, fresh, elusive singles and sets from Portugal and its various colonies throughout the world. Representation of material through the 1980’s, with an emphasis on pre-1950 classics. Displayed on salescards and housed in one red
box. Most items carefully cataloged and priced, with a description of condition. Some items might require an expert’s eye for full
evaluation. See photos for an introduction to this attractive lot. Saleable material nicely set up for easy processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 450.00
698 / Souvenirs of a Once Great Empire. Impressive philatelic assemblage from countries formerly part of the exotic Portuguese
empire, nineteenth century to 1940. Carefully hinged onto computer-generated pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Admirable
representation of regular postage stamps and BOB, with more attractive, sound singles and sets than usually found in collections
of this area. Perfect for expansion and refinement.
Cat. 3400.00
699 / Phenomenal Portuguese colonies collection in a clean Scott Specialty album from 1870 to 1972. Several thousand mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Includes Angola, Angra, Azores, Cape Verde, Horta, Lourenco Marques, Macao,
Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Nyssa, Ponta Delgada, Congo, Guinea, India, St. Thomas & Prince, Tete, Timor and Zambezia. Contains several not often encountered stamps and sets. From an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held
holding. An outstanding collection that you will enjoy viewing.
S.B. 1250.00
693
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700

RHODESIA
/ Small, collection/accumulation of Rhodesia found on four double sided stockpages. Just over 100 stamp all were saved for a reason.
High catalog. Mixed mint and used. A few of the used with noticeable fiscal cancels. Photos of entire collection on website.
S.B. 400.00

701

RUSS
RUSSIA
/

702

/

703

/

704



705

/

706

/

Russia collection from 1918 to 1991 in two Scott mismatched albums in a medium carton. Encompasses several thousand mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Please inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 950.00
Russia collection from 1918 to 2004 in two cartons. Thousands of mixed mint, used, and CTO stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets on album pages in seven binders. Needs a little tidying up as many stamps have detached from their hinges. Still a
great offering.
S.B. 650.00
Exciting Russia collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1858 to 1967. Hundreds and. hundreds of mixed mint, used, and CTO
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Offered from an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding.
A collection ideal to build upon.
S.B. 500.00
Cancel collection nicely laid out in a skinny stockbook. contains 287 stamps from the Faberge Oleg estate. Good lot for the specialist and philatelic historian.
S.B. 400.00
Collection of 87 Zemstvos stamps (78 different) plus a couple pages of related material as a bonus.
S.B. 200.00
One man’s accumulation/collection of Russia and Areas consisting of eight sometimes contiguous albums, about a seven inch high
stack of various loose pages, Mystic year sets, plus scattered miscellaneous. Thousands of stamps total. Days of sorting will be needed
to put into some sort of working order. A tough lot to figure.
S.B. 600.00

707

SAAR


708

SAINT HELENA
/ Saint Helena mounted collection of thirty stamps on attractive homemade pages. Mostly Fine or better.

709
710

Saar Extravaganza. You name it, this collection has it. Page after page of desirable regular postage stamps and BOB. Everything in
mounts or glassines. Much material labeled as never hinged. Highlights include splendid issues from the 1920’s, Printing I of surcharged
French Administration issues, early semi-postal stamps, all airmails, souvenir sheets (B64a and CB1a), and many printing varieties. Some
items require an expert’s eye for a full evaluation, and there is evidence of occasional mixed condition and some light toning. Also, the
album pages are worn with some discoloration, but the stamps appear to be unaffected. All the new owner needs to do is transfer this
holding to a high-end album and sit back and listen to the envious accolades.
S.B. 1500.00
S.B. 325.00

ST. PIERRE AND MIQUELON

St. Pierre and Miquelon mounted collection of over 120 different on homemade pages containing only 1940’s issues. Inherently, the
vast majority of the value lies in the liberation overprints. A clean lot.
Cat. 2890.00
/

From Massive General Foreign Collection. Colorful, exotic mint and used material from St. Pierre and Miquelon, 1885-1960
(plus a few items from later years). Singles and sets hinged or mounted onto Scott specialty pages. Includes a selection of neatly marked
duplicates on stockpages and sales sheets. Some gaps, but above-average representation of the indicated time period. Plenty of stamps
for a prospective owner’s inspection and the new owner’s delight. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 150.00

SAUDI ARABIA
/ Saudi Arabia selection on two double sided black stock pages in a pizza size box. Involves around sixty mixed mint and used stamps
in 102 cards already identified and cataloged. If you can read the language, this lot could be just for you.
Cat. 3900.00
712

Saudi Arabia selection on three manila stock pages in a pizza size box. Entails over 110 mostly different mint stamps including
airmail on 102 cards previously identified and cataloged. Opportunity to fill in those empty spaces in your Saudi collection.
Cat. 2670.00
713 / Oil, Intrigue, and Stamps. High-end portion of a dealer’s stock of Saudi Arabia in two small binders. Features careful identification of stamps, with many signed items. Intermediate and advanced key values or complete sets from various time periods. Includes
regular postage stamps and BOB. Everything placed in salespages and accurately marked according to Scott catalog number, value,
and condition. Nice condition. Low duplication. Seldom offered in this quality and quantity. See many scans for an idea of the power
of this lot.
S.B. 2100.00
714 / Like the Grains of Sand in the Desert. One box loaded with singles, sets, miniature sheets, and souvenir sheets from Saudi Arabia,
1916-1990’s. Everything displayed on stockpages or placed into envelopes of various types. Items are carefully marked by Scott catalog
number and recent value. Owner’s catalog is over $20,000.00. Some issues require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. At times, there
is substantial duplication, but the depth and breadth of the lot remain impressive. Well suited for creating a respectable dealer stock of
this exotic and underappreciated country.
S.B. 800.00
711

715

SOMALIA
/ Somalia Collection of almost fifty different. Mostly mint Fine or better.
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716

SPAIN/SPANISH COLONIES
S
/ Spectacular Spain collection in a clean Scott Specialty album from 1851 to 1973. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. On the market for the first time from an old-time collector who is now
liquidating his long held holding.
S.B. 550.00
Spain and Colonies. Extensive collection and backup of Spain and colonies in three boxes, nineteenth century to 2000 and later.
Many surprises and elusive items present. Includes well organized stockbooks of regular postage stamps and BOB, organized according to Scott catalog. Also features stockbooks of colonies, souvenir sheets, and 1930’s and 1940’s charity labels. Several file folders of
stamps from various periods round out this lot. Will yield a sophisticated collection once everything is properly sorted and arranged.
S.B. 800.00
Plenty of Dealer’s Delight. Elusive singles and sets from Spain and various colonies. Representation of material through 1950,
with an emphasis on pre-1940 classics. Includes Spain, Spanish Andorra, Cape Juby, Fernando Po, Philippines, Spanish Morocco, etc.
Displayed on sales pages and housed in one binder. Carefully cataloged, with a thorough description of condition. Pricing information
might need to be revised. No common items. See scans for an introduction to this attractive lot. Very saleable material nicely set up for
easy processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 650.00

717

/

718

/

719

/

Red Box Fun. Choice, fresh, elusive singles and sets from various Spanish colonies and territories throughout the world. Representation of material through the 1960’s, with an emphasis on pre-1940 classics. Includes Andorra (Spanish), Cuba, Ifni, Philippines,
Rio de Oro, Spanish Guinea, Spanish Morocco, etc. Displayed on salescards and housed in one short red box. Most items carefully
cataloged and priced, with a description of condition. Some items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. See photos for an
introduction to this attractive lot. Saleable material nicely set up for easy processing. Worth a look.
S.B. 750.00

720

/

721

/

722



Super Spanish colonies collection in a clean Scott Specialty album from 1855 to 1972. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Direct from an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding. An unusual
collection not often seen on the philatelic market.
S.B. 350.00
Old accumulation of stamps from various Spanish colonies, possessions, and territories. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps (maybe
4,000) on stock pages and portions of old stockbooks. Huge undetermined catalog concentrated in the colonial classics of Cuba,
Puerto Rico, Philippines, etc., along with more modern issues up to 1970. Great to hunt varieties or fill in your classic pages.
S.B. 325.00
From Massive General Foreign Collection. Neat, clean mainly mint collection of Spanish colonies and possessions, early twentieth
century-1950’s. Singles and sets hinged onto Scott specialty pages. Spotty coverage, but still lots of stamps for a prospective owner’s
inspection and the new owner’s delight. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 300.00

723

724

725

STRAITS SETTLEMENT
/ Intermediate Collection of Straits Settlements and Malaysia, 1867-1968. Mixture of mint and used singles and sets neatly hinged
onto somewhat worn Scott specialty pages. Good representation of a popular collecting field. See scans for selected highlights. Easy
holding to expand and strengthen.
S.B. 240.00
SWEDEN
/ Smorgasbord in Stockholm. High-end portion of a dealer’s stock of Sweden in two small binders. Intermediate and advanced key
values or complete sets from various time periods, with an emphasis on classic material. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB.
Everything placed in salespages and accurately marked according to Scott catalog number, value, and condition. Nice condition. Low
duplication. See the scans for an idea of the desirability of this lot.
S.B. 1300.00
SWITZERLAND
/ Yodel-lay-ee-dee! Six pages of early Swiss issues (Scott #38//124 and J21//25), emphasizing significant differences in shades and
featuring numerous clear cancels with legible dates and locations. All items housed in like-new stocksheets and carefully organized and
identified. Grab a cup of Swiss Miss and your magnifying glass and get to work.
Cat. 7500.00

726

/

From the Mountains to the Valleys, from Cheese to Chocolate. One small box filled with singles, sets, and souvenir sheets from
Switzerland, late nineteenth century to 1980’s. Emphasis on pre-1955 period. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Occasional
duplication suitable for flyspecking. All items are placed in salescards and salespages, identified by Scott catalog number, and marked
with a value. Fun lot to view and easy to market at the right price.
Cat. 5150.00

727



Twenty-one mostly different booklets. Some cover bends or writing on covers. F-VF

S.B. 200.00

TURKEY
/ Collection of several hundred different in mounts or mounted on a variety of pages with issues to the late 1960’s. Many better
values and sets with the early parts mixed mint and used and later all mint sets. A solid effort.
S.B. 800.00
729 / Terrific Turkey in two each Scott Specialty and Minkus albums from 1867 to 1970. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. From an old-time collector who is now liquidating his long held holding.
If you collect this country, check it out.
S.B. 300.00
728
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730

731

URUGUAY

Uruguay Treasure. Impressive, nearly complete collection of airmails from Uruguay, 1912-1971. Hinged or mounted onto Scott
specialty pages. Stamps are attractive and fresh; pages, clean and like-new. See scans for selected highlights. Worth a quick look and
an enthusiastic bid.
Cat. 1840.00
VAT
VATICAN
CITY
/ Selection of Vatican City in three cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps from 1929 to the 1980s in albums,
binders, folders, mint sheet files etc. having amply backup. Sufficiently amount of Papal material which could be the answer to your
prayers.
S.B. 500.00\

YEMEN
732 // Interesting Yemen assortment from the 1960s in a medium carton. Embraces hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint, used, and CTO
stamps having backup in two binders and a folder. Also includes around twenty FDC or commercial covers. An unusual holding.
S.B. 500.00
733

YUGOSLAVIA
/ A largely complete Yugoslavia collection of well over a thousand different arranged in a stockbook up to the mid 1970’s. Starts out
primarily mint og until the late 1930’s which then becomes mainly mint NH to all NH to the end. The Trieste B is also almost complete
much the same as the Yugo. Almost all F-VF.
S.B. 1150.00

ZAN
ZANZIBAR
734 // Zanzibar mounted collection of sixty-two stamps and one cover on attractive homemade pages. Mostly F-VF.
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